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Gov't gets anti-bed cut message 
NORTHERN LIBERALS have told 
their government not to cut long term 
beds until alternative home care or 
other supports are in place for inde- 
pendent living. 
The message was delivered in the 
form of a motion at a July 18-20 policy 
conference in Prince Rupert attended 
Although the authority says it will 
increase community care, details and 
a budget for that have yet to surface. 
Christiansen said she's worried that 
the home care services won't increase 
once the beds are closed. 
She spoke to the motion in front of 
a panel of elected Liberals, including 
by northern Liberals, Premier Gordon health services minister Colin Hansen. 
Campbell, cabinet ministers and "The premier spoke before that and 
MLAs. 
It was introduced by Terrace coun- 
cil member Lynn, Christiansen in her 
capacity as a member of the city's 
health task force monitoring roup. 
She crafted the motion in response 
to plans by the Northern Health Au- 
thority to close 25 of its 75 beds at 
Terraceview Lodge in Terrace. 
he said one size does not fit all and 
that's exactly what we think here," 
said Christiansen. 
"We don't think their plan will 
work in a rural and remote area." 
Christiansen said she had to buy a 
$10 provincial Liberal membership in
order to speak •to the panel. 
The resolution will now make its 
i l Local health care advo- 
cates start a letter writing 
campaign to protest Terra- 
ceview bed closure plan. 
Page A2 
way to a full-blown provincial Liberal 
convention ext year, says Lael Mc- 
Keown, president of the B.C. Liberal 
Skeena constituency association. 
"This was one area where we had a 
chance to bring an issue of concern to 
the premier, cabinet and caucus," said 
McKeown. 
"Even though it won't get Voted on 
for a year [at the provincial conven- 
tion] and it might get voted down, they 
know this is aconcern that can't be c e nt re 
ignored," she continued, now. But 
Christiansen was less successful in Ter race  
having another health motion passed, w a s 
An attempt to obtain a blessing for t a g g e d 
a regional trauma centre at Mills m o r e 
Memorial Hospital was altered, she than a 
said, by delegates from Prince Rupert. d e c a d e 
Terrace and Mills were absent from ago as 
an amended motion which instead ad- the loca- 
rotated using high technology to ira- tion for a 
prove trauma services in the northwest, centre by 
It also called for a reassessment of a provin- 
where a trauma centre should go. cial trau- 
A regional trauma centre at Mills is ma serv- 
the primary health care goal of Chris- ' i c e s 
tiansen and other health care advo- commit-  
cat, s in Terrace and area. tee. 




IGGY the iguana hitches a ride clinging to its owner's head. 
Brandon Larkin, 16, took his unique pet for a stroll in the 
beautiful sunshine July 25. The brilliantly coloured reptile was 
completely at ease. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Alcan hurts region's economy 
by selling power, study says 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE SALE of power by Alcan comes at the 
expense of jobs in the northwest, a study com- 
missioned by the District of Kitimat has con- 
cluded. 
The study by Roslyn Kunin and Associates 
tallies up economic and job losses or gains 
that result from changes in aluminum produc- 
tion by Alcan. 
"Any change in employment there is going 
to have a very large impact on the local econ- 
omy," Kunin said, 
Kitimat officials hope the study will bolster 
their argument that the province should work 
with them to maximize aluminum production • 
and resist Alcan efforts to expand its ability to 
sell power. 
The study concludes every loss of 100 AI- 
can jobs translates into a loss of about $2.1 
million in provincial tax revenue and a $56.5 
million per year reduction in total industrial 
output. 
Alcan's move to cut 200 jobs since 2001 
has resulted in spinoff job losses to the region, 
Kunin projected. 
She said it would have added up to a loss of 
50 more jobs in Kitimat itself and 38 jobs in 
Terrace and area. 
al production and 
government tax 
revenue "can only 
be realized by 
aluminum produc- 
tion or other in- 
dustrial utiliza- 
tion, and not 
through the sale 
of power," the 
study found. 
Kunin did not 
investigate close- 
ly the possibility 
that Kemano 
electricity could 
power other in- 
dustry in the re- 
gion as an alter- Rick Wozney 
native to alumi- 
num production, 
"I'm not aware of major investment oppor- 
tunities immediately on the horizon," she said 
in an interview. 
"If there were other industries that generate 
employment they would have different multi- 
pliers thati the aluminum industry, " said Ku- 
nin, an economist and former federal official. 
The 200-job reduction is also projected to Kitimat paid $21,000 for the study. 
have added up tO a loss of more than $4 mii- Kititnat mayor Rick Wozney said the find- 
lion in provinc!al tax revenue and $226 million lngs are proof that power,sales arebad for B.C. 
in total iudustrlal production over the past two :when job and tax losses ai'e tallied; 
years. :' ,'Even if no further jobs are cut, the 10ss to 
Economic spinoffs from extra jobs, industri- the provincial economy over the next 10 years 
will be more than $ l billion," Wozney said. 
Kitimat council fears Mean - if it can sell 
power without resiriction - will modernize its 
smelter to employ only 800 people, minimiz- 
ing aluminum production and maximizing 
power sales 
Wozney says that would cut employment 
by 1,000 jobs from 2001 levels. 
Based on the Kunin study, that would mag- 
nify the loss to the B.C. economy to $500 mil- 
lion per year, or more than $5 billion a decade. 
"Selling the power for export robs the prov- 
ince of those benefits," Wozney said. 
"Alcan is scaling back production in B.C. at 
the same time that it is increasing aluminum 
production in Quebec," he said. "Unlike B.C., 
Alcan is not permitted to shut down capacity 
to sell excess power in Quebec." 
Wozney said the Nechako River is a 
"magnificient public resource" that could 
power a smelter of 600,000 metric tonnes per 
year. 
"I am concerned that Mean might under- 
mine the public benefits of this resource by re- 
building a smaller smelter than the resource 
would support in order to pursue power sales," 
Wozney said. . 
"Alcan is attempting to permanently gain 
the right to sell electricity at the expense of 
aluminum production and jobs," he said, "The 
loss to the province m terms of  value,added 
jobs and exports will be huge," 
There have been no meetmgs between Kiti, 
mat and the province sinced June; 
City's 75th party 
continues during 
Riverboat Days 
WITH EVERYTHING from the traditional 
parade to a homecoming celebrating the city's 
75th birthday to Canadian rock legend Prism, 
the 2003 edition of Riverboat Days begins July 
31. 
The 75th anniversary celebrations continue 
with a Memory Lane social Aug. 1 from 7 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. at the arena. That'll be followed by a 
homecoming dance the next evening, also at 
the arena. 
Turn to Page B I for an overview of the ev- 
ent, Pages B 1 to B7 for a schedule and stories 
and Page A15 for a separate offering on River- 
boat Days sporting events. 
Weak salmon 
stocks mean 
no fish sales 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
ABORIGINAL PEOPLE here may not be allowed to 
catch and sell sockeye salmon as federal fisheries offi- 
cials have cut back on the commercial sockeye fishery. 
The cuts come in an effort to protect weak sockeye 
returns to the Kitwanga River and the Nanika further in- 
land, says fisheries official David Einarson. 
As a result, aboriginals in the Terrace area may not 
have a crack at Excess Salmon to Spawning Require- 
ment (ESSR)fishing opportunities. 
When returns come in stronger than expected fisher- 
ies officials may issue special commercial permits to 
First Nations to harvest a certain number of the abundant 
fish to sell. 
"Currently there's no sign of it, for both the Nass and 
the Skeena, there's no sign of a surplus developing," Ei- 
narson said. He said if one does take place it'll likely be 
more inland toward the Babine Lake. 
Last year there was no ESSR fishery for the Nass and 
Skeena, while a small allottment was made at Morice- 
town for roadside sales of pink salmon. 
The Kitselas also don't have a commercial catch al- 
lotment, he said, which means any fishing done with the 
fishing wheel is solely for food, social and ceremonial 
purposes, he said. 
"The in-river fishery is in the same fix as they are out 
here," Einarson says, referring to commercial fishermen 
in the Prince Rupert area. 
Though sockeye stocks are coming back in greater 
numbers than officials predicted this year, fewer days 
are being allotted for commercial harvest in an effort to 
protect weak Nanika and Kitwanga stocks, 
"We predicted it would be 1.2 million and currently it 
looks like it's coming ih at about 1.8 million," says Ei- 
nars0n, estimating 650,000 sockeye have been caught by 
commercial fishermen so far this season. 
That compares to a 2.4 million return to the Nass and 
Skeena Rivers last year allowing a catch of 1,2 million. 
The main two weeks that those stocks return to Kit- 
wanga are in the last week of July and the first week of 
August, Einarson said. 
Last year commercial anglers had 12 days of sockeye 
fishing in July. This year that number is seven with the 
chance of one more opening this week. 
This season's fishing plan has drawn fire from com- 
mercial fishermen who say the effort to protect weak 
stocks is amounting to a 40 per cent reduction in /heir 
catch. " 
But Einarson says it's just one fishing plan for one 
year ,  it may chang¢ next year based on how well the 
stocks come in. 
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Bed cut protest campaign heats up 
• , . . ,  
IIi I Ill ltIW]il itli'b  
By JEFF  NAGEL termediate-care beds at authority's appointed board represent northe~'n B.C. as iowards in-home and other ~ ~  
SENIORS advocates here Terraceview - in  favour of of directors is proving a a whole., types of care will translate RE*.D~r~'~,'~'~IPq ~o • "~-'-"-~- ,,"7" 
vow to ramp up their cam- other types of care includ- challenge. "I can t be there lobby- into better quality of life 
paign to block bed cuts at ing home-based supportive "It doesn't seem to be ing for particular political for seniors in more corn- " " 
Terraceview Lodge. care. answerab!e to the corn- interests in the communi- ' for,able surroundings than 
A letter-writing cam- Critics doubt those al- mun'ity, ' she said. ty, Bartlett said. "It's a institutionalization. 
paign is now underway ternatives will be ready "They're not elected peo- huge area and it wouldn't. "That should be the ob- 
urging health services and want the beds main- pie and they really don t be fair to the rest of the. jective - keep people in 
minister Colin Hansen and rained, care if we like the plan or area to apply polit ical their homes as long as we 
Skeena MLA Roger Harris Christiansen says there not." pressure for prepared possibly can." 
to pressure the Northern is no one on the waiting Christiansen also said agendas." Those fearful of the bed 
Health Authority to change list to get into Terraceview she's disappointed that Bartlett said he has at- cuts are taking a glass half 
course, because the NHA has Run Bartlett, an NHA di- tended local Health Watch empty approach that ne- t 
"Those beds should be changed the qualifications rector from Terrace, does meetings when he has glects the rest of the plan, 
left alone," says city to get on it. not see himself as a voice been invited, he suggested. 
councillor Lynne Chris- She suggests that for Terrace concerns on He defends the NHA's "People have focused 
tiansen, a health care ad- change will help the NHA decisions made by the plan for senior care. on the 25 beds but have 
vocate and member of a push demand numbers board in Prince George. "There 's  a lways  forgotten to look at the 
health care monitoring down there and justify the Bartlett says it would nervousness," he said. community care that's go- 
"We committee connected with future bed cuts. be inappropriate for him to have a plan and ing to  be increased," he 
the city. "Don't take what "That doesn't mean the lobby on behalf of Tar- we're sticking to it. And said, adding people he's 
we have." need in the community race's issues because it that plan is to increase the talked to are more amen- 
The NHA's plan calls does not exist," she said. would be unfair to other health and the quality of able to the idea once it's 
for a shift away from ins,i- She said she's targeting communities in the region, life for the poeple in this fully explained. 
tutional care for seniors - provincial politicians be- He said he and other di- area." He also defends the 
eventually eliminating in- cause pressuring the health rectors are appointed to Bartlett said the shift • NHA's  conclusion that the rtt~u~=~u~ 
current system isn't the ~ • evelop ent i istry plan fails most efficient use of  T reat  YourFeetToRedWings .  D m mn scarce health care dollars. 
"Right now our full re- Avai labIe in:BlO-14,DB-15,  E6-13, EEEE7-15 
AN ATTEMPT by local B.C. L iberals to have their  gov- "We have nqinistries to manage social  services and sources are put into an 6 3 5  6 7 0 3  
eminent create a stand alone economic development industry, but we have to have something focused on get- acute care facility. It was 
ministry failed at a regional party convention two wee- ling revenue." not really necessary to 
kends ago in Prince Rupert. "We have taken measures to cut costs but in business have those beds filled. We Men Sat  9 
Delegates instead decided on a motion calling for the there are two measures you can take - cut costs and in- only have one pot of men- - -  - -6  
competition, science and enterprise ministry to concen- crease revenues and we need to increase revenues," ey to work from." 
,rate on economic development. McKeown said. Ii--'~-~-I~,,,,~,,,~,~,~,*,,,~.1 
Skeena B.C. Liberal constituency association presi- Overall, McKeown was happy with how the regional I I I I I~hMI~'~~'~.~ ~, ,~. '~. .* - ,~'* '~* '~' l l  
II ._~-- I ,~  r~,~r~; ,~m./.aa~. 0~ . n dent Lael McKeown, who presented the motion, said it party conference, one of several being held across the nl_~r,=.l,~,a,H,a~,,=d;,~lx,,~,,,/o~,t 
[ ~ "L~.~..~.J b. ~ r~p* ~* a~d ~C =c~.  [ 
was important o have a separate ministry dedicated to province, turned out. iz~,,~m,,~,,o~,,: I 
ensuring the province competes globally. Some 150 delegates from the 10 northern ridings, Io~.¢,~KO,t"°m~mm~°umAn°" e" ...... "'~t 
McKeown presented her motion to a panel which MLAs and cabinet ministers, including Premier Gordon .[m.m6"°'~*z~'t"~'rc'w~m ".,_,/ lU 
numbered competition minister Rick Thorpe as one of its Campbell end deputy premier Christy Clark, attended. 
members. "There was lots of opportunity for one-on-one time ~,~,..;,',-,-" . . . . . . . . .  "=:'" ~,,~ 
That might have been taken as a criticism of Thorpe with MLAs and cabinet ministers," said McKeown . . . . . .  ~:::i~i:~;:::::~0:;i::::~'7~.'.~w~ ..... .  ~.~o~. .. .................................... .... :~::%,::::.;." 
and his ministry, McKeown acknowledged, but she said "There were lots of people able to make connections, i!~:ii~l it! 
it was important o make a point. And even though you could express concerns, it could be ~ / /  "The budget problem we have right now is that we done and still be positive. It was a real opportunity for 
don't have any money," McKeown noted, the north to get our message across." :i :~, 
. . . . . .  ' ......................................................................... : " "  . . . . .  ; " ~  's Funeral Service Ltd. su.o,:~oo.,o.t ' 
' , . . . ~ . : ' . , .  "h;'L'~. ~: :~" ~,~C,~.~:,:~,~ ~.~':~.~,~.~'~,.~" "~:~ ~r~ 
~. '  ~ .~ ~.~.t~,~ , ,,.,~t,,~e.~ : ; , t !~ .~.  ,,<¢7.~ .~ .'~: '~  ~,:~ i~i[:::: J~st~e~y~uh~wimpressedrnyhusbandand~wer~withHawkAkonour~igh~stoandfr~mTerrace • , ~ ...... .,~ , ~.', ..~,: ': ,,~.,,'. ~.~:., :>.,:. , ~. .  o~-: :,,: _,  ..~- , ..:¢ Sewing Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
~-,W,,~ :~%~.",'~ Ip~,"%,,,~,g ,~ ;'rl~,,~i~,,..: ! (~,, n :~'. ¢" . "~.!'~ ! ii t0 visit family. We've previously always flown from Vancouver to Terrace with a 'major' airline - never * 
, ,: . . ~ , ,~/~: ~..  ..,.,~ Monuments  Concerned personal again! Flight was comfortable, s rvice was friendly and courteous AND cheaper[ Thank you. 
: " ii .? : : : ' :~ ,,, Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest :.i: Sincerely, June .s 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 ilii! : i 
5 YEARS AGO 4626 0avis Street 'i;:, i 3ust ~rant~ towrite and ~y t~s to you an, yourstafffory.rl~mpta~u~oushandlin, t 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 :ii!: or,he delayZexperlenced y sterday travelling between. Prl,ce Rupert andVanceuver. 
A MAP reading error not only sent an ambulance in FA Fun~olSe#~:e Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 !i!i! Aspeclal~ankyoutoNikawhomphonemannerandinforrnaUenup-datewasfirst-¢lass. As ell, :: ~tPl &modalion the wrong direction when it was dispatched to help a . 24 hour pager .i:ili~ both Walt and Shlylo at the Prlnm Rupert airl~'t were xt~mely helpful with Information a d. 
choking baby but broke an agreement between the ::: provtding mullins and o0ffee to those of us who had not had time to get any breatda~t. 
:i:! 
B.C. Ambulance Service and the fire department . . . . .  Yourairline'scastome, r servi~ efforts are exceptional, OUleraidines~ouladotoleamfrorayour 
Ambulance officials said a Kamlo0ps-based dis- :ili::i-i:! staff, 
)atcher ordered the ambulance crew, in town from " ¢ongratulationsandk~pupthegoodwork.rllbear~Jular~storner. ,. 
Smithers to deliver a patient, to heip a newborn :i!~::~:ii 
baby on Ols0n in the horseshoe because it was im- ~e~ards, 
mediately available, The dispatcher did not alert fire 
hall first responders as required because he believed - - - -  - - - - . . - -  _ l~:i: 
the ambulance would arrive rapidly. " ~ ~ ' ~ . . , . . ; ' ~ - , v f . . ~  I!'i17: e.len 
Instead of sending the ambulance north of the 
railway tracks to the horseshoe, the dispatcher sent I would like to express my appreciation for the excellent so?vice and help I received 
it to the southside. The ambulance got lost and SNDS is offering assistance f0ryouth to participate in from your staff at the Smithers Airport on Thursday July 18th at 8:00 am. Ihad :i!~ 
forgotten a piece of luggage and was on my way to Vancouver for government 
called for new directions. First responders monitor- sports, recreation and fine arts in Urban Terrace. ii! meetings. The staff immediately eamo to my resuce and solved the problem. I cannot : 
mg communication then headed out. The baby was "Our objective is to provide opportunities for mental, :i!'.. thank ,ham enough for their generosity and kindness. :i1 
recovering by the time they arrived, which was six physical, emotional nd fill 
minutes ahead of the ambulance. - July 29, 1998 This seems to be a trademark of our northern people and speaks highly of your staff, 
spiritual (life balance) growth of Aboriginal youth." ~i,ii who did not hesitate to step in and help. '::i 
~:~. Thank you very much. 10 YEARS AGO fOR MORE INFORMATION ~:: " iii 
THERE'LL be fewer and fewer forestry jobs here as PLEASE CONTACT ARNIE  iiii:i~tlii~'I Sineerol~,. 
the years go by, says a provincial study ,i~ .,,~ i ii'i¢:~:/]'t'~da'd'~ 
The 55-page study looked at three scenarios (250) 635-6044 Or lb l l  Free 1-800-721-1633 1 ~ \ l 
,~ii':l~~ . ........... ~..~ 
~. ; . r~ . , .  .~  .......... ~..~,,,.,~,.~...~-~--.~::;'.',.~::;:~-ii7~ ~. .~" ........................... 
based on yearly logging amounts in the Kalum North 
area and came up with the same conclusion each THIS PROGRAMRUNSONAYEAR.ROUNDBASIS 
time. It also says there'll be an effect on the regio- 
nal economy as it adjusts to fewer jobs. 
The amount of logging going on excceeds by 
three times the amount of timber reaching maturity 
so it can be cut, the review found. - July 28, 1993 
15 YEARS AGO  !eature each week I meat was an 
THEY MAY not have achieved their primary goal art form m 
during a sweep through the federal Skeena riding, I for easY, delicious dinner ideas! I 
but Reform Party representatives remain confident | 
they will yet establish a strong foothold in the area. Id  be the  
"There are a lot of people all over the West and W0U 
all over Canada that are just fed up to here with our 
old parties," maintained Short Tompkins. Emily Carr  
He was one of a three-member team that visited Maple Glazed Ribs  
Kitimat and Terrace to set up a local party organi- of t  .ace 
zation to put forward a candidate in the next general a lb pork bm:k rlba l.a kg 314 cup maple eyrup 175 mL 
election. - July 27, 1988 2 tbsli packed brown 25mL 
" -  The rest From the archives of the Terrace Standard your = tb .p  ketchup 25 mL ' | 0 -- I tbsp cider v inegar 15 mL 
l oca l  newspapero f  records ince1988,  la,.pl/2 tap saucesalt W . . . .  terahire ISmLz naiL, .In y r,e s'tt}-" g--  
• . . . .  .: . , "' . " ,?;,~ :~,~:~" '~']" ~*~,~'~.~:~:~i~ 112 tt~p, d ry  muatard  2r r tL  |u-st p tain- 
• . : .  :.~'$e~ving The Terrace:~z . . . .  - : : " - " : "~"~ . , . ,a , .o  ~,  . . . . . . .  , . .  w . . . . , .~ ; . ,  . . . . .  rea., . . . . . .  :.:,~ covered, for about 1 hour or until tender. 
K .COASt "V numbers NECHA I turninR halfway through.) * In snmll saucepan, c¢)mbine mnple syrup, / ~  sugar, ketchup, vinegar, Worcestershire sauce, salt and mustard; bring to boil. Pour 
over  ribs; marinate in refrigerator for about 2 
• Remove ribs, reserving marinade. Cook .~.~ . . . .  medium-hot coal . . . . . . .  d;u . . . .  ,ling i Construction, Terrace 
i'::: ...... ' :<  a// AgOV tVl gr// lgtlgt, T//talgTO# ltr/  lg  #t, 1 ~-' Y0ur Local Highway & Bridge Maintenance Contractor ~ for about 2O mlnutee or until tend . . . .  d i~" , ,  , ~* i.2. ~ Phl (250)  ~38:188] .  / ,~~__ aboutglazed'4 CO,to6 IntOservings.servin,-sized pi ..... Makes ~ 2~1 0 IA~ ~r~E ~ 2 4  ~:  
~ , ~ ~  l l r f ]  k'l~¢['~ ;~{ . I . I~ ] l [ ' j  ' ~ ~I =] ' ' ' ' ' '~  ' ' ' 
G et   Br0ad:. ., ba: nd ..... :1 n ternet  Serv  ..... . ii 
Now for ust s24'95/m0nth (FirSt 6 months) (M-Net is Fast! 
Monarch  Thats up to 173x FASTERthan 
CABLESYsTEMS LTD. dial up & 3x Faster than DSU 
• t, 
Bad intersections get fixed 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERAN 
SEVERAL instersections 
in the Terrace area are 
getting a facelift in an ef- 
fort to make roads in the 
city more safe. 
Recent brainstorming 
sessions between local 
RCMP members, ICBC 
officials and the city's 
public works department 
have resulted in some im- 
mediate changes. 
.... Of f ic ia ls  targeted 
severa l  intersections ar- 
ound Terrace which have 
i either a high rate of colli- 
sions or have seen high 
profile accidents. 
i "We though we'd try to 
determine what were the 
causal factors in the colli- 
sions that occurred at each 
intersection," says Cnst. 
Cam Joseph, of the traffic 
services unit. "Each is 
unique." 
The result of the brain- 
storming sessions has re- 
sulted in some immediate 
changes and plans for 
change later. 
[] Munroe St. and 
Lazelle Avenue 
ICBC statistics show 
this intersection ranks 13 
on the list of high-collision 
intersections in Terrace. 
But several high profile 
accidents there, including 
one March 21, 2003, 
prompted police officers to 
add it to their list of inter- 
sections which might be 
made safer by looking at 
signage, engineering or 
enforcement solutions. 
The March 21 accident 
saw a van run the stop 
,sign, slamming into a 
southbound minivan, trap- 
ping the driver inside and 
causing that vehicle to be 
: written off. 
It raised the profile of 
that intersection and re- 
stilted in both drivers in- 
volved in that accident o 
call for better signage. 
As  a result, the stop 
sign located on the north- 
~east corner will be moved 
from it's location more to- 
ward the roadway, so it 
won't be obscured by any 
overhanging tree limbs. 
A white stop bar will be 
painted across the west- 
bound lane to further in- 
crease the sign's visibility, 
says director of public 
works Herb Dusdal. 
City crews will also be 
increasing brushing of 
shrubs and trees at this in- 
tersection to improve driv- 
ers' visibility of stop signs. 
[] Kelth Ave. and Te. 
trault St. 
Just a few years ago a 
no left turn sign between 1 
p.m. and 6 p.m. was erect- 
ed in an effort to curb col- 
lisions between vehicles 
turning left off Tetrault o- 
ward the Sande Overpass. 
Though accident rates 
did go down slightly there 
after that sign was put up, 
they still persisted. 
The team of analysts 
decided something more 
had to be done - so last 
week that sign was taken 
down and replaced with a 
no left turn sign for all 
times of the day. 
[] Keith Ave. and 
Kenney St. 
This has been a prob- 
lem intersection for 
several years and ranks 
number three on ICBC's 
list of most fender benders. 
Despite erecting large 
stop signs for east and 
westbound traffic, com- 
plete with little flashing 
LED lights embedded in 
the sign posts to increase 
visibility, collisions there 
seem to persist. 
Though no immediate 
action will be taken, the 
task force is exploring the 
idea of changing it from a 
two-way stop to a four-way 
stop. 
Dusdal says the city 
will look at the viability of 
a redesign and the related 
costs before moving ahead. 
The project could happen 
as early as next year. 
[] Keith Ave. and Ka- 
lum St. 
This is the number one 
intersection for accidents 
in Terrace, according to 
ICBC, but many of those 
accidents are due to driver 
error, says Cnst. Joseph. 
There will be no redes- 
RCMP CONSTABLES Cam Joseph (left) and Brent Pearson (right) hope new 
changes at intersections like Munroe St. and Lazelle Ave. will make roads in 
Terrace more safe. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
ign at this intersection but 
Joseph says the RCMP's 
traffic services section is 
beefing up enforcement of 
drivers running through red 
lights. 
Want  A 
Photo?  
Did you see a photo.in the  
you want a copy of..~ 'Fhe Te 
Standard along with 
Northern Photo Ltd. 
now provides this service. 
Come into our  office locate, 
at 3210 Clinton Street and i~ 
the photo of your choice ar 
4"x6" 5"x7" Others 
Photo 
Price includes printing fee h'om Northern 
purchasing fee from the Terrace Start 
All photographs are copyrighted to the Terra 
i 
(Note: 90% of photos token are digital photos 
of high quality jpeg. Black and white prints 
also available from black and white negatives.) 
northem photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4-4736 tokdse Avenue 
[] Keith Ave. and 
Hall St. 
Later this year a pedes- 
trian controlled stop light 
will be installed at this in- 
STANDARD 
Ph: 638"7283 Fax :638"8432 
BY NOON TODAY, HOST DIRECT 
HAIL WILL HAVE ALREADY 
REACHED ITS TARGET, 
key promised your message would make it 
~rough t e front door and they were right. 
'hrough the front door, down the hall and 
~¢hamm0, right into the old square file. 
Unopened, unread, and therefore, totally 
ineffective. Unfortunately, instead of being 
the exception, that scenerio is more like the 
rule. It all comes down to how you define 
the term, "target." If it's a living, breathing, 
spending human being, then perhaps your 
advertising dollars should go into 
nething that's more apt to reach them. 
'photo taken July 21. 2003 at C.RO., Terrart 
STANDARD 
THE PAPER OF RECORD 
tersection. 
It is expected to slow 
down traffic particularly 
when the new Wal-Mart 
store is built. 
A new interseciion ear 
the west end of the new 
Skeena River bridge is be- 
ing Planned to coincide 
with the store's develop- 
ment. 
[] Highway 16 and 
Munroe St. 
Though no plans have 
been made yet, officials 
from the city, ICBC, the 
RCMP and the transporta- 
tion ministry will be meet- 
ing in the next few months 
to find solutions to make 
the flow of traffic more 
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News In Brief 
• LUXURY FLOATING condo cruise ship Resi- 
denSeas pulled into Prince Rupert last Friday. 
It's the second largest of the cruise ships 
docking at Prince Rupert this year and its ap- 
pearance was welcomed in the city. 
He's a top cop now 
STAFF SERGEANT Tom Forster, who transferred 
from Terrace to the Langley, B.C. RCMP detach- 
ment just a few months ago, is on the move again, 
Forster has been made top cop of the White 
Rock RCMP detachment, which has roughly 25 
members posted there. He starts his new job next 
week. Forster was posted in Terrace from the fall 
of 2000 until April of 2003. 
Bust brings charges 
TWO TERRACE men are facing drug related 
charges from a drug bust across the street from 
Skeena Junior Secondary in late May. 
Darryl Frank Wilson Sr., 53, and Miguel Gonza- 
lez, 30, face charges of possession for the purpose 
of traffiking after police raided an apartment at 
4931 Walsh Ave. May 28. 
Police seized 17.5 grams of cocaine, 22 tablets 
of what is believed to be MDMA, also known as 
ecstacy, and less than a gram of marijuana, said 
Cnst. Tom Kalis. 
Police also seized more than $1,200 in cash 
from the apartment. The apartment building, be- 
cause it is near a school, is within a drug-free zone 
declared several years ago. They were created in 
an effort to get stiffer penalties for drug offences 
near schools. 
Robbery charge laid 
DEAN SMITH, 24, faces one count of robbery af- 
ter police charged him for allegedly stealing glass- 
es from the victim of an assault earlier in July. 
Police say a 50-year-old male was assaulted by 
another man near the front entrance of the Terrace 
Public Library at 7:15 p.m. July 18. Police say the 
men knew each other. 
"Apparently (the man) approached the victim 
and asked him for some money," said Cnst. Na- 
tasha Roberts. "The victim said he didn't have any 
money so the man assaulted him." 
ENCOUNT]I 
Games * Comics • Trading Cards * Books ,. Mail Orders Welcome 
NOW OPEN AT OUR NEW LOCATION! 
#102-4435 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P1 
12501 638 7293 
website: www'c°mic'enc°unters'c°m 
• , ~ ®TM DC Comics © 1997 
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Answers needed 
SCHOOL MAY be out for summer but the 
school board's budget-driven decision to close its 
doors on Fridays continues to bubble unsatisfac- 
torily away. 
It began with comments in this newspaper 
from education minister Christy Clark who said 
that student achievement should rank above fi- 
nancial considerations. "If it could affect student 
achievement, that's just too big a risk to take," 
she said regarding the four-day week. 
Peter King, the chair of the Coast Mountains 
School District, responded via a letter to the edi- 
tor. "The question remains, minister, how do you 
expect us to meet today and future educational 
objectives and fiscal responsibilities without us 
taking this drastic measure?" 
Ms. Clark replied, also via a letter to the editor, 
noting that while the school district has budget 
problems, so does her government. But she noted 
that the dollar amount per student has been in- 
creased and that school districts are free to chart 
their own course for their own communities. 
"The four-day school week is just one of those 
ways. Is it the only way? Of course not," she 
wrote. 
"Government has fulfilled its commitment to 
provide school boards with greater autonomy to 
better meet local needs. Now, it's up to the Coast 
Mountains chool district to meet those needs," 
Ms. Clark concludes. 
The irony of this exchange is that while Ms. 
Clark states the school board can choose what it 
wants to do, Mr. King would argue that her own 
government's budgetary restraint measures 
placed his board in the ugly decision to close 
schools on Fridays. 
But is that really the case? This school district 
was in financial trouble prior to the election of: 
Ms. Clark's government. Trimming education 
spending seems to have made worse budget 
problems that already existed. 
To be sure, this school district faces problems 
of declining enrollments, a large geographic area 
to service, competing interest groups and low 
academic standings. But other districts have the 
same types of challenges and haven't resorted tO 
four-day weeks. What set of circumstances 
made this school district so desperate as to risk 
the academic futures of its students? 
We call upon Mr. King and Ms. Clark to come 
up with a full forensic accounting of the historical 
and current budget situations that have forced this 
drastic social experiment of a f0ur-day week. 
Only when that is done can we then determine if
the four-day week was the only solution. 
Ms. Clark has shown in the past she will work 
with school districts facing specific financial 
hardship. That should also take place here and 
take place fast. 
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\vorking stiff needed for the NDP 
VICTORIA - The first one out 
of the NDP leadership race 
gate was Craig Keating, iden- 
tified on his website as a 
"community leader and activ- 
ist." 
Keating is a Langara Com- 
munity College history teacher 
and North Vancouver city 
council member. 
Keating's official website 
(htt p://www.crai gkeating.ca), 
subtitled A fresh Start," 
features a photo of a hand- 
some 40-year-old, trustworthy 
and upbeat-looking uy. It's 
the kind of image you would 
trust. I would. 
Keating's curriculum vitae 
is impressive. Born in 1962 in 
Ontario, he lived in Peterbor- 
ough until age 24. Involved 
with the Ontario NDP in his 
teens, he later became a stud- 
ent leader at Trent University, 
serving on the university sen- 
ate and representing Trent 
students before the Bovey 
Royal Commission on Post- 
Secondary Education in On- 
tario. 
After graduating with a B.A. 
in History he stayed in Peter- 
borough to run for city council. 
In November, 1985, at age 23, 
he was elected to council but 
lost his seat in a judicial re- 
count the next month. 
Keating's biog says that 
"between 1986 and 1991 he 
atter)ded McMaster University 
were he received an N.A. and 
a Ph.D. in History. Throughout 
these years he participated in 
the Canadian Union of Educa- 
tional Workers." 
HUBERT BEYER 
His wife Joanne has a pri- 
vate medical practice and also 
does geriatric-psychiatry out- 
reach in Vancouver's Down- 
town Eastside. 
By all standards, Keating 
would be the perfect leader of 
the New Democratic Party. 
But there is one problecn. 
His life experience doesn't 
include what right-wingers 
have always referred to as "a 
real job," the kind to which 
you go with a lunch bucket 
and at which you. get your 
hands diffy, the kifid df ' jbb" 
that most potential NDP sup-" 
porters have. 
That has always been the 
problem with the uneasy al- 
liance of the NDP between the 
ideologically left-wing aca- 
demics, who constitute a mi- 
nority within the NDP, and the 
working people. 
Bill King, the railroad en- 
gineer was in a dead heat with 
later-to-become judge David 
Vickers, the academic, for the 
NDP leadership race, only to 
leave the field to Bob Skelly, 
after Dave Barrett's NDP gov- 
ernment was defeated in 1975. 
Skelly bombed, big-time. 
Ujjal Dosanjh, the lawyer, 
stole the leadership from 
Corky Evans, the logger and 
small-time ntrepreneur. When 
the battle was over, Dosanjh 
left the NDP with two seats in 
the last election. 
So, here I go again, plug- 
ging Corky for NDP leader. 
Yes, Corky is a good friend of 
mine. So were the late Cyril 
Shelford and' Jack Kempf, both 
right-wing Social Crediters 
(that's right-wingers for the 
younger set), neither of whom 
I ever touted for party leader- 
ship. 
By the way, I will be at- 
tending a "celebration of 
Jack's life" in Vancouver next 
month and say a few words on 
behalf of my friend, 
But I digress. As I said, 
Keating is an excellent can- 
didate, but not what the NDP 
needs at this time. 
':~The~NDP's best hope is to 
find an eni~gmatic leader with 
credible "working man's" cre- 
dentials. I believe Corky Evans 
would be ideally suited to the 
job's requirements. 
I should not, as a newspa- 
perman, be this bias, you say. 
Well, let me tell you, when 
Her Majesty's Loyal Opposi- 
tion consists of two people, 
one of whom has to look after 
a baby, we have a problem, 
and anyone, me included, who 
makes any suggestion to re- 
store the political equilibrium, ] 
should be listened to. i 
I know that Corky is reluct- 
ant to throw his hate in the 
rink, and not just because the 
fears that the academic Lower 
Mainland cabal will, once 
again, stop him dead, as it did 
twice before. 
He took on the job of help- 
ing a community service or, 
ganization survive the cuts in 
government funding. 
He has a problem quitting 
that job now to devote his time 
to the leadership race. The 
problem is called loyalty. 
But I would say to Corky ' 
that if he can marshal the nec- 
essary forces to create a trod' 
ible opposition to the current 
Liberal near-monopoly on B.C. 
politics, he would do more for 
the organization he works for 
now than he would continuing 
working for it. 
Deep-down, I really don't 
which government is in care 
power. I have covered B.C. po- 
litics for 32 years, during which 
time I have been on personal 
terms with some nine premiers. 
I swear that everyone o f  
them had the best interest of 
British Columbia at heart. 
They just had different ideas 
about how to go about serving 
those interests. 
But democracy needs an op- 
position. And I do believe that 
Corky is the best bet to provide 
that opposition. 
Beyer can be reached at" 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com. 
Or phone him at (250) 381-6900. 
 /lotel security needs to improve 
WHEN we travel, we hope 
to find a motel with coopera- 
tive plumbing, cozy blankets 
and reliable security. One 
night recently vce thought we 
had all that. Early the next 
morning I discovered iffer- 
ently. 
We chose the two storey 
motel for its single entrance 
and screened small windows 
among the plate glass. Air 
conditioners are a last resort. 
The climb to the second 
floor nearly did me in, 
breathing stale air, carpet 
cleaning chemicals, and pack- 
ing two armloads of gear. 
We traversed the full half 
length of the building; our 
room was next to an end exit. 
After a trial or two, the plastic 
card unlocked the door to a 
room with an east view over- 
looking an expanse of park- 
ing lot. 
At first, our choice of a 
motel next to a restaurant, a 
filling station open 5:30 am 
to 10:30 pro, and three lanes 
of Yellowhead highway pro- 
raised little rest. But by i lpm 
I i "- I ~ io ] l [~ l :  l : I  I |a [o l ; l  t - ' a  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
highway traffic had dwin- 
dled, the garage was locked, 
and the area was quiet except 
for an occasional local vehi- 
cle. 
Sleep was so restful I 
woke in time to watch the 
sunrise paint the cloudless 
prairie sky pink, then blue, 
and then gold, as three semis 
at spaced intervals nosed their 
way through town. 
At 6:30 a.m. I led the way 
down the end exit. Immedia- 
tely I noted the improved air, 
with no hint of chemicals. I 
soon found out why. The exit 
door was propped wide open 
with a rock. So much for 
building security and a single 
main entrance. 
Had motel staff or a de- 
parting guest propped open 
the door, to invite random 
strangers as we slept behind 
our card-locked oors? 
The motel offered a gener- 
ous continental breakfast, in a 
room beyond the reception- 
ist's desk. The morning re- 
ceptionist was new; she 
would not have recognized 
guests booked in the night be- 
fore. What would stop an in- 
terloper from entering the 
motel by the propped open 
exit door, going along the up- 
stairs corridor, and descending 
to help himself to a free 
breakfast, if his robbing 
proved unfruitful? 
The next Hight we stayed at 
another motel that laid on an 
inv i t ing  cont inenta l  
breakfast...except the back 
door was propped wide open 
the parking lot led into main 
street, with a shopping mall 
on the other side. 
I was amazed local home- 
less had not gotten wise to the 
motel's ways and showed up 
through the back door to laden 
themselves with goodies be- 
fore walking out unnoticed so 
long as they dressed to look 
like tourists. The receptionist 
left us tO our breakfast and we 
dined alone. 
Tourist brochures make 
much of plastic cards repla- 
cing conventional metal keys, 
and a single entrance where all 
visitors must stream past the 
reception desk 
I avoid motels with rooms 
opening to outside walkways, 
especially those on the ground 
level where you have to keep 
windows and draped closed ; i  
for safety and privacy. , i ~ 
But throwing open the back 
door offering passersby full 
access to the building sets up 
guests for mugging in the 
halls. 
Not my definition of reli- 
/ 
i i i i i  
I 
to tile sunlit rear parking lot. able securi.ty. 
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The people of the canyon 
:]Kits elas Stories and photos by Jessie Gies Canyo
MORRIS MASON gazes out onto the scenery of the ancient Kitselas Canyon. 
~ Kitselas CanYon ~jearea 
) Endudo~ ~ ~  :~ 
Terrace 
O ~  '~Ym°e,t,tz. (Copper) 
Kitselas "~~.~ 
(Kulspai) 




Return to Endudoon 
Kitselas siblings visit their childhood home 
picking wild berries. 
"In the winter, my fa- 
ther made us snowshoes 
from moosehide," Johnson 
remembers. 
Mason and Johnson 
were close to their father. 
David Mason taught his 
children traditional Kitse- 
las ways and shared with 
them the history of the 
Killer Whale clan. 
Kitselas who survived 
the smallpox epidemic of 
the late 1800s moved from 
Kitselas Canyon te Endu- 
doon. 
The siblings remember 
at least 10 Kitselas fami- 
lies who lived in the vil- 
lage until the fire. 
As Mason and Johnson 
continue along the trail to- 
wards the remaining vil- 
lage homes, a deteriora- 
ting building becomes vis- 
ible through the trees. 
"The Kitselas 
built this place 
strong." 
than 50 years ago, the Ma- 
sons remember lining up in 
front of their teacher for 
their morning spoonfuls of 
cod liver oil. 
"Sometimes it 
hurts real bad to 
think of him." 
The spiral staircase 
leading to the upstairs loft 
where the school teacher 
stayed mimics one David 
Mason built in the family 
home before passing in 
1997. 
As the road continues 
on, brilliant purple Fire- 
weed flowers pop up from 
tall, thin stalks 
"We are Killer Whales 
but at the same time we 
are Fireweeds," Johnson 
says. 
She explained Fireweed 
is another name the clan is 
known by First Nations 
further up the river. 
The siblings continue 
on and to where a house a 
few meters from the road 
stands as it did when it 
was built in 1901. 
"This is the last house," 
Mason says. 
It is the only home in 
Endudoon remaining in or- 
iginal form, owned by the 
Bevan family according to 
Mason. 
Heading back in the 
other direction, the road 
seems to go nowhere and 
then suddenly stops, 
Beyond an overgrown 
pathway ahead is  the fa- 
MORRIS MASON and sis- 
ter Lorna Johnson hadn't 
been back to Endudoon in 
years. 
They take Kitselas 
Road leading out from the 
bench in Terrace across 
the city boundary into Kit- 
selas territory. 
Continuing on 12 kilo- 
metres from here past the 
train tracks, they come to 
the village known as Old 
Kitselas, also called Endu- 
doon. 
In the language of 
Sm'algyax,  Endudoon 
means "where the stones 
crackle under your feet." ' 
A catastrophic fire de- 
! str0yed much of the vil- 
lage in the mid-1900s, and 
because education was 
better in town, the Kitselas 
abandoned Endudoon to 
• move closer to Terrace. 
Lorna Johnson was re- 
luctant to leave her child- 
! hood home. 
i : "I didn't want to go," 
she said. Johnson said she 
i was the last person to 
leave Endudoon. 
AS the siblings travel 
through Endudoon, fond 
i memories of their youth 
i begin to emerge. 
i Johnson recalls the 
~i yearly journey along the 
i tracks from Endudoon to 
Terrace for supplies. 
' ,Remember  that,  
Morris?" the 66-year-old 
Says to her brother, 
',We got flour, coffee 
and tea from town," John- 
Son says. 
: The  rest the Mason fa- 
mily got from living off the 
land,, fishing, hunting and 
It is the old Kitselas 
school house. Though it 
has been vandalized and 
portions destroyed, much 
of the original building 
stands as it did in the early 
20th century. 
"The Kitselas built this 
place strong," said Morris 
Mason. "They built it to 
last." 
Father David Mason 
was one of the villagers to 
he lp  build the school 
house. 
Though it was more 
to become tour zone 
THE SCENERY of Kitselas Canyon is like a picture 
from a children's tory book. 
As you drive a few minutes from the Gitaus subdivi- 
sion, a newly gravelled road gives way to trees in a spa- 
cious weed full of medicinal herbs, wild berry bushes 
and hemlock trees that twist and wind in a phenomenon 
that locals say only occurs there. 
As you walk through the woody trail you can spot 
areas of sunken ground, which were once caches the 
Kitselas used to store food centuries ago. 
As you near the newly built tourist picnic setting, the 
rushing of the canyon freshwater becomes audible. 
The Gitselasu are the People of the Canyon, the Kit- 
selas villagers who now live in and outside of Terrace. 
The Kitselas band has decided to convert he histori- 
cal canyon site into an international tourist destination. 
Touring companies from as near as Alberta and as dis- 
tant as Germany have already co.ntacted the Tsimshian 
band in anticipation of the 2004 opening, according to 
Kitselas employees. 
"Our vision is to make Kitselas Canyon and the im- 
mediate surrounding area one of the finest cultural tour- 
ism destinations in northwestern British Columbia," said 
Morris Mason, researcher for the Kitselas band. 
The Kitselas Canyon has been the centre of archeolo- 
gical study since the 1960s. Retired social sciences tea- 
cher Dave Walker explored much of the canyon from 
that period until the mid-1980s. He said one of the most 
interesting aspects of the canyon is a fortress where the 
Kitselas stood watch for river travellers. The Kitselas 
would either take a toll and let the travellers through or 
smash the bottoms of their boats with stones. 
European settlers came by riverboat o the canyon. 
When the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway was developed 
the river toll became all but obsolete. A deadly smallpox 
virus wiped out vast numbers of the Kitselas. The re- 
maining people of a once thriving nation moved into 
areas around the canyon. 
Much of what has been documented of the canyon 
dwellers is now gone, covered by soil, bush and time. 
Remnants of  an old graveyard lay a few short paces from 
the picnic site, hidden from view by the tall forest trees 
but known to Kitselas tour guides. 
The tombstones, broken and crumbling, are covered 
in moss. Centuries old inscriptions on tile graves are fad- 
ing away, much like all the tangible evidence of the 
First Nations people who inhabited the area for at least 
4,000 years. 
In this age, to catch a glimpse of the Kitselas past, 
one can listen to stories of the canyon passed on through 
the generations by an oral history tradition. 
Isabelle McKee is a Tsimshian elder who heard these 
stories from her mother, who heard them from her mother 
before her and so on. 
Sitting on a log by the ancient graveyard, walking 
stick in hand and the canyon waters roaring behind her, 
McKee tells the 3,000-year-old traditional story about 
the metaphysical journey of a young woman and her 
grandmother. 
"It's about our beginning of where we came from, 
who we are and our family," McKee said. 
McKee said many of the stories were 10st when whole 
generations of Kitselas died during the small pox epide- 
mic. The elders died before they could tell the young, 
whose small bodies were also highly susceptible to the 
disease. 
McKee also worries the current youth generation of 
Kitselas are not interested in hearing the stories that 
have survived and fears those too may be lost. 
Tourists will have the chance to hear some of the re- 
maining stories when Kitselas Canyon Tours opens next 
year. Plans for the tour include guided walks through 
areas of historical significance which could include a 
trip to Lover's Leap, a cliff overlooking the canyon 
where Kitselas lovers are said to have visited. 
There are also plans for a museum showcasing the 
history of the Kitselas and Tsimshian arts. Mason said 
because winters were cold and harsh in the canyon, the 
Kitelas spent a lot of time in the Ionghouses working on 
arts and crafts. 
There will also be a riverboat tour through the canyon 
where tourists can look at petroglyphs -- figures sculpted 
into island roekfaces in the canyon. Two islands in the 
canyon are Dry Island and Ringbolt Island. European ri- 
verboats were secured to the islands by ringbolts which 
remain in the rock today, 
The Kitselas have already begun building a touring 
information centre and washrooms, as well as a shel- 
tered picnic site. There are plans for a restaurant as well 
as hotels fashioned as mini-longhouses, similar to those 
the Kitselas lived in. 
Traditional crafts and fish-smoking are also proposed 
parts of the tour, but the highlight for tourists to the Na- 
tional Historic Site will likely be the traditional stories, 
songs and dances descendants of the ancient canyon will 
share. 
ISABELLE McKEE sits on a log by the old Kitselas 
cemetery to tell a story passed on by her ancestors. 
mily burial plot where 
David Mason rests. 
"Sometimes it hurts 
real bad to think of him," 
Morris Mason says. 
Mason and Johnson will 
pass the stories their father 
told on to their children 
who they hope will conti- 
nue the tradition. 
"Try and keep in mind 
anything I tell you so you 
can pass it on to your 
children and your child- 
ren's children," Johnson 
remembers her father tell- 
ing her. 
Johnson vowed to one 
day return to Endudoon, 
the place of her upbrin- 
ging. 
"If I can't go home 
now, I'll go after I'm 
dead," she said, saying 
she will be buried along 
with her father, 
The longing look in the 
eyes of Morris Mason and 
Lorna Johnson say this is 
where their hearts live, out 
in  Endudoon where the 
fireweed, grows. 
MORRIS MASON visits the family grave site where his father David Mason has rested since 1997. Lorna 
Johnson, David Mason's eldest child, says she will be buried here along with her father. 
LORNA MASON visits her childhood school house at Endudoon. 
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Co-op cat fix needed 
Dear Sir: 
The other 
day, a friend CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
and I were 
driving past 
the old Co-op 
bu i ld ing ,  
when out of  
the corner of 
our eyes we spotted 
something strange behind 
the building. 
We pulled in to take a 
closer look. Around the 
building that used to be 
the old Co-op garden cen- 
tre, we counted at least 
seven adult cats and two 
kittens. I'm sure there were 
more kittens hiding in the 
holes in the foundation of 
the building. 
Taking a closer look, 
we spotted one of the fe- 
males who was quite ob- 
viously going to have more 
babies real soon. This 
made us incredibly angry 
and incredibly sad. 
The next day I called 
up animal control. This is 
what they do, I thought. 
The lady on the other end 
of the phone calmly told 
me they already knew 
about it. 
She then proceeded to 
tell me that they would be 
doing nothing because 
there is no city by-law 
stating they go out and 
pick up stray cats. 
The Mail Bag 
l was shocked, l thought done, Soon, 
they were "animal control There needs to be a 
officers." t~ew by-law put in place to 
Last time I checked, deal with this problem. 
cats are animals, and there In the nteantime [ sup- 
seems to be an over-abun- pose it's my responsibility 
dance of strays around as well as the caring resi- 
town. dents of Terrace to set up 
It's maddening to know traps and take them in our- 
they're reproducing very selves. 
quickly, overrt n ~ ng aban- I ask all of you to do 
doned buildings and roam- what you can to help fix 
ing freely all over town this over whelming prob- 
while our animal control lena. 
officers do nothing. Denise Kluss, 





I was walking out of 
Skeena Mall one day, ex- 
iting out of the food court 
on the crosswalk. 
Out of nowhere a man 
on a bike ran into myself 
and my f ive-year-old 
daughter. She was walking 
on the side he was coming 
from and if she hadn't 
been walking a little bit 
behind me, (holding my 
hand) he would have 
seriously hurt her instead 
of me. : ................... -~ ................ 
He somehow hit my 
face just under my eye and 
knocked me out. When I 
came to he was still going 
straight like he wasn't go- 
ing to stop, but he did. 
A lady came to help 
me. She was very nice to 
do that as there were a lot 
of people standing outside 
the mall and no one else 
came. 
I never had the chance 
to thank her for I was still 
confused to what had hap- 
pened. 
If she is reading this my 
daughter and I thank you 
so very much for your help. 
It's people like you that 
make this town a nice 
place to live. 
For the driver of the bi- 
cycle, slow down. I heard 
him telling people around 
me that he was trying to 
swerve to miss a car. 
If you are trying to 
swerve to miss a car then 
don't you think you are go- 
ing too fast. 
He could have seriously 
hurt my daughter, myself 
or even himself. 
The Skeena Mall is a 
very busy place. I was on a 
crosswalk and still got hit. 
People who are riding 
bikes sometimes don't 
think they need to obey 
the crosswalks or the rules 
of the road. 
I hope this guy who hit 
me will realizes he needs 
to slow down. There are a 
lot of speeding cars and 
bikes along the mall walk- 
way and road. 
Why do you really need 
to be going that fast. Slow 






A renal miscue 
Dear Sir: 
I was pleased to see the renal dialysis depart- 
ment opened at Mills, as this service was very 
much needed. 
What I was disgusted with was the program, in- 
vitations only, and the guest list. The guest list did 
not include anyone who was instrumental in bring- 
ing this function here. And Mr. "Back Door" 
Campbell gave credit to a lot of politicians who 
had not one thing to do with bringing this vital 
servtee to town. Although health minister Colin 
Hansen, Premier Gordon Campbell and Skeena 
MLA Roger Harris were congratulated for the pro- 
jecL the only contribution they really made was to 
delay it for two years. 
Mr. Kuntz, the man who put the package to- 
gether was at the opening and was totally ignored. 
Mr. Chuck Mangnus and his wife, Ruth, suffered 
through years of going to Prince George. They 
spent many hours lobbying for this service, yet 
Ruth was not even offered an invitation to the 
opening. Mr. Mangnus died early this year of kid- 
ney complications after he was refused air am- 
bulance transfer to Prince George. Without the 
two-year delay, the dialysis equipment would have 
been here for him. 
Where is Health Watch now? 
Joan and Art Ziraldo, 
Terrace, B.C. 
The Terrace Slanda,rtl Is [] [ ]  
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Check out our site or call 636-7283 for advertising Information 
The best protection we've ver 
"J olfered on all 2003 Dodge Caravan # and Grand Caravan models. 
7 years or It5,000 km engine 
and transmission warranty. 
= Plus 24 hour Roadside Assistance. 
GM, FORD, HONDA & TOYOTA DON'T MATCH IT. 
ONLY IM THEATR==S 
WWW,MARViEL,COM 
,LI;.I @0:  dr, 
J 
"Most Fuel Efficient Van for 2003" 
Based on 2003 Fuel ConsumNioo Guide ratklgs 
puN=shed by Natural Resources Canada. 
Dodge Grand Caravan 
Highest Side Impact Rating" 
VIS IT  YOUR NE IGHBOURHOOD CHRYSLER,  JEEP~,  
THE HULK movie: (~ 2003 Universal Studios, Licensed by Universal Studios Licensing LLR THE INCREDIBLE HULK and All Related comic Book Charactels: TM & © 2003 Marvel Characters, Inc, All Rights 
Reserved. ', t, ¢ These are limited time offers which may not be combined with any other offers except Graduate Rebate and apply to retail deliveries on most new In-stock 2003 vehicles. Dealer order/trede may be 
necessary. ' 0% purchase financing up to 60 months on all 2003 Dodge Caravan and Grand Caravan models. Example: $25,030 @ 0% APPJ60 month term; monthiy payment is $416,67. Cost of borrowing Is $0. 
Total obligation Is $25,000. t Cash Durchase price Is applicable only to cash purchases of the 2003 Dodge Caravan 28D+AGR and the 2003 Dodge Grand Caravan 28H+WNY+RBU÷XRV+GNC. If customer 
chooses 0% purchase financing the advertised cash purchase price would not apply, and the negotiated price may be higher which would result in a higher effective interest rate. 1 Leases are based on 40 month 
• terms for 2033 vehicles equipped as described: Dodge Caravan 20D+AGR; 2003 Dodge Grand Caravan 28H+WNY÷RBU+XRV+GNC. Total lease obtlgattonAease finance interest rate is: $10,310/0% Caravan; 
$19,190/0,8% Grand Caravan. Kilometres limited to 81,600; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometres. Cash purchase/financing/leases include freight and exclude taxes, registration, license, insurance, dealer 
administration charges, and RRS,A. ', t Lease/purchase financlng subject to approval by Chrysler Financial Canada, See dealer for complete details and conditions, f l  Based on U,S. National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) scodng systarn for 2003 model year Dodge Grand Caravan. :1: Warranty valid for all new 2003 vehicles to 7 years or 115,000kin, whichever comas first, Some conditions apply. See 
dealer for details. ® Jeep Is a registered trademark of DalmlerChrysler Corporation used under license by DaimlerChrysler Canada Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler Corporation, 
DODGE DEALER OR DODGE.CA 
i TER '-E Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 635-7187 1-800-313-7187 
www.terraeeautomall.c0m . 8 
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bLsOUiS Style 
In Barbeque Sauce. Whole 




All Sun Care 
Products 
Select varieues. 
rt Canadian Beef 
Canada Safeway isProud 
to Support Canadian Beef 
i:! '~i ~ 
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Glenn. Let's talk, eh. 
Dear Sir: 
In response I I 
to Glenn Kel- CORRESPONDENCE FOR THETERRACE STANDARD 
ly's letter to the 
editor of  July 
16, 2003. 
G lenn ,  
Glenn, Glenn, 
when will you learn to read a news article 
in its entirety, fully grasping the meaning. 
My comments regarding decision-making 
on holiday shopping "needing to be done 
by council and not the chamber [of 
commerce]" pointed out the obvious. 
The Mail Bag 
I I I  II 
you were closed. When you are open is a 
mystery as you do not have your store 
hours, after hours contact numbers or 
emergency numbers posted at your busi- 
ness. (I last checked the week of July 6- 
12). 
The chamber does not have the regula, It would appear your store does not de- 
tory ability or vested powers from the pro' ~sire additional Opening hours as the avail, 
vineial government to make these deci- able ones seem to be under utilized. 
sions. City council must get off the fence 
and make a decision. In a round about 
way, though you may not understand, we 
agree on that point. 
Glenn, I have tried to come see you. I 
went to your competitor next door on a 
Saturday afternoon and then went to see 
you, but you were closed. I went to your 
competitor down the street one Tuesday 
morning at 7:30 a.m. and then came to 
see you, but you were closed. I went and 
bought some auto parts around the corner 
from you one Sunday afternoon and then 
came to see you, but you were closed. I 
have been to the big box stores shortly af- 
ter five and then came to see you, but 
Fish farm buddies 
Glenn, for me politics is about a lega- 
cy, not day to day popularity. 
For me, serving my community is not 
a popularity poll but about good planning 
and being able to vision the future. Good, 
selfless politics is about leaving a legacy 
that will ensure a solid successful future 
for the city. I believe in making good de- 
cisions today, to enable future genera- 
tions to harvest he fruits of these actions. 
The right decision is not always the most 
popular one. 
Glenn, let me know when you are open 
and I will gladly come visit you. 
David D. Hull, 
Councillor, City of Terrace 
, ° ,  
Dear Sir: 
Like an old sultan or suspicious dicta- 
tor, I tend to worry when things are left 
unsaid as when they were out loud and 
clear. 
I 've been perusing The Terrace Stan- 
dard and The Interior News for signs of 
activity from the "Night of the Living 
Dead" cast of characters from the serious 
steelhead societies. 
Where are the doomsday pronounce- 
ments of the demise of the steelhead POP- 
ulations due to the depredations of nasty 
commercial gill netters like yours truly. 
I guess one can only cry wolf so often. 
Also one can only get their hands caught 
in the cookie jar so often also. 
As for The Terrace Standard columnist 
Rob Brown, he appears to have been ex- 
lied to outer Mongolia for a time anyway. 
Rob hasn't said a bad word about the 
commercial fishing for quite some time in 
his columns. (His emails would, of 
course, be a different matter.) 
Anyway, Rob and I are on the same 
wave length when it comes to fish farm- 
ing. 
I suspect his is why he went to Mon- 
golia. After all even Rafe Mair found that 
the deep pockets and long arms of such 
outfits as Stoltz and Omega can have a 
detrimental effect on one's career. 
Now all this looks like I 'm looking for 
a fight. On the contrary I 'm just wonder- 
ing about the deafening silence from the 
sports crowd. 
Dennis Peacock, 
Powell River, B.C. 
%3~,,~;~,.~ ~;;,E~,3"~ ~,~ ..~ .':: . ~ ' ~  
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GRASSES and CONTACTS 
.Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
• Harry Potter 
.Flexon 
.Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  JE ,.,,,;,-L. ¢=rv; , - ,= 
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Thursday, July 3 I" 
4:00-7:00 p.m. at our NEW LOCATION 
2412 CRAMER STREET 
I 
permo,/48mo.lease. 
$4,409 down payment 
or equivalent trade 
Financing 1 .9  % OAC I or Purchase SQ~ 
from for .....171 
2003 Tundra  
Access  Cab V8 
2003 H igh lander  FWD 
from $4,308 down payment 
or equivalent trade 




2003 4Runner  
T E A M  T O Y O T A  
o o, o Your Toyota BC Dea lers  
Lease payments at s41g based on 48-month walk away lease with S4,40 g dowa, Total lease obligations ors $24,52L Aceses purchase p~ is $38,17L For the 2003 Highlander FWO, GD21AP (A) Monthly Lease payments of S36B based ea 48-monlh walk away lease with 
$4,309 Jowl Total lease obligations are $2L972. Access purchase price is $33.10L Lease payments Ira based oil a inaxJlnuln of 96.000 Ion. Additio,l ¢ba~. ors 15¢/krn for Highlander and lO¢/km for Tundra. License, insurance, aild applicable loxes ale extra. Access purchase 
price includes a maximum for freight aad prtdeliver/inspectioa of $1.380 re; 2003 Tundra, $1.360 for 2003 Higltlender. Otlrs=' pym,t  plans avaibile. Contact 1.BO8.T~ta.9 or visit www.accese.toym.,. Dealer may lease/sell for less. Some conditions apply, and offers may 
drsnne withoot notice. See your participating Toyota BC Oellar! for moll details. 
TERRACE MOTORS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 ! ! ii!iiiii " 
Kitselas multi-use facility 
to improve band services 
A $1.4 MILLION multi-use 
facility at the Kitselas 
band's Oitaus subdivision 
18km east of Terrace on 
Hwyl6 is well underway. 
It'll provide more space 
for health services for band 
members, be used as a 
community centre and re- 
lieve pressure on the 
band's current administra- : 
tive building at its Kulspai 
subdivision on Queensway. 
• "The Kitselas band 
council wanted improved 
working conditions for ,. 
health services," said Ste- 
yen Roberts, Kitselas band 
manager. 
"Right now we have 
two people working in 
what looks like a closet," 
he said. 
Roberts said existing 
staff from the Kulspai ad- 
ministrative building will 
be moved to the new of- 
fices, freeing space for 
outside business rental in 
the old offices. 
Northwdst construction 
company tWayne Watson 
Construction has the con- 
tract for ihe new building, 
Which hfis a footprint of 
nearly 4,000 square feet. 
Building plans include. 
five administrative offices,. 
several offices for nursing 
care and examination, 
rooms for visiting health 
representatives a well as 
practitioners including the 
possibility of visiting dent- 
ists and eye doctors. 
1 
WAYNE WATSON Construction employees work on a new health facility being 
built at the Gitaus subdivision which should be complete by November. 
"This certainly makes it 
easier for our staff to pro- 
vide health services," Ro- 
berts said. 
The services will be 
provided free of charge to 
Kitselas band members, 
according to Roberts. 
Money for the building 
comes from the federal 
health department, Indian 
and Northern Affairs and 
the band itself. 
The new building will 
also have a dual-level 
community hall for gather- 
ings as well as a kitchen. 
The Aboriginal Head 
Start program for pre- 
school students may also 
be run out of the building. 
Other programs will be in- 
eluded for those with men- 
tal health needs as well as 
those overcoming drug and 
alcohol abuse. 
Sixteen new housing 
units are also being built 
at Gitaus, including a four- 
plex which is nearly fin- 
ished. 
Roberts said there is a 
wait list of more than 50 
individuals who want 
homes built at the Kitselas 
subdivision. 
Roberts said the hous- 
ing units are good news for 
the Kitselas band. 
"We haven't had any 
funding for the last 10 
years," he said. 
He also said the hall 
project is providing 19 
jobs. 
The multi-use facility 
has a November finishing 
date planned, but Roberts 
said construction is ahead 
of schedule. 
Gitanyow upset over Nisga'a 
fish nets on the Nass River 
A GITANYOW claim that 
Nisga'a people are fishing 
in the former's territorial 
waters is straining their al- 
ready tense treaty negotia- 
tions with B.C. and Cana- 
da. 
• On July 13, some Nis- 
~a'a set up between six 
~ii0~i6~nets in the~,l%lass,:,,:~ I " , ~ ; '  . " ~ . . . . .  , ~ " i l ] " t r  ~ ¢{( ~S , '  ; i~I* . . . . .  
Ri,¢er'.riear Gmgotx, tern- 
tory the Gitanyow claim is 
theirs, said Gitanyow trea- 
ty manager Vieki Russell. 
She said that when the 
Nisga'a treaty was being 
negotiated, the Gitanyow 
went to the Supreme Court, 
to have a clause inserted. 
sire of each other and 
probably historically they 
never were. So what we 
have to figure out is how 
to work co-operatively to- 
gether." 
But such co-operation 
appears to be eluding all 
parties. During the past 
three,~t::,;~ears ~of the .  
abeyance agreement,  
nothing was done about 
the problem of Nisga'a 
fishing in Gitanyow terri- 
tory, so it's hard to see 
why things should change 
now, said Russell. 
The fish at the centre of 
the disagreement are cur- 
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lifestyle begins with ,1.em~H~F4NFO 
, healthy diet a~tth Ch~'... tells y~ it's a hulthy cholc~ 
rently being taken under a 
communal lieence that al- 
lows aboriginal groups to 
fish for food, ceremonial 
and social purposes, said 
the head of Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans's 
4658 Lakelse Avenue is renovating.We are still open, but when 
we're done.., an all new drive-thru will be here to serve you better, 
Terrace Locations 
4658 LakeIse • 635-2662 -: 
Skeena Mall • 635-4377 .~,'~ 
north coast resource man-  4603 Keith Avenue • 635-8128 
agement, David Einarson. 
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that states it can not in- 
fringe on the rights of any 
other First Nation. 
But despite that clause, 
the provincial and federal 
governments did violate 
the Gitanyow's rights by 
awarding the Gingoix fish- 
cry to the Nisga'a, and 
now are not taking respon- 
• sibility for their actions, 
Russell said. 
"What makes it so diffi- 
cult is both levels of gov- 
ernments saying it is 
Something we are going to 
have to deal with our- 
• selves - the Gitanyow and 
the N isga 'a ,  and yet the 
[provincial and federal 
governments] are the ones 
that created the problem," 
!: She said. 
An abeyance agreement 
that kept the issue out of 
the courts for three years 
: expired on June 6. The Gi- 
tanyow sent B.C. a docu- 
ment dated June 5 that 
lays out a series of steps 
i they want to see happen 
before they sign another 
abeyance agreement, said 
..... : Russell. 
: The Gitanyow have yet 
to see a response to that 
? :  document, she said, bat : 
provincial negotiator Lyle 
Viereck said the province 
..... has put together a proposal 
of their own in response. 
, ' It,s part of the broader 
diseuSsion about what hap- 
pens~with the litigation," 
:i he said, adding the prov- 
ince  does not want to con- 
: t inue negotiations if it 
looks like the whole treaty 
process will wind up in 
court. 
"We're of the view that 
both F=rst Natmns can ex- 
i erelse their rights to hunt 
and fish. [Their territories] 
aren*t necessarily exela- 
;= . ..:. "~" i  " "' .""".:-".'"~!~:;" ~ 
I 
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Apparel & Accessories 
J ames  McGet t igan  
Ph:  (250)635 1557 
EVENT IV EVENT V 
Something Special at A&W 
Right now - come in and enjoy a great 
i Summer Special! ~ . . . .  ~ . , . .  . . . .  
2 Papa Burgers 
$ ~_S=or$5 .00  _ . . . _ ._  ~... 
Saturday, Aug. 3 
Chist Cree 
Recreation Site 
C-  s ig .n . in  9am 
ompet,  t lor  
In case  of rain,  
.... .,. Adventures  fo r  Indoor  compet i t ion ;  ~ 
ADVIN?URIO 
Lake Cross 
ry Ski Trails 
. Registration Cut,off Ju!y3jii) 
!!:i 2pm Start- 10pm  Fi ,sh): 
To register early, 
call Sarah at 638-7283 
• i ! 
www.terracestandard.comlpages/adventurechallen ge 
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and gas bar to 
THE START OF the drive 
through at the Lakelse 
Ave. Tim Hortons is the 
first of what will be sev- 
eral dramatic changes in 
how that area looks, 
In return for the drive 
through, which will take 
up that small section of 
Ottawa St. beside Tim 
Hortons, fraochise owner 
Brian Archibald has 
agreed to develop a small 
town square. 
And on Monday night, 
Safeway was before city 
council to seek approval 
for a gas bar to be built on 
the northwest corner of its 
parking lot where Ottawa 
St. meets up with Lakelse. 
.All of the environ- 
mental and other work for 
the project has taken place 
but a renewed approval is 
needed to sever it from a 
plan to expand Safeway's 
main store. 
That's because Safeway '
could not reach a deal 
with the owners of the 
Bargain Shop property to 
purchase a portion of it al- 
lowing the food store to 
expand eastward. 
Along with the gas bar 
will come landscaping and 
improvements where the 
Safeway parking lot fronts 
on to L.akelse Ave. and in 
the parking lot itself. 
But several other pro- 
jects in the area have been 
temporarily shelved. 
, Had Safeway been able 
to purchase the section of 
the Bargain Shop store, 
more landscaping where 
the parking lot meets La- 
kelse would have taken 
place and more of the I 
parking lot itself would i 
have been fixed. 
Even though the expan-'. 
sion plan has been 
shelved, Safeway was 
willing to fix up the park- 
ing lbt in front of.:th'e Ba~'.~.~ 
tain Shop, but it could not 
reach an agreement with 
the owners of the Bargain 
Shop property, said c i ty  
planner David Trawin. 
"Basically the owners 
of the Bargain Shop prop- 
erty also wanted Safeway 
to pay them in addition to  
having Safeway do the:  
work. That seems kind of 
wonky," said Trawin. 
Also on the back bur- 
ner, at least for now, is a 
city plan to convert the 
former Esso gas station' 
property on the corner of 
Lakeise and Emerson into 
a mini-park. 
The site has been 
fenced off and vacant 
since the station building 
was torn down in the mid- 
1990s. 
The proposed park use 
by the city hinges on the 
active life of the hydrocar- 
bons underneath the sur- 
face which date back to 
the gas station days. 
Esso told the city it is 
content o have hydrocar- 
bons break down over 
time. Until that happens 
and the site can then be 
used for some other pur- 
pose, it has no plans for 
the location, said Trawin. 
The original idea was to 
have Esso continue to pay 
property taxes with the 
city assuming the cost of 
developing it as a park, he 
said. -. 
Esso was interested in ';:: 
the plan when it thought it !!i~i:~ 
paid $1,500 a year in 
~:.;s taxes. 
But when Esso disco- i.: 
town square 
change area 
Trawin said the city 
will continue to find a way 
to utilize the site. 
Also in the works is a 
plan to use the property 
containing the recently- 
closed 7-Eleven/Petrocan 
gas bar and turn the sec- 
tion of Ottawa St. between 
Safeway and the Gobind 
Mall into a curving road- 
way. 
Going through all or a 
portion of the 7-Eleven 
property would create a 
more traditional intersec- 
tion by aligning that por- 
tion of Ottawa St. with 
Sparks on the other side of 
Lakelse. 
"We're planners and 
we've been asked to plan 
something there," Trawin 
said. "The first thing is to 
find out if we can physic- 
ally do it." 
"And if we can physic- 
ally do it, it would have to 
be the right opportunity 
with property owners there 
to make it work." 
That section of Ottawa 
St. between Safeway and 
the old 7-Eleven site has 
already been moved once 
- back in the 1990s to per- 
mit an earlier expansion 
then of Safeway. 
That portion of Ottawa 
St. used to line up with the 
section of Ottawa St. run- 
ning adjacent o Tim Hor- 
ton's. The move placed it 
in between that section 
and Sparks, creating a 
dog-leg connection with 
Sparks through Lakelse. 
" ~ ,  
The Terrace Skating Club 
REGISTER FOR FALL & WINTER SEASON 2003.2004 
Monday,  Sept. 22 /03-March  10, 2004 
Canskate Monday 4 :00-  4:45 p.m. 
Canskate Tuesday 5:30 - 6:15 p.m. 
Canskate Wednesday 4 :00-4 :45  p.m. 
Icam, ow==, Pr.OGltam/ 
FOR HOCKEY PLAYERS 
Fall: Various Times 
Winter: Fridays 8-10 a.m. 
JUNIOR & SENIOR 
- REGISTRATION FOR ALL PROGRAMS - 
Sunday, August 17111 • 10:00 a.m.- 12:00 noon 
in the Terrace Arena 
Call Sylvie to register at 635-4364 
, . . ,  . , . . , .  ........ .......... WE 
A CITY PLAN to use ~t 3rd!  }~;ii:!i:~ 
ONSSnLFI the old 7-11 property downtown for a better 
alignment where otta- 
Whi le  Attending 
Riverboat Days, 
Come In And 
Check Out Our 
Sale! 
wa St. meets Lakelse 
Ave. (top) would dra- 
matically change the 
look of the area and 
improve traffic flow. 
Meanwhi le ,  Calen 
Findlay of Deep Creek 
Masonry (left), works 
away at the Lakelse 
Lake Tim Hortons pro- 
ject to build a drive 
through. Part of that 
project includes the 
construction of a small 
town square of inter- 
locking bricks, land- 
scaping and seating. 
Safeway also wants to 




o#l  i _- - - -  -,v| ..... '~~ 
• 2.0L Engine with 5-Speed manual • 14" wheels with wheel covers • AM/FM stereo withcassette player 
• Personal Safety System'with dual-stage driver & front passenger air bags • Height adjustable driver's eat " :: 
, • Solar-tinted glass • Sixty/forty-split folding seatback and flip-up seat cushion ~ s  ,/ ~iii 
vered it was paying $7,500 ~-::.~:. ~;.,~':.~,::;' ;7,~dm~'- , " 
a year in taxes, it then , i: :•~ THE 2003 FORD FOCUS IS ONE OF CAR & DRIVERS 10BEST FOR FOUR YEARS RUNHIHG ~ " ~= . . . . .  
wanted the city to cover 
off the entire amount for 
five years in addition to 
having the city pay to 
have the site developed. 
"Having the city deve- 
lop the site would have 
cost $40,000 and with pay- 
ing the taxes, the amount 
would have been $80,000. 
That's an awful lot for just 
a five-year lease," said 
Trawin. 
"We'd have tb go to 
other property owners to 
make up that $40,000 in  
taxes and that just 
wouldn't have worked.' . . . . .  
OI $S,848, plUS ~Opl¢.,~ Some condi~ ~ 8 raile~je r~1/~l~ el 80,000 I~ o'~ 48 rnen~ ~o~/A charge ol 8 cents ~ km over 80,000 km ~sege res~c~ .'~es, p~ a~r,a~e ~es ~'~ Oufcr~ rn,~nc~j on ~ ~erm,~ng ~ ,n.5~K ,aJuj ~u ~u~ ,oa~ =~ua~ ~v ~ mcae,s ~ a maxLmum t~ ~ m~ms to rein cus~nets, on .~sovea crea~. ,s~us mce~ 
a $1.000 cas t~ a,tai~e o~ ~ p~chase o~ ~.aso f all remot~ng nc,v in'stod~ 2003 Fo~d Fset~ ~ e ~  ~ ~.  E g $15.e00 at 0% anr~'d percentage rate. m0nt~r/[~nts $2.50 ~ 60 rnneths, cost of herding Is~O and Iotal 1o~ repaid is $t5,O'~0 "ire eff~ct~ rateof Interest is 0% 0o,'m payment v, y be r~qui~ 10¢._~d on ~o~ov,nd credit. If a r,',an~e ol~ Is select. 
ed, nego~tnd pu~ price n'ey exceed the ~ purchase price, sad may result in a hig~ ef~;~'v~ in t~ rate. Taxes puy~e o~ Idl a'munt el ~Jrehase lx~:e bef~e r.ar~b~k dedu~teJ 4)£ash pu~d~,se a net,/~-sl~k 2003 Focus LX w~ 5.,r4~ mlnual ITat~misson lot $t4,399 Zaxes payable on fu! amount o! p ~  p~e, ~chase & lear~ offers in(;lude freer $825 and e:clude 
konca, Int~rarce, admirers1 fe~ and all ~ app~,at~ taxes. 5~Fow'o~ waran~ Is a','aJl~ on all 2003 rmdel y~r FOOJ.~ b"f~ct6 =s nee of C~ and Drr~fs lO~t Cats ~ 2003. De~er may sell of ~ br 1~. Offers moy ~ clv, ng~ at any I~rne w~thout notice, All offe~ are raut~ly e'~lu~ve and cannot be conbined. Some conditions apply. See ~.,~1~ for ~e~l~. 
ERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue 'rerraee, B.C. (250) 635'4984 : 
~OTEM FORD F,,x (2~0)~a~.27s31'oll Free 1-800-463-112.8~L#SS4S i: 
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" Originally priced 
: '  up to 9.97 
Sandals 
. for the ~ 
family 
Originally priced :. 





• Odginal!y priced 
• up to 24.97 
S15 
I Kids' (2-6x) 
' & In fant  
2-piece 
sets 
i~ originally priced 
: • up to 28.97 
' z 











• Deck  boxeS 
• Patio chair pads 
Save Save 
ALL ALL 
• PaSo sets • Patio umbre l las  I 
, Benches  I • Sunshades, , :~ 
• Juveni le patio liders Garden tools 
i 
swings, g ~ ® 
• Golf c lubs  ~ I furniture and loungers ...... 
i~ i~i~ Is • Hammocks  • Patio chairs 
~ B B 
• Solar  l ighting ' i and tables 
• Decorat ive  = Screenhouses ~ ~ ~: ' } • 
outdoor  • Umbrella bases  ~~~ 
accessor ies  
i : . . . . . . .  
i 
i i Jii i i i i 
i~ii ~ i 
i ~ i/ 
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Former Terrace man faces 
numerous guiding charges 
A FORMER Terrace resident is facing numerous crimi- 
nal charges temming from a lengthy investigation into 
illegal game guiding. 
Norbert Joseph Saulnier, also known as Bob Saulnier, 
is facing 43 counts of illegal game guiding, illegal trans- 
portation of wildlife and illegally exporting wildlife from 
Canada. 
The charges range from incidents which happened 
near Atlin, Dease Lake and Fort Nelson. 
Saulnier and five other men were charged with a total 
of 91 offences temming from an extensive 23 month in- 
Darren Leggett of Clinton, Illinois laces six counts and 
Bret Roderick Plainfield, Illinois, faces 16 counts. Two 
other Americans face similar charges but have yet to be 
named because they have yet to be served with a sum- 
ITI0nS, 
All six men are charged with both federal and provin- 
cial offences and are to make a first appearance in Ter- 
race Provincial Court on Sept. 5, 2003. If convicted, they 
could face fines, jail or both. 
Leggett was sentenced in the United States July 17 of 
connected charges and must go through four months of 
vestigation by a cross-border team of investigators, house confinement and two years of supervised probation 
Conservation officers in Terrace, Atlin, Smithers and in addition to paying a U.S. $10,000 fine and U.S. 
special agents from the US Fish and Wildlife Service in $20,000 in restitution to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv- 
Florida, Illinois and Oregon worked together on the+in- ice. He is prohibited from hunting anywhere in the world 
vestigation, for two years, was ordered to ferfeit a Stone sheep mount 
Kirk Bud Porayko of Stewart faces eight charges, and a rifle valued at U.S. $3.000. 
Old jail was once considered 
as a health care facility site 
HEALTH OFFICIALS 
have squandered a chance 
to get their hands on the 
Terrace correctional cen- 
tre, local senior Betty 
Campbell says. 
Campbell, who spoke 
out at a recent public 
meeting protesting pro- 
posed on cuts to the 
number of beds at Terrace- 
in Terraceview," Camp- 
bell said at the meeting. 
• Northern Health Author- 
ity officials said the cor- 
rectional centre would 
have been inappropriate. 
"We considered it 
strongly for a variety of 
uses," said authority ad- 
ministrator Cholly Boland 
J .  
who is in charge of health 
services in the area. 
"I would not want a 
family member or a friend 
in that type of institution," 
he said. 
B.C+ Building Corpora- 
tion officials say there's an 
accepted offer to buy the 
correctional centre+ . . . . .  
Northern Health Author- 
ity home and community 
care regional director Tim 
Rowe said the possibility .. 
of group homes for brain- 
injured patients is being 
considered to open up 
long-term care beds. 
75th Anniversary Homecoming 
, MEMORY LANE, 
SOCIAL 
G~ Terrace Arena 
,+,-+,, Friday, August 1, 2003 +. - .  
200,3 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. 200,3 
Join Us For A Walk Down Memory Lane 
Photos, Refreshments, Entertainment 
~i  ~ 
;;t: 
Ki D + ,,+;++~ nsmen ance  
;~+~+"" +, Saturday, Aug. 2nd * Starts at 8:00 p.m. 
~%#FY ~ Live mus ic  by  KING FISH i 
$10.00 per event 
Tickets far both events are available at 
City Hall, Ev% Mens Wear, Misty River Books - 
Admittance restricted to age 19 and over 
m ::: 
view Lodge, said the 
Northern Health Authority 
should have purchased the 
old jail. 
She said it could have 
been converted into a 
home for brain-injured pa- 
tients who she said are 
now taking up beds at Ter- 
race.view. 
"That kind of person 
does not need to take up a- 
bed that is needed for 
some of these people here 
~ YOU'LL ENJOY THE GOOD TIMES & GREAT FOOD =. 
The Back 
Eddy PuS 4332 LAKELSE AVENUE. TERRACE " 635-5336 
. . . .  ~++ ++ - Keem&e~side. 
J /~+!.v:~_~ _ ~ _ . . J  ..... ----+. ? +-:(,~T&Tp 6'~- . . . .  
I - -  ++' .................. I
J Complete I 
J Insurance I 
I Services I 
Polished J Convenient I 
J DriveThru I st ..J rs 11 2 !$+:,0po& or,A 0nl 
I r-0-+++-.- I J 6a5.5,a, I 0H, What Sldrll OOO I I ~ ¢-/_a!.+~..__1 
~ ~  ,heHoclL. .__~Im,~+'°xesl l  ~ LU~an,+'+l 
I' KEllY' I +11 W+iK+++..n + 
1 463+ GREIG AVE, TERRACE l ~ ~ UFFU=R II ~ # + l  I 
I www.keenJeyside.¢om [ ~ 46~O~Paak~e|se ~ ~ I ~ , ~  [ 
~.soo.s61.77o7 ~ i j~ - ' t l ~  p;= ~[~ll~l~',"~41."~,'~Jll'JP.| 
103-4526 Oreig Ave., Ten'ace, 6,C, j " " " " " - " Locally Owned & Operated 638-8141 v ;+'e°°,s+'~+;L',°~, '~°°~,~'~c.mW" 
PLAY ~ ~ I 
1. Simply unscramble ,he participating business name . " . . . . . .  
~r-~ gtmm~ It "~ £ "v~ ZEntriesmustbein°ur°fficeby4:30p'm'Tuesdayf°rtheweeklpdraw~++J Scrambled Names. , Your Unscrambled Correct Names I 
~ ~ I~ !~ I~ ~ :  3 Fnal entry must be in by Tuesday, August26th, 2003 by4:30p~m? +, I . 
[ I I I ~ '4  `N° substitute f°rgrand Prize I I 
- ~ - ~ - ~ . . . . .A  . . .= , . . . , . . , , , , , ,  ,~ .m m, , ,  I Send to I I 
Terrace Standard Name: _____ . __~ I I I IP'~II:~ s I~ i~I~%R~I lggP~ I I  I,Attn'ScrambleGarne I : ~ .  ]L:I " rnone: ~ I P/!h l  m I~  I ,.~,,..n .,~ =..~,,,,,?,, /~. 3210 Clinton Street I 
! B 8G 5R2 I Must be 19 years or older to enter J Terrace, .C. V • _ 
. . . . . .  . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,  
We Iovethem like children. ~ " - " 
But~ts time they moved out of the house I I  I ,~ I I I I |U  ~ f~-~ in I m _ 
. ,  . D ig i ta l  P r in ts  
+- .'410 I O0 0FF 
.... + ............. ,++ +~++~:~ . + , + . . . ~ ~  . "" v vocuumuo ~ ~ ~ ~  Now till July 31st only. ~ A FAST LAHE GOLD PERFORIViAHCE PACKABE 
~/ l+~:~+/~- - t~,~ : .5 I;Ites Molor.¢rqft 5W30 Oil , Lubko~ Clmssis/Hin.ms/b& 
I ~ ~  e M01orcraff 0it Filter *tires Che:ked and Intt~ 
e Top Up ' Bal~ry Teg and Report 
• Power Sl.dng Fluid e Brake Impedi0. 
~++++++'+'+++;++~++ e,.~ePlum ,Exhaustlmped0in 
,<!~: ~ ;!:+!!!~!i Transmission Flu;d i~,~+,~i:+.~ti;~;+;,+_._.+, + ~ndshleld wosh. Plum ' ~re RoloHon 
,Conno~ 5+ (omb;m<l ~n any o~n~" pmmol{oP, l df.. 0.1'/c~ tm4mn pot cu~lomm' W +~t. Con only Im 
rm~t~.nd atporli(i+l+n~ I<xotlm~. F. qdm August 6, 2003 
It~ frue - there comes o point in every car's life when it musl shove off in search of 
something more. Hence our Summer Pedotmance Event, where you'll find it awfully easy 
to get into ~togr fovodte light mad.hondfing Volkswagen. lit happening as we speak, 
so come by for a test.drive. Who knows? You may change o car's life forevec. 
Drivers wanted: @ 
+ +++ +i;2Ne~+olN~nen++~+ + l+ +++ ++++~+Frm++++~+ +++ + + + 
C2003 Vo~kl~0en. '1.9)5 APR p~doint i~ new 2003 VcJhwo~ mode1~, excluding 
Ne*v ~eeHeCo~verfib!e Je~ Wolhburg GT120th/~niversary Ed;tlo~ and EuroVa~ 
Camper, See yo~r dealer o~ call 1-800 DRIVE VW re< de~i $, 
SKEENA MALL 
.......... ++:  ........ +++ 
L 
SKEENA MALL  TERRACE 635-4948 " f f~ J  
ColumbiaiAutOhaUS+: 
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Out & 
About 
Three in One 
STEVE BOLTON and his 
company called Running 
Wolf are now providing 
three core services in the 
Nisga'a Memorial Lava 
Bed Provincial Park in the 
Nass Valley. 
He's been the facility 
i operator for the park's 16- 
site campground for all but 
one year since it opened in 
the mid-1990s and took on 
the added job of running 
the park's information 
centre last year. 
This year Bolton has 
taken over the park's 
guided hiking tour offering 
which takes people to the 
volcanic cone. 
A volcanic eruption 
more than 250 years ago 
resulted in a lava flow 
which wiped out Nisga'a 
settlements and killed sev- 
eral thousand people. 
Provincial parks official 
Jamie Hahn last week said 
Bolton's assumption of all 
three services is for one 
year and is acting as a 
model for an eventual 
long-term contract process 
for park services in the 
Nass. 
The challenge is to 
build up visitor traffic to 
make the services as close 
to self-sustaining as pos- 
sible, Hahn said. 
The creation of the park 
in the mid- 1990s, managed 
government and the 
Nisga'a, preserves the lava 
nificance of the volcanic 
i!! 
jointly by the provinci~d i Heads  up  
A GENUINE Contracting Ltd, crew member waits as supplies are slowly 
beds and the historical sig- lowered by crane to the roof of the new Honda dealership under con- 
struction on Keith Ave. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
eruption. 
New Skecna, Rupert still hopeful 
NEW SKEENA Forest 
Products and Prince Ru- 
pert officials say they re- 
main hopeful they will re- 
solve differences and 
proceed with a plfin in 
which the city would raise 
$20 million in startup fi- 
nancing. 
Negotiations centre on 
the scope and cost of the 
due dilligence studies the 
city requires before bor- 
rowing the money to invest 
in the operations. 
"It can be exhaustive 
and extremely expensive," 
company vice-president 
Don Stuart said of due dil- 
ligence work. "It can be 
minimal and extremely 
cursory. We're trying to 
get to what is reasonable 
in these circumstances." 
Prince Rupert mayor 
Herb Pond says he contin- 
ues to ask New Skeena to 
Rupert officials had al- 
ways said none of the $20 
million they would borrow 
~ C E  
PARVEEN 
MANGAT 
to their team oF 
Pharmacists at the 
Skeena Mall. 
Parveen was born and 
raised in Kitimat and 
received her Bachelor of 
Science in Pharmacy from U.B.C. 
Parveen invites everyone to visit her at Northern 
Drugs for their health and prescription eeds, 
~;~~';~:~ I I I I I I I I ;~i~:~:~:;:;* ¢i i:!* I I I I I I I I ~:~:~i*~7:1:i*i*::~;~ I I I I I I I I :~:~:~:~:;:~:;~*:s I I I I I I I I ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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ROYAL LEPAGE 
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on obtaining the !!:~i 
Royal LePage Terrace =_ 
"M~ster Sales :: 
Award. Sdver" 
during the month of iiii::: 
June 2003. 
AIIRealtorsat RoyalLePagecont¢lbutetotheRLPShelterf°undatl°n" i~i= 
635-2404 
More  & more  peop le  a re  coming  
to Royal  LePage  l!i 
, ~ ~ ~'~ ~ I lnn l l  .~,-~:~ • I I I I I I  I I  ~, ' .~'~ ~11111111 ~,~:,<~ I l n l ln  ~-::.::,L: . ,. ,~;,,.'~,~. ...: .2' ~.~ 
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Hotel & ~, flame t/~e 
4 Hu&o,~ Conference Cent re~ ,joliet' 
I ~ Bay , 3 FullService Restaurants ~11]~ .~ ; : 
"~(~;e , '  Banquet Facilities w~~/ f~!  
Executive Boardro6m ~ [  
Close to all major attractions ' ~  
are bu //crg a &xury 
Jacuzzi, King size bed, Fireplace, 2 person walk-in shower, heated 
floors and deluxe furnishings, Help us find a name for our new suite 
and if we use your name, you win a free night in the new suite. 
Fill this out and mail it in! 
New suite name:. 
My name: 
Phone #: Email: 
Mailing address: . . . .  
Anniversary date: 
Birthday:. 
entry fo rms must  be complete  to be va l id  
Phone (250) 84%4581 
Fax (250) 84%4878 
Toll Free 1-800-663-5040 
Emaih reservations@hblodge.com 
3251 East Hwy. 16, PO Box 3636, 
Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0, 
or Visit us on the web at 
www.hblodge.com 
- . . ~  H~-v'f 16 West 
Ko~ ~ e~a Cd~ 
Aoar ~ 
Your Full Service Tackle & Hunting Specialists 
• ..~, .?J.:,..;.' . : :  ', ..; AmSossodeurSd)409S ~ ' ~  :~ 
: 7000 c3. /.IU '~  
• Cortland Shooting Head Fly Lines.~t~.~ W 
• Reg.  B9.98 "lllO'" " 
5008 Agar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
pay for the work. 
"Until there's a con- 
firmed deal the onus lies 
on the company to estab- 
lish proof to us that this is 
in  fact a viable enter- 
prise," Pond said. 
He said the talks con- 
tinue and dismissed sug- 
gestions the city could 
move faster. "Nobody's 
dragging their feet," Pond 
said. "It's an urgent matter 
for both parties." 
"I continue to be opti- 
ntistic there will be a solu- 
tion." 
Another issue is whose 
money - the city's or that 
of New Skeena's other in- 
vestors - has to be on the 
table first. 
would be released until the 
rest of the financing New 
Skeena needs to start up is 
in place and confirmed. 
But Stuart says that 
while the money wouldn't 
be transferred until that 
point, the city should bor- 
row its money and get it in. 
place soon. 
"The other people need 
the comfort hat the city's 
money is available too," 
he explained. 
A probable scenario, he 
said, is that both pools of 
money would be trans- 
ferred to a neutral third 
party prior to sign-off of 
the deal. "All parties to 







COME ON DOWN... IT'S FREE! 
iFREE GAME VOUCHERi 
¢ This game is free, that's right, FREE ! 
:. : • : : : r. 
::[Use ths-voUcher to redeem your free 3-up card ~i i ~:~,,.e:..,?~; :::..: 
easy: $200:00! Bring i : i~ f f /~ ,S~ 
~:~ Jhem mtoour~ :Saturday: afternoon event and: . ,~F~ ';~''°:'~~:(qZ'g::;; .~/2 >~;<s..~;% 
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• Phone:  250-635-2411 
Fax: 250-635-7882 
Jackpot Info. Line Ext. 27 4410 Legion Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
ii 
:?? | :[ Roger 
250 rni. wide mouth 
S997/ .,, , 
'i~~~'::::: ' ii~;~ ' '~' Reg.sAVINGS OF 66%$8'99 ea. N W $2. 9 ea. 
Liz ffEM 42.4390 
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:1  curl control /! " ..... 
liii~il;i~:~:: ~)X[ For summer curls instea d }i[i, ~~i i  
I~i'~!i~i~;;;*': >~i ~=1 of humid frizzles, wash with ~ ~;i] ~=;:::~ 
If : S~'ictly Curls Curl Defining ~ :0~,,,,; i
~!~, i ! : :  ~i]~ ~ Shampoo. Comb through ~rl IVJWj~.  ~"* :~ 
~ l i :~F l~ tangles when hair is wet ~ ~  ;~'"::;~:~"~ 
and apply Strictly Curls Curl ~ ~ ~ '~',-,, Cheryl Defining Lotion. ;:: ' ...; 
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T en minutes had passed. It" anything, 
the taimen fought harder. As the fish 
sped toward them, the dark shadow 
following it did too. Joan, preoccu- 
pied with getting as much line back on her reel 
and catching up to the frantic fish, didn't notice 
it. Billy and Lewis did. 
"It's a taimen - a giant taimen!" shouted 
Billy. 
"It's a trophy. I've seen some nearly as big - 
never that big - that fish'll go a hundred 
pounds." 
At this, Joan stopped winding and looked up. 
Both fish were no more than two metres from 
shore. The pursuit fish was the size of an alliga- 
tor. The beast was so locked into its primitive, 
predatory rhythm, so intent on the kill, that Joan 
was certain it was about to chase its quarry onto 
the beach, clamber up on shore after it, then 
clamp down on its smaller brother and drag it 
back to the river like an orca plucking a seal 
from a rock. Ai the last instant, the smaller tai- 
men took evasive action, bolting past the fish- 
ers, its back out of water, then raced for the 
depths once more. 
When she and Billy had fished the Taku in the 
fall, Joan saw coho squeeze into the shallows 
and escape seals, When they'd camped on the 
Nakinaw, Billy pointed out how the orange fin- 
ned coho and cutthroat fry favoured the margins 
because they grazed on smaller life forms there, 
but more importantly, because the shallowest 
shallows were good places to avoid larger pre- 
dators. Shallows were no refuge on the Eg. 
The "big taimen followed the route of its prey. 
Unencumbcred by fishing line, it gained water. 
The effort of fleeing two predators depleted the 
energy of the hooked fish. As the shocked audi- 
ence of anglers - four now, with the return of 
York. who had raced upstream to see the cause 
of the commotion - stood by stunned and silent 
as the great taimen clamped on to the lesser 
taimen swallowing half of it in the first bite. 
It was brutal. Joan's offence was instinctual. 
The big, spotted brute was ,now an adversary. 
She was ready let the smaller tainlen go. The 
big taimen was now a monstrous predator, She 
clenched her jaw and set about .to free her fish. 
She tugged, the giant taimen tugged. She wor- 
ried that the smaller fish would not survive the 
strain and thought for a fleeting moment hat it 
might be torn in two, filling the water with guts 
and blood. 
Her shoulders, in particular her right shoulder, 
ached so much she wanted to cry. 
'TI1 take over if you want," offered Billy. 
She shot him a piercing look. She saw that it 
stung him, For once, perhaps the first time, she 
didn't care. This was her battle, she felt, and 
: part of a larger battle at the same time. 
She expected her adversary to turn, muster its 
considerable strength, then disappear into the 
depths. To her relief it didn't. It came grudgingly 
but slowly into the shallows. Lewis slid into the 
water. Despite his feline approach, he made en- 
ough disturbance to pull the big taimen's con- 
centration away from its unusually obdurate vic- 
tim, The giant shook. Its fins quivered. It 
coughed up the smaller fish then shot out into 
the river and disappeared m a vividly green 
field of undulant weeds. 
Before Joan could sigh in relief, the senti lib- 
erated fish drew on some hidden reserve and 
made for the deeper secure water agatn. The 
reel spun madly. The line hissed through the 
water. The rod bowed, 
'~Look out!" screamed York, now, like his 
companions, completely absorbed by the strug- 
gle. as the huge taimen shot from its weedy am- 
bush like a shark and seized its hapless victim 
once more. 
The water exploded. Joan's line snapped unde.r 
the force of the impact. The big fish shook the 
smaller one like a tiger snapping the neck of a 
deer, then triumphantly cannibalized its prey in 
the clear water us if to demonstrate the victory 
of liquid instinct over deliberate instincts of his 
combatant betbre gliding into the depths and out 
of their view. 
The performance was greatly appreciated by 
Billy, Lewis and York, who, after the short time 
it took to absorb the spectacle they'd just wit- 
nessed, began to curse in hushed, reverent 
w)ices then test each others estimation loudly in 
the same way that aficionados at ringside share 
their impressions of a knockout. 
For Joan the experience was now saturated in 
ineffable sadness. She 'crouched then slumped. 
The rod clattered on the rocks. All of this went 
unnoticed by Billy and York who were still 
laughing and waving their arms, Lewis noticed. 
He walked towarta her. 




By SARAH A. 
Z IMMERMAN 
THE DOWNHILL moun- 
tain bike racmg season got 
under way recently as 
competitors from the 
around the northwest 
braved the rain, muck and 
mud battling it out for top 
spot. 
The annual All Seasons 
Source for Sports downhill 
race hit Shames Mountain 
July 20 - it was also the 
second event of the Ter- 
race Standard Adventure 
Challenge. 
Persistent rain made for 
an incredibly muddy 
course and some slower 
than usual times, but 52 
people from Smithers, Ter- 
race, Kitimat, Prince Ru- 
pert and even Fraser Lake 
proved that a little rain 
can't dampen the spirits of 
racers in the northwest. 
Smithers rider Derek 
Pelzer posted the fastest 
time on the long course 
speeding down the face of 
Shames Mountain in just 
3:01. 
Terrace rider Jon Lam- 
bert came in second in the 
men's division in just 3:39 
- it was only his third time 
riding on a downhill bike, 
The masters division 
saw Scott Hicks of Terrace 
tog a time o f  3:29 coming 
in a split second before 
Brian Shorter. 
A junior men's division 
'for racers aged 17 and 18 
also competed, with Ter- 
race rider Aaron Williams 
nabbing top spot with a 
time of 3:35. 
He was followed up by 
Smithers  trio Matt  
Bruintjes, Inn Seychuk and 
Josh Anderson. 
The women's event saw 
Smithers' Newman sisters 
dominate. 
Gabrielle Newman, 24, 
nabbed top spot with a 
time of 3:20 and big sister 
Tashi, 27, logged a time of 
3:37 good for second 
place, 
Ter race 's  Christ ine 
Krissinger came in third 
with a time of 4:42. 
The junior division saw 
some stiff competition in a 
field of 17 riders. 
Terrace bikers finished 
came one, two, three. 
Kyle Wi lcox ,  16, 
blazed a trail to top spot 
with a time of 3:22, while 
Jesse Sheasby, 15, fin- 
ished the course in 3:33. 
Travis Yagelniski rounded 
out the top three with a 
time of 3:43, 
After two Adventure 
Challenge events Sheas- 
by's sitting at the top of 
the points race with 233 
followed by Yagelniski, 
last year's junior cham- 
pion, with 223 points. 
Chapen Leblond, 12, 
topped the youth (12 and 
under) division logging a 
time of 1:15. He was fol- 
lowed up by two more Ter- 
race riders Lee Miller and 
Jeff Turner. 
The youth division of 
the Adventure Challenge 
has four Terrace competi- 
tors in a tight race for top 
spot. Chapen Leblond, 12, 
tops the list sitting at 223. 
He's followed by Jeff 
Turner with 210 and Adam 
Sarich with 209. 
Dawsen Leb.lond, 10, is 
!1 Get together 
MEMBERS of the Terrace Northmen (and 
women) Rugby team get into a scrum at a re- 
cent practise session at Northwest Community 
College. The Northmen are trying to revive 
rugby in the Terrace area and have already 
played against Prince Rupert twice in fun, in- 
ter-city play. J ESS IE  GIES PHOTO . 
Riverboat Days 
.tennis tourney set 
THE TERRACI~ Tennis Club is set for its Riverboat 
Days open doubles tournament Aug. 2-3. 
There are divisions ['or men, women, mixed. Cost is 
$15 for the first event, $5 for the second. 
Registration deadline is July 31. For details call Dee 
Mueller at 638-1678. 
For more information about Riverboat Days sporting 
events turn to page A15. 
SCOTT HICKS launches off a massive boulder at the top of the downhill 
mountain bike course at Shames Mountain July 20. He posted the fastest 
time of the masters division. SARAH A, ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
holding his own against points followed by Shelly who's sitting at 214, Justin 
the older boys sitting in  Jackson with 205. Spearing is in second 
fourth spot with 203 points, The men's division has place with 210 points and 
Lucy Praught tops the also seen a points race Ray Praught rounds out the 
women's race with 207 start between Chris Cordts. top with 203. 
Terrace athletes take on 
Thyee Lake triathlon 
By SARAH A. Z IMMERMAN 
IT TAKES a load of tenacity to finish a 
triathlon. 
Anyone who can swim 1,500 metres, 
bike 40 kilometres and run 10 km one 
after the other deserves kudos. 
The swim alone can leave athletes 
feeling exhausted and to get up on a bike 
to cycle for well over an hour and then 
run 10 km is a feat of endurance for any- 
one. 
The Thyee Lake Triathlon July 19 saw 
several Terrace area athletes of all ages 
compete in the event. 
Marlee Cater, 12, set the fastest long 
course time of the women finishing that 
leg in just 27:01. 
She was competing as part of a team 
of three alongside dad Dave Cater, who 
did the biking leg and morn Marsha Cater 
who did the run. 
Mary Stewart came in first of the mas- 
ters women completing the triathlon in 
2:58:32. Though it was good enough for 
top spot Stewart says it's a slower time 
than she had hoped for. 
"I was ahnost 15 minutes lower than I 
t~sually do that race in," Stewart says. 
Pouring rain the night before threa- 
tened to make for a tough race day. 
"It held off," Stewart says. 
"The weather was perfect - it was nice 
and cool." 
The masters men division saw several 
local athletes test their mettle including 
Willie Muller, who's planning on tackling 
the gruelling Penticton Ironman race later 
this year. 
Muller places second of the masters 
with a time of 2:29:41, coming in right 
behind Smithers' Brian Kean who posted 
a time of 2:28:59. 
Dave Stewart came in right behind 
Muller in just 2:34:31. 
Other Terrace athletes included Geoff 
Phillips and Gary Maltin. 
And Laurie Kallio, also of Terrace, 
braved the race taking part in the 
women's division. 
She logged a time of 3:i3:01, good en- 
ough for fourth position. 
The open men's division was domina- 
ted by uber-athlete Peter Krause of Smi- 
thers. 
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took on the 
event as 
well. 
"Th is  
Marlee Cater 
was my first one and it was awesome," 
says Brett Downie, who says he and his 
older brother decided about two months 
before the triathlon to start training. 
"We did as well as we could have 
hoped we were pumped at the end," he 
says. 
The encouragement provided by other 
athletes and the fun atmosphere of the 
race made this a unique event, Downie 
says. 
Unlike hockey - which both Downie 
boys grew up playing and are very passio- 
nate about - there  is not necessarily a 
sense of competition between people, ra- 
ther it's a personal challenge. 
"It's nice when you see people ahead 
of you and you think, 'okay, I want to 
catch that guy,'," he ex'plains. 
He and Stephen were at the back of 
the pack by the time they finished the 
swimming leg and weren't sure if they'd 
be able to make up the distance between 
them and the rest of the racers. 
"I got on the bike and I thought I'll go 
as fast as I can and maybe I'll catch up to 
the last guy - I caught up to about four or 
five people, It's really encouraging." 
While several people challenged the 
long course, race officials also created a 
short course ,  
Eberle Balfour, of Terrace, was the 
sole masters woman to compete and she 
logged a time of 1:38:33, 
Bring it on! 
Riverboat Days offers something for every sports interest. 
ANOTHER Riverboat Days weekend is just 
around the corner and sports enthusiasts have 
more options than ever to get out there and 
have 'a blast. 
The festivities include some brand new ev- 
ents such as the Aug. 4 Senior's Walk and 
.brings back annual favourites such as the 
youth soccer challenge and Mr. Mike's wildly 
popular third annual beach volleyball tourna- 
ment Aug. 3-4. 
Go out and take part in the events or sit on 
the sidelines and cheer everyone on - nothing 
but good times are on the bill. 
White Water Paddle Party 
Back by popular demand, the second an- 
nual kayaking party puts in at Harlee's Place 
on the Kitsumkalum River Aug. 1-4. 
Kick-off is at 5 p.m. Aug. 1. 
Youth Soccer Tournament 
The largest tournament of the season, do- 
zens of children gather at Christy Park to 
compete in two days of soccer excitement. 
Teams from throughout the northwest will 
be showing what they've got Aug. 2-3. 
Beach Volleyball 
A beach volleyball bonanza gets under way 
At~g. 3-4 with more than 750,000 pounds of 
sand covering the parking lot in front of Mr. 
Mike's.Teams of two or four will battle it out 
for glory. The deadline to join in on two days 
of fun is Aug. 1. 
Stock Car Racing 
The Terrace Speedway is gearing up for 
some fantastic side-by-side racing this wee- 
kend as the Bomber Invitational takes to the 
oval track along with regular aces. 
The high adrenaline action takes off Aug. 
2-3. 
Rock Climbing 
See if you have what it takes to challenge 
two routes 'at the Chist Creek Forest Recrea- 
tion site. 
Azad Adventures' outdoor rock climbing 
competition is set for 10 a.m. Aug. 2. 
It 's also the fourth of five events in the 
2003 Terrace Standard Adv.enture Challenge. 
Skateboard Competition 
Come check out the fantastic local talent 
as the fourth annual Ruins skate competition 
takes to the Terrace skate park. 
Always a fan favourite, riders from around 
the northwest will be pulling out their best 
tricks. The action starts at 12 noon Aug. 3. 
Endurance Biking 
They're calling it a big bike party. More 
than 50 mountain bikers are expected to con- 
verge at the Onion Lake cross country ski 
TAKE of your shoes and prepare to get 
sand between the toes. Beach volleyball 
descends on downtown Terrace Aug. 3-4. 
trails Aug. 3 at 2 p.m. for eight hours of riding. 
McBike's Eight Hours of Onion Lake is 
back for a second year. It also caps off the 
Terrace Standard Adventure Challenge out- 
door race series. 
Drag Racing 
For the first year in recent memory the Ter- 
race Drag Race Association is hosting River- 
boat Days drags. 
The weekend of high speed action takes to 
the track starting with Street Legal racing 
Aug. 2 at 6 p.m. Aug. 3-4 time time trials start 
at 9:30 a.m. with races at 1 p.m. 
Street Hockey 
The annual Street Hockey Challenge is set 
for Aug. 2-3 in the Canadian Tire parking lot. 
Join a team or just come out to watch. 
The action hits the pavement from 1 p.m.-6 
p.m. on Saturday and 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Sun- 
day. 
Three On Three Basketbal l  
This is a new event this year - a three on 
three basketball tournament for youth. Divi- 
sions for children from Grades 2 all the way up 
to Grade 12 are eligible tO participate. 
The hoop action starts at 10 a.m. in the Mc- 
Donald's parking lot Aug. 3-4. 
Senior's Walk 
Another new event this year, the senior's 
walk is part of the 75th anniversary celebra- 
tions. 
Seniors are invited to gather at the Safeway 
CLIMBERS of all experience levels are par- 
ticipating in the second annual Azad Ad- 
ventures rock climbing competition at Chist 
Creek Aug. 2 at 10 a.m. 
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a proud sponsor  of  
, ;il)i)l)lllll; , T rrc re to0er  e .  0o e 00  
' . a theft of a boat motor from a business on Keith Avenue 
; in Terrace, .... 
on Monday. July 7th, 2003. employees of Neid 
Enterpr ses at 4921 Keith Avenue discovered a boat ~ 
motor had been sic en from a fenced and locked 
compound,: ~ . J .  
:The chainiinkfence to the compound had been cutto 
allow entry on the southeast corner of the lot: A boat 
motor was padlocked iba boa~iin the yard. The padlock 
(was cotloff and ihemoior sto en~ 
.t:~;!' ~.:, The m0to(ts a Johns0nModei J10RST outboard rnotor, ! 
:i::;!: :/ .: 10HPand swliite tsseiaJnurnberis07006987 ;~il; ~- ,!~ . . . . .  
':~! '~"~'~.' '.  • :Terrace CiimeSt0ppeis ~a~is your information' 0t your 
:!i::..;/ i~ ~ narne.i Any information is vaiU~ble and may lead to the 
..: :!:: arrest and conviction of the 0ffenders' : ' : . :  
! ' : /  '" ~ i .. ;: :. :,  C r ime Stoppers offers s cash reward of up to  
..?i; :: $1,OO0.O0 for Information loading to  an arrest and/or ton- 
I 
': ",; " :~ i vlct lon.  If you have any In format ion call "Cr ime Stoppers" f:l at 635-T IPS that 's  635-8477. Ca l lers  wUl NEVER be 
[ i~  :{i i  requi red to  reveal  their  name or testify In cour t .  Crime 
Stoppers does NOT subscribe to  call display. 
I Call (13S-tiPS 
................. 
: t  ~! kOCh" Mobile Homes. Travel ,~,O~I~A 
~qJ._ 
parking lot at 10 a.m. Aug. 4 and walk leisurely 
to George Little Park. 
Entertainment is scheduled to follow includ- 
ing square dancing and music until 2 p.m. at 
the park. 
Anyone with mobility issues can also call 
for a free ride to take in the fun by dialling 
635-6531 that day. 
Ouiclt Facts 
Gazet ted  Name • 
•Bab ine  Lake 
Sur face  Area 
• 46,499 Hectares 
(114,897 Acres) 
Maximum Depth 
• 186 metres 
(610feet) 
Elevation 
• 712 Metres 
(2,336feet) 
Park 
Depth contours ~ '~ ~he Smltl 
shown in metres 
i 
Caut ion:  Do  not  use this anap fornavigatlonal 
purposes.  This map may not reflect current con- 
ditions. Uncharted hazards may exist. Base Map 
©Province of British Columbia. Fisheries data 
obtained from Province of British Columbia. 
FortBabine ......... ~ " ~ ¢ ~ ~ ~ , i ~ ~ -  Sockeye Season Opens August I onBabine Lake 
:~  1~ a b i n e Feshwater Salmon Supplement for a specific list There are 13 known populations of this ecotype in 
rain., ~4"~m ii ~ ~ "  JL)Lake is of tributaries. This guide is published by British Columbia, and includes the famous 
" " t~t ; ' ? :~ '  one of British Fisheries and Oceans, and is available through Gerrard strain of trout, which can live up to ten 
~ ' " s our website~AnglersAtlas.com---click through ~ years of age and sometimes older. 
Landing 
Ang lersAt las .com C o i u m b i a ' 
largest lakes, and is 
known for producing trophy char and rainbow 
trout. It is also known for its salmon fishery, and 
starting August 1, the sockeye season opens on 
Babine Lake. 
D rop by OK Tire and pick up a free fishing guide to man3/ lakes in the 
Skeena Region. No purchase necessary. 
© The  
Ang ler ' s  
A t las ,  2003 




Bear Island ~ ~ 
Rec. Site 
Granisl~ 
The season runs 
until September 15, 
and allows two 
salmon per day. 
However, there 




the lake- -  
k make sure to 
consu l t  
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I f you want maps from other regions, visit AnglersAtlas.¢om for depth charts 
from across BC, Alberta and in Ontario. 
Reel in a Deal at [[-] <44,R, ... -.. E&AUTOSER C !I
, 108-4526 Gri~lg Ave. i 635-0078 
AO/'O_ ,q l'S 
, ~ , ~  
~W "~ ~ ~ 
~,~i~;~ ~(~.~ ~ 
~bU$illl ~S!;" 
3 2 3 3 E~r~,r~;ele~Te r race 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~ . ~  | PROCESSOR ( 
Featurlng Fresh ~]ill~t~[~¢" ~k~_aglL 
Hallbut&Cod '~ ,W~ I Fillyour2OIb. propane bottle I |HoterceliSmil. ~ l~q 
experlenceAgrmtdini'ng't~ . ,:3;..,.dp.~ll[~i~lr= i.IlOW AVEEI ,.,.,. , .--" 
~ , ~  I Marine Gas Fishing Tackle I ~ j 
| Freezer available for your J J,Full~kealasel~ervepriceJ 
c0ol l 4545 Lckel.te Ave, Terrace, B.C. , 
- 638-1312 | 
|4702 Iazhelse635.6309/tee., Terrace I 1-800-663-3903 | 
the regulations link in the left-hand sidebar. There is limited information regarding the size of  
S easoned angler, Bob Melrose, says the fishing this season on Babine Lake and Rainbow 
Alley has been excellent. Melrose says the 
weather is much better than last year, and the fish 
are biting. 
Early in the season, the char will inhabit shallow 
waters, but as the water warms up, the fish 
migrate to deeper, cooler sections of  the lake. 
Melrose recommends fishing in the 30 to 50 foot 
depth range. 
The rainbow trout fishery offers great options for 
every type of angler. Fly fishers can float the sec- 
tion of water between Babine Lake and Nilkitkwa 
Lake, known as Rainbow Alley. 
Melrose says this fishery has been the best in 
years, and says there are three major hatches to 
watch for--caddisflies, stoneflies and mayflies. 
His recommended fly pattents are Doe Spratleys, 
damsels, dragonflies, Carey Specials, and Muddler 
Minnows. 
B abine Lake is also home to a special strain of rainbow trout that grow much larger than 
common rainbow trout species, and are part of a 
rare ecotype called the Sutherland population. ~AI~ ~ ~  ,. . . . .  ~ '  • ~.  . ~;~'~"°~'-':~:-:;~ ~ ..... 
Paul Giroux, fish biologist at the Ministry of 
Sustainable Resource Management r'r~here are four primary access points to Babine 
(MSRM) in Smithers, explains that .L Lake--north of  Burns Lake to Pendelton Bay 
these rainbow trout feed on forage Provincial Park; near Granisle at recreation sites ~ --- fish, likely kokanee~ and grow and provincial parks; at Smithers Landing and at quite large. Fort Babine. Granisle is located north of  Topley 
This group of fish are technically (on Highway 16), following the Granisle 
referred to as "pelagic piscivorous Highway. 
rainbow trout ecotype" - -wh ich  Access to Smithers Landing/Fort Babine from 
basically describes where the Highway 16 is from Eckman Road, about 5 kt.n 
~, '~.  ~ _  fish live (pelagic means open east of  Smithers on the fight (east). Turn here and 
l water) and what they feed follow for 53 km. (Note:The road eventually on (piscivorous means ] ~ l ~  they feed °n fish)' tums int° Babine Lake R°ad)" Turn left (n°rth) onto the Nilkitkwa Forest Service Road, and fol- 
low for 44 kin, to the turnoff to Fort Babine on 
the right (east). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I '  I 
20 Miles 
i N 
<C2~ 7 Park ' . . River Park " ' 
al 
Babine Lake's Sutherlandpopulation, andbecause 
it is a t~re ecotype, anglers are encouraged to prac- 
tise catch-and-release when going after these big 
rainbow trout, to encourage the long term sustain- 
ability of  these species. Barbless hooks are also 
encouraged to improve survivability. 
Joseph DeGrisi has recently published a report on 
the Eutsuk Lake rainbow trout--another lake 
which contains this ecotype--and iscusses the  
rarity of this group of rainbow trout in BC, as well 
as its life history. For more information, please 
contact fisheries taff at the MSRM. 
Always remember to consult the BCFreshwater 
Fishing Regulations Synopsis before trolling new 
waters. 
Bob Melrose is editor, of a weekly online maga- 
zine for fishing and outdoor ecreation in north- 
ern British Columbia, published on the BC 
North Outdoors website. His weekly column can 
be found at http://www.bcnorth.ea/outdoors. 
Visit the site for more information about fishing 
in this part of the province. 
) t t ,  
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SO MUCH ,. 
o 
g Up the West 
Roast  
Sirloin Tip Oven Roast 





@ I ~""r Gr°und Bee~m~~ I 
~t~ resh' 1"74/kg 9°°65" e #  I~ lb J  
I 
Ground c,uc,.. 
Medium Ground Beef Chuck 14  9 
Fresh, 3.28/kg g0o2s.8 
~~0~~ Support for Our Western Beef 
Save-On-Foods is 100% Western Canadian owned and operated, so we 
support Western cattle ranchers and their families. It's only natural. 
In fact, we buy all the Western beef available on the market. And we're . . . . . . .  
mighty proud of that fact. 
These are difficult times for Western ranchers so we invite you to join 
us in support of them.There's nothing like tender, delicious Western beef 
and there's never been a better time to buy it. So let's do something 
more for our ranchers, let's show them, we're a cut above. 
Steve Vanderleest 
President, 
Overwaitea Food Group 
r 
~ve~f~ds 
SO MUCH ~'~0~e IN STORE 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, July 30 to August 2, 2003. While quantities last. Photos are for illustrative purposes only. 
i i 
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KINGFISH'S LEAD singer and the rest of the band will provide the music Saturday night at 
a special homecoming dance to help mark the city's 75th birthday celebrations. There's 
another homecoming event the night before, a Memory Lane social at the Terrace arena 
where those attending will have a chance to meet old friends and view historical photos. 
Big homecoming makes 
centrepiece of the 75th anniversary year's River- 
boat Days weekend. 
The big place to gettogether and reunite will 
" be the Memory Lane Social on Friday 'Aug. 1 
from 7 to 10 p.m. at the arena. 
:The social is going to be something of a pho- 
tographic extravaganza. 
,We're going to have opportunities for people 
• to have their photos taken together," said organ- 
izer Marilyn Kerr. 
Several backdrops are planned for photos - 
including a beautiful gazebo prepared by the 
• Garden Shed. Old pals can also pose inside a '79 
Volkswagen convertible or 2004 Thunderbird 
convertible. 
Sight and sound will be able to print photos 
instantly for $3 each, Kerr added. 
George Clark will emcee the social after a 
welcome by Julia Little on behalf of Terrace's 
founding family. 
A group will play classical music at the be- 
ginning, followed by bluegrass by Harvey and 
Jean Muller, who are coming home for the Mull- 
er family reunion. 
"We'll have whatever Terrace royalty we can 
find - Riverboat kings and queens, Miss Terrac- 
es and former mayors and councillors," Kerr 
said. 
But Kerr expects most of the entertainment 
will come from the participants themselves as 
they meet up a.nd reminisce. 
The arena will also be festooned with old 
photos and memorabilia from the city archives, 
making the pas t come alive. 
Kerr said the homecoming events are intend- 
ed for anyone ~vho has ever spent time in Ter- 
race -not  just those who were born here or the 
city's senior citizens. 
"This is for everyone," Kerr said. "We expect 
Riverboat Days special 
HOMECOMING events will be the sentimental people in their 20s -students at university - who 
may be coming home." 
You can buy tickets on l ine  at the 
www.terrace75.ca web site. 
I f  you want to kick up your heels to some of 
the hottest music Terrace has to offer, the 
Hgmecoming Dance Saturday night is where it's 
a t .  
The band Kingfish will play the event, which 
is sponsored by the Terrace Kinsmen and Ki- 
nettes. 
Doors open at 8 p.m'. Aug. 2. 
Tickets for both events are $10 per night 
(adults 19+ only) and are available at city hall, 
Ev's Mens Wear and Misty River Books. 
Parade will take 
food donations 
'THE SALVATION Army is joining the River 
Boat Days parade Aug. 2 to conduct a food drive. 
Salvation Army community services director 
Ian McDonough said the food drive is a new ad- 
dition to the parade with the purpose of filling 
needs of hungry families in Terrace. 
"What we're short on is cereal, canned fruit, 
and canned vegetables," McDonough said. 
The float will be a Salvation Army regional 
emergency vehicle. A Salvation Army represen- 
ta!ive from Terrace will be driving the float. 
"We're going to have volunteers walking be- 
hind the float picking up canned goods," McDo- 
nougfi said. 
McDonough said the volunteers will have 
their eyes peeled for people with cans and will 
retrieve them from the street. "Any other non- 
perishable goods are welcome." 
l, Your  Communi ty  
Serv ice  S ta t ion  
~-- "- i ' ~  I P r i ce . .Get  Your II~II% ~ ~- / I  
"i Second F r... 24,~og.  At. Ftavours / I 
/ I  
~~! ~~_..amm~  / . r  /I 
l ~ ~ ~  ~ July 21-Aug 17/03 / I  ', 
I len ed "~ And Idl up your ~hoppmg 
I gaso l ines  made f romgra in  - - -~ , , . , ,mu- .mu,  bag  .w i lh  g reat  sav ings  a t  I 
J I~or a c leaner  env i ronment .  ~ l~ i l~t~W' J~ our  store,  i 
ii ! 
i " 4760 Lake lse  Ave .  i 
i 
Ph.  635-6935 r 
Kitsumkalum Tempo Gas Bar 
Open 24 Hour~ 
Z D(!ys  ~.A ,Week 
. ~" ~ ~. : .  ~ ~i , ' : ' .  ": ~ ,~.~.~ : 
• Propane 
• Marine Gas 
• Sandwiches 
• & Snacks 
• ,g Tackle 
• Convenience 
Yellowhead Ilwy. IG 
3kmWesl o[ Terrace 
G35-OOff 
DELIVERED HOT 
TO YOUR DOOR. 
• Residential, Commercial, 
Indushial, Installations 
• Sheet Metal Work 
• Plumbing Installations 8, Supply 
• Natural Gas & Propane 
Furnaces & Fireplaces 
• Pumps & Softeners 
• Air Conditioning 
Wishing Terrace a 
Happy 75th Birthday| 
...See you at 
Riverboat Days! 
F=:~ CZ: ~-..-~ L._~ F=~ 
Northwest Mechanical inc. 
5239 Keith Ave. • 635-4770 or 635-7158 
Out of Town - 1 -800 .566-7158 
! : ........... , ...... :i~:,!(~ii  i~~i!~]:.~:~!:.~ 
AIR CAHAOASBT SALI: 
For Domestic Flights 
Sept. 3rd to Dec. 16th, 2003 
~/~ltclh for  our  
lOth Anniversary 
Specials 
during the months of 
August & September. 
U.S.A. Flights 
from now until Dec: 16th, 2003 
. . . .  ~:' . . . .  Great Prizes To 
' .:i .i'i.i~.. ~i~i:~ :< ~ _:.:i:...~:'".-2i~: Be Given Away. 
~ 4718-A Lazel/e Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Fax: 250-638-8562 
Every piece on the floor must go 
20to 011 
Sof~rs, Love Seats, Dining Room, Bedroom, 
Bunk Beds, Futons, Kitchen Sets, Chairs, Hutch 
And Armoire, Cabinets Plus Much, Much Morel 
~ ~  8Pce. Bedroom Suite ~ ~  ! ~ ~  
~ ~ ~ t  ,ndudesMaltress ~ ~  - ~ ~  
::~.~..: : ! ~:: : ~i ~i , : /!!:~: .: ..... 
........... :~;: i ~ : :  . .... .~  ':-;: "~ r ° ................................. 
~]:"  [!~. :~: i: i~i ~ ~ ~ ..:.~ ] ~,~-: . . . . . . . .  r ,! 
" " ~ . . . . . . .  ~"NOW . . . .  , :  . . . .  
' ' ::~:~" ,-- ,,m~,~,~:~-,~,~ :, 4 Pce. Bedroom :~- . ': ~,:~ ~ ~ :, 
" ':: ' :~' ~ ~ ~ ' 're 499 ~~ ~'~:~ ~::~~::~~,~  : )~ " 
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BOB GOODVIN and Maxine Smallwood are this year's Riverboat Days Captain and Queen. 
They'll be at the head of Saturday's parade. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Meet Captain Bob 
and Queen Maxine 
~L ':.?, 
By SARAH A. Z IMMERMAN 
• MAXINE SMALLWOOD'S not fond of being the 
centre of attention but this weekend she'll be at 
: the forefront of several festivities along with her 
. pariner Bob Goodvin. 
The local couple are this year's Riverboat 
• Days Captain and Queen which means they'll be 
making appearances all over town. 
"Maxine, of course, just loves the public 
looking at her," teases Goodvin, 80, with a mis- 
. chievous grin. 
Smallwood, 74, is just one of those women 
who likes to go quietly about her business with- 
'out drawing too much attention to herself. But 
.she and Goodvin are such an active part of the 
Terrace community it's hard to miss them. 
The couple have been members of the Zone 
10 Seniors Games committee for 10 years. 
They've diligently volunteered hundreds of hours 
of time to the organization. They've given time 
for Big Brothers and Sisters and mostly recently 
thrown their support behind the Terrace Track 
and Field Association. Their involvement sees 
them manning fundraising tables, selling raffle 
.tickets and telling everyone who'll listen how 
important it is to get the new track rubberized. 
"When you are at a race on one of those 
fancy tracks a person in the distance can't ima- 
gine-how it.feels," says Goodvin. "It's sort of an 
,atmosphere,-• that's why we're so interested in 
bringing a fancy track to Terrace." 
They know what they are talking about. Max- 
ine has more than 60 medals she's earned at 
track and field competitions. The couple even 
travelled to Australia to participate at the world 
senior track and field chaml~ionships in 2001. 
To them, the $250,000 project could lure 
summer games events to Terrace and provide 
area residents with a top notch facility. 
"We may not be around to see it happen but 
we would sure like to see it here," Smallwood 
says. 
They're also firm believers that active people 
are healthy people - and they practice what they 
preach. 
When they aren't at a field practicing for the 
senior games they're probably in their garden or 
pounding the pavement delivering newspapers. 
The couple have been delivering papers for the 
Standard for more than l l years and say they 
keep it up because it's good exercise. 
"It involves moving and we know that keeps 
us healthy," Goodvin says. 
The approachable, outgoing and friendly cou- 
ple begin their official duties at tomorrow's 
opening ceremonies at George Little Park. 
They'll also be attending the Memory Lane 
Social Aug. 1st where past Captains and Queens 
will also be in attendance. They'll also be in the 
first flo,6t~f'Saturday's parade. , . . . .  , . . . .  
..... So"if 'you See them, make,sure to go and say 
hello - you'll be glad you did. 
° . ,  
L;•;?i~//!il I 
i i i~ , i~r i~  il;i! ~ i 
great speaials on 
selected items... 
• Lingerie 
• Wedding Dresses ~l" r+~ 
• Casual Wear :L ,| 
Glass Slipper Bridal Boutique 
Enjoy RiVerboat Days. 




MLA Skeena Constituency 
#2-4623 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1V5 
Ph. (250) 615-4828 
Fax: (250) 615-4833 
Emaih roger.harris.mla@leg.bc.ca 
\Vebsite: www.rogerhar r i smla .bc .ca  
cBRITISH OLUMBIA 
s q 
Saturday, August 2nd • 1 - 6 p.m. 
at Kitsumkalum Village PB'~[ Field ! 
Enjoy a delicoius Salmon Steak served with all the 
trimmings, cooked on an authentic, open pit barbecue. 
Brought o you by... 
KITSuMKALUM , #ll 
.,~ 
BAND COUNCIL  
For more information, call 635-6177 
EN oy 
- -~  Takeadvantage of 
~~ Ken's Marine's new and 
Sal 






18' Alum Ocean Boat 
w.cabin, 99', 90hp. Evinrude 
$8,995.00 
Check Out A, Our New J 
un,ts Have: Availabl~ I 
garbercraft 1875 XS 1 
Jet Boat, Demo Model ~ll 
$15,995.00  
Mercury 60hp.  
Long Shaft 
s5 ,995 .00  
Yamaha f40 /28  Jet 
4-Stroke 
s5,995.00 
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CEDARLAND TIRE SERVICE LTD. 
SEE US e . 
Y~.Free~n$~ree .Rota f ions  
~Free  Flat Repairs .Lifetime Balances 
When Buy At Cedarland Tire! you 
~u . PKe US, ~.or 1(2501635-6151 
I ~ J ~  more ten ,  our t.res 1 888 821 2211 
4929 Keith Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 K7 Out Of Town Calls 
TERRACE 




~ Quality Recycled Clothing for Everyone 
I Phone (250) 635-6690 
J 104-3302 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N6 
.I ++++ I ,ouRs OF US, ESS: Moo °,- o.m.-  :00 p.m. 
~00000000000eeeo  eeeeooeoe  
.e  • 
• RENTALS L~JB  • 
• A Complete Line of Equipment • 
• for Construction, Home & Industry • 
• 635-3038 " 
• 2903 Kalurn St. Terrace • 
•00•00000••00000000000•0 
We 've:~!~!~i;!fO~i~#::!'~Yo~ i~e#brotions For 
~!!~ iii'..~ ~i:~,!:~i~i~:30 ~:~:Y~':;ii::! ~ii~ i:/i: ~'':~ ~ 
P 50 635-6739 
Terrace, 
E n JO'~:i:i~iV e rb  o a t ~ Days  
• ~i! .... ~:: ~ 
j i~  ~i~ Inland Kenw°rttt Parker 
~ i~ ~. Pacific Has Your Truck & 
~,:i,~ ~ Equipment Needs Covered 
I n  the market foe a 3611 Highway 16 E8sl, Tefface, B,C. Visit our  web s i te  
new or used truck, 250-635-2292 for a complete list 
of new and used Visit our web site 
for a complete www.lnland-group,com equipment for 
inventory IIs~leg. 1.800-663-6390 sele or  rental. ~, 
-g  
~.~:~.~, ! . .=" ,  I 7 :::!::~..~ 
. . . .  
.:% 
~ ~ .  
Thursday, July 31 Event: Open Mic Time: 9:00 am Registration 10:00 Event: Street Hockey Challenge 
Event: Opening Ceremonies Sponsor: Terrace Women's am Competition Sponsor: Canadian Tire 
Resource Centre Place: Chist Creek Forest Contact Person: Brett Downie at Sponsor: Riverboat Days Society 
and City of Terrace Time: 7:00 pm Recreation Site 635-5617 
Time: 7:00 pm Registration: Participants register Fees: Early registration. Date: August 2 & 3 
Place: George Little Park by calling Vick Poulios at The rock climbing event is the fourth Time: Sat. 1:00 - 6:00 pm, Sun. 
Kick off this special Riverboat Days  638-0228 competition of the Adventure 8:00 am-1:00 pm 
celebration weekend with displays and Place: Cafenera Challenge. Place: Canadian Tire Parking Lot 
entertainment at George Little Fees: by donation Fees: $25.00 per team. 
Memorial Park. Poets and musicians from all Event: Parade Gem•swill be4on4 plusgoalles. Age 
backgrounds are encouraged to Sponsor: Royal Canadian Legion groups are: 5 to 13 years old. 
Friday, August 1 participate in the open microphone Branch 13' Registrations are available at Canadian 
Time: 11:00 am Tire and in the Terrace Standard paper. 
Event: Jail N Bail Saturday, August 2 Place: Starts on Park Avenue just Get your team together and enjoy the 
Sponsor: Terrace Crime Stoppers north of City Hall and competition. 
Society Event: Pancake Breakfast 
Time: 12:00 3:00 pm Sponsor: BCOId Age Pensioners proceeds onto Lakelse 
- Avenue ending at the Event: Riverboat Days Racing and 
Place: Safeway Parking Lot Organization Branch 73 Legion. Bomber Invitational (Stock 
Fees: Judge appointed bail Time: 8:00- 11:00 am Thousands line the curbs from City Car Races) 
amount Place: Happy Gang Centre Hall down Lakelse Ave. to the Royal Sponsor: Terrace Stock Car 
Get even with pranksters at work or Fees: $4.00 per person Canadian Legion showing our Association 
home, throw them in jail. RCMP will Start this action packed day with a community spirit. Time:2nd Time Trials: 5:30 pro, 
arrest them, hand-cuff and deliver hearty pancake breakfast at the Happy 
Racing: 7:00 pm 
them to jail in a patrol car. Ball must Gang Centre then meander over to Event: Beef Barbecue at the Royal Place: Terrace Speedway 
be raised in order to be released. A the Farmer's Market. Canadian Legion Branch 13 
judge will hear each case and decide Fees: Adults $7.00, Children and 
on the bail. Event: Farmer's Market Sponsor: Royal Canadian Legion Seniors $4.00, Family $17.00 
Sponsor: Skeena Valley Farmer's Branch 13 Kids 7 under are Free. 
Date: August 2 at noon Come see exciting racing action as the Event: Second Annual Whitewater Market Following the parade, enjoy Terrace Bombers take on the Prince 
Paddle Party Time: 9:00 am - 1:00 pm hamburgers and hot dogs. Awards at George Mini Stocks 
Sponsor: Skeena Canoe and Kayak Place: Davis Avenue (across from 3:00 pm 
Club George Little Memorial Park) Event: Street Legal Drag Racing 
Date: August 1- 4 Features local food, produce, crafts Event: Antique Car Show Sponsor: Terrace Drag Racing 
Time: Kick off at 5:00 pro, August1 and home made items. This market is 
Place: Harlee's Place on famous throughout he northwest. Sponsor: Skeena Mall Association 
Date: August 2-4 Time: 6 pm 
Kitsumkalum River Time: Mall openings 
Fees: Camp fees Event: Pancake Breakfast Fees: Racers $20.00 per entry 
Enjoy the weekend exploring the Sponsor:Terrace Downtown Lions Placei Centre of Skeena Mall Spectators- Free 
rivers, creeks, and awesome paddling Club Some of Terrace's antique cars will be Place: Terrace Kitimat Airport. 
on display in the centre of the mall Come out to hear and see 
opportunities right here in Terrace - Date: Augus t 2 & 3 . following the parade on Saturday and .. . . . .  
the undiscovered adventure capital of Place: George Little Memorial for the duration of Riverboat Days. street legal vehicle'steat'alp 
BC. Park the asphalt. All racing is 
After checking out all the wonderful Event: Concertsin the Park weather permitting. 
Event: Afternoon For Kids produce and handcrafted articles at Sponsor: Sight & Sound, Classic 
Sponsor: Terraceview Lodge the Farmer's Market cross over to the Event: Riverboat Days 
Time: 2:00 - 3:30 pm George Little Memorial Park and enjoy CFNR RadJo/Telus Mobility 
Place: Terraceview Lodge a pancake breakfast with a steaming and Alcan Homecoming Dance 
We're planning to rustle up some fun cup of coffee. Also available during Date: August 2 & 3 Sponsor: Kinsmen/Kinettes and 
western style. Here's a chance for Concerts in the Park will be Time: 12:00 noon- 7:00 pm 75th Anniversary Committee 
cowpokes and cowgirls ages 3-Tyrs to hamburgers, fries, hot dogs and soft Place: George Little Park Time: 8:00 pm 
have some old fashioned fun along drinks. Entertainment at George Little Place: Terrace Arena 
with seniors from Terraceview. Kids Memorial ' Park. Featuring the Fees: $10.00 per person. Must be 
and parents are encouraged to wear Event: Youth Soccer Tournament Northwest's most talented bands. 19 years or older. 
cowboy clothes It's sure to be more Sponsor: Terrace Youth Soccer Food, refreshments and children's Tickets available at the door or from 
fun than you can shake a stickat. Association activities will be available from a any Kinsmen or Kinette. Come and 
Date: August 3-& 4 variety of vendors, enjoy an evening of music featuring 
Kingfish, dancing, refreshments and 
Event: Memory Lane Social Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm daily friendship. 
Sponsor', 75th Anniversary Place: Christy Park Event: Prism 
Committee and Alcan No cost, young soccer players from Date: August 2 
Time: 7:00 pro- 10:00 pm around the North West will be Time: 5:00 pm Event: Fireworks Extravaganza 
Place: Terrace Arena competing in this tournament.. There Place: George Little Memorial Sponsor: Riverboat Days 
Fees: $10.00 each, must be 19 are both girls and boys divisions; ages Park Committee, City of Terrace 
years of age or older, under 11, under 12, under 14, under and 7Sth Anniversary 
Tickets available at City Hall, Ev's 16 Event:Salmon Barbecue Committee 
Men's Wear, and Misty River Books. Sponsor: Kitsumkalum Band Time: 11:00 pm 
Join us for a walk down Memory Lane. Event: Adventure Challenge Rock Time~ 1:00 pm- 6:00 pm Place: North End of Ferry Island 
The 2003 Riverboat Days Fireworks will 
Photos, refreshments, entertainment Climbing Competition Place: Kitsurnkalum Ball Field be the best ever. (In the event of rain 
and best of all, renew past Sponsor: Terrace Standard Enjoy locally caught succulent it maybe postponed to Sunday). 
acquaintenances and make new ones .  Adventure Challenge 2003 barbecued salmon. 
lh4¢' E 
Toil Free 1-877-635-88Z2 ..... ~:~:~:"::~*':: *'  
 3s£ss^zzo CHANGES 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
4615 Graham Ave .  635"7737 
Close Up Business Services AL-C'S GLASS LTD. I - - - - - - - - !  
Home of: •Auto Glass ,Safety Glass I I 
- -CLOSE U--P-- .,c, c ..,n,o.. , 
I ,Mirrors oSealed Units J owe will pick up and drop off your vehicle. I ~~,~:: . ,~' /~,f / l~ ~ 3720 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE I 4535 Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. Terrace 638-8001 J 635-7840 To, Free 1-888- 638 8001 I 
• The  
Cook ie  Ja r  
Bakery  
k ~'~r~ ) 4641 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace 
635-7117 
ii i iii ii i i i 
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sunday. August 3 Event: Slingers Race 
Sponsor: Best Western Terrace Inn 
Time: 1:00 pro, Registration 11:00 
am to Noon in the lobby of 
the Best Western. For more 
information 635-0083 
Place: Sidewalk outside Beasley's 
This is the 19th annual Slingers Race• 
There will be a beer garden and 
barbecue. A really great time to get 
together and watch the professionals 
at work• 
Event: Youth Soccer Tournament 
Sponsor: Terrace Youth Soccer 
Association 
Date: August 2 & 3 
Time: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm daily 
Place'. Christy Park 
No cost, young soccer players from 
around the North West will be 
competing in this two day 
tournament. There are both girls and 
boys divisions; ages under 11, under 
12, under 14, under 16 
Event: Adventure Challenge - 
Event: Beach Blast Volleyball "3" Endurance 
Sponsor: Mr, Mikes West Coast Mountain Bike Event 
Grill Sponsor: McBike Shop 
Time: Racing starts 2:00 pm i Date: August 3 & 4 
Place: Onion Lake Cross Country 
Time: 10:00 am (all day ) Ski Trails 
Place: Mr. Mikes Parking Lot 
Fees: $20.00 per player (including Fees: $20.00 in advance, $25.00 
late registration. 
substitutes). Must be a team member. (Membership 
Teams of 4 = $80.00 plus $20.00 per available for $15.00) Must pre- 
sub. A real beach in the centre of registration by 31 Ju ly  2003• 
town. Enjoy two days of competition, Endurance mountain bike event for 
food and fun. Two courts side-by-side 
for competitive and recreational teams up to 4 riders. This is the final 
event of the Terrace Standard 
action. Adventure Challenge. Come and 
challenge your endurance. 
Event: 3 on 3 Basketball 
Sponsor: Northwest Weekly and 
The Bargain Hunter 
Date: August 3 & 4 
Time: 10:00 am 
Place: TBA 
Registration: Limited entry. Forms 
available at Northwest Weekly Offices. 
Fees: $40.00 per team (includes T- 
shirt and fun) Teams will 
consist of 4 players (3 players 
plus 1 substitute). Grades 
2&3, 4&5, 6&7, 8&9, 10, 11, 
12 
Event: Kiddies Parade 
Sponsor: City of Terrace Parks and 
Recreation 
Time: 10:00 am 
Place: George little Park 
Kids between 2 and S years of age 
dress up in your favorite costume and 
join us at the park in a parade to show 
everyone how great you look. There 
will be prizes for everyone with a 
special prize for the most "unique, 
self-produced" costume. (no help from 
Morn and Dad) 
Event: 4th Annual Ruins 
Skateboard Competition 
Sponsor: Ruins Board Shop 
Time: 12:00 noon - 4:00 pm 
-,(registration at 10:30 - 11:30 am) 
Place: Skateboard Park (behind 
arena) 
-Fees: $10.00. 
Come out and show your skills 
and wow the crowd. For further 
information contact Ruins at 635- 
94O4 
Event: Concerts in the Park 
Sponsor: Sight & Sound, Telus 
Mobility, Classic Rock CFNR 
Date: August 2 & 3 
Time: 12:00 noon - 7:00 pm 
(both days) 
Place: George Little Memorial 
Park 
Two days of musical talent for your 
entertainment at George Little 
Memorial Park. Once again the 
sponsors have generously brought 
together in one place so much local 
talent• 
Event: Riverboat Days Racing and 
Bomber Invitational (Stock 
Car Races) 
Sponsor: Terrace Stock Car 
Association 
Time: 3rd Time Trials: 12:30 pm, 
Racing: 2:00 pm 
Place: Terrace Speedway 
Fees: Adults $7.00, Children and 
Seniors $4.00, Family $17.00 
Kids 7 under are Free. 
Come see exciting racing action as the 
Terrace Bombers take on the Prince 
George Mini Stocks 
Event: King of the Y×T'S and 
Gamblers Drag Racing 
Sponsor: Terrace Drag Racing 
Association 
Time: Time trials: 9:30 am, Racing: 
1:00 pm 
Fees: $5.00 per person, Seniors 
and children under 10 FREE 
Place: Terrace Kitimat Airport 
Racers in the Northwest want to 
entertain you with hard, straight and 
fast racing. 
permitting. 
Event: "My Town:A Walk With 
The Founder Of Terrace" 
Sponsor: Terrace Tourism Society 
Time: 10:00 am to noon 
Place: Meet at Don Diego's and 
proceed from there 
Registration: Pre-register at the 
Terrace Tourism Office or 
Information booth in 
George Little Park. 
Fees: $20.00 (includes a walking 
tour book and souvenir) 
The Terrace Tourism Society presents a 
walking tour by Cynthia Barwell- 
Hanson. Join us to see historic sites of 
Terrace and learn some of the 
memorable stories behind our town's 
history• 
Event: Pioneer Picnic 
Sponsor: Heritage Park Museum 
Time'. 12:00 - 4:00 pm 
Place: Heritage Park 
Admission Fees: $3.00 adults, 
$2.00 children and seniors, 
seniors over 75 FREE. 
Northern EVes Optlcad   
Judi Hannon Irwin Jef frey ,,,~, "~ 
Licensed Optician Licensed Contact Lens Fitter ¢, ~[~ J 
BUY ONE PAIR GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
For your  conv~nince & qu,clc service, please 
br ing in your  pre$cripfion 
Skeena Mall 250-638.7667 
Terrace, BC Fax 250638.7663 
more 
' g EWAr~D 'youNSELF  
save( )foo-ds 
.o.uc. 
C~ommunity picnic at 
Heritage Park Museum. 
Museum tours, games for 
the children and adults. 
Picnic lunch for sale or bring 
your own lunch. We hope 
to see you therel 
Monday, August 4 
Event: Pond Tour 
Sponsor: Ksan House Society 
Time: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm 
Place: Various individual's homes 
around the community. 
Fees: $10.00 per person 
In this city of rain see how Terracites 
use this climate of the temperate 
rainforest to create exciting and 
unique ponds and water gardens• This 
is our fourth annual self guided tour. 
Purchase your tickets at Ksan House 
Society 4724 Lazelle Avenue•, 
Bloomers 4418 Legion Avenue or The 
Garden Shed 5033 Graham Avenue. 
Event: Senior's Walk 
Sponsor: 75th Anniversary 
Committee 
Time: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm 
Place: Start Safeway parking lot to 
George Little Memorial Park 
Fees: none. 
Seniors may take a leisurely walk from 
the Safeway parking lot starting at 
10:00 am, proceeding to George Little 
Park to enjoy food and entertainment. 
Event: Beach Blast Volleyball "3" 
Sponsor: Mr. Mikes West Coast 
Grill 
Date: 3rd and 4th August 2003 
Time: 10:00 am (all day thing) 
Place: Mr. Mikes Parking Lot 
Teams of 4 = $80.00 plus $20.00 per 
sub. A real beach in the centre of 
town. Enjoy two days of competition, 
food and fun. Two courts side-by-side 
for competitive and recreational 
action• 
Event: Boat Raffle Draw 
Sponsor: Gitwinksihlkw Nisga'a 
Lions Club 
Time: Noon 
Place: George Little Park 
' . . 
Event: King of the YXT'S & 
All races are weather Gamblers Drag Racing 
...... :. .......... . i ) ' ":Sponsor: TerraCe Drag'Racing 
, Association 
Time: Time trials: 9:30 am, Racing 
at 1:00 pm 
Fees: $5.00 per person, Seniors 
and children under 10 FREE 
Place: Terrace Kitimat Airport. 
Event: Skeena Valley Model 
Railroad Open House 
Sponsor: Skeena Valley Model 
Railroad Association 
Time: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Place: Skeena Valley Model 
Railroad Association Car 
(Grand Trunk Railway - 
across from Ambulance 
Station). 
Come and see an authentic "He" 
Gauge model railroad illustrating the 
Canadian Nationa! Skeena Subdivision 
(Terrace to Prince Rupert). This little 
piece of Terrace's history will surely be 
a treat to see. 
Event: Duck Race 
Sponsor: Rotary Club of Terrace 
Time: 1:00 pm 
I 
Proud Supporters 












Place: Ferry Island - 
5000 wild rubber duckies will be 
dropped into the Skeena River just 
upstream of Ferry Island. Watch those 
crazy little yellow ducks swim for the 
finish line. You may purchase tickets 
from any Terrace Rotary member.  
There will be an Early Bird Draw on 24 
July 2003. 
Event: Treasure Hunt 
Sponsor: Terrace Skeena Valley 
Rotary Club 
Time: 1:30 - 3:30 pm 
Place: Ferry Island 
Fees: $5.00 per family or $2.00 per 
person. 
After watching those yellow duckies, 
take a walk around Ferry Island 
watching for clues that will solve a 
mystery. All children must be 
accompanied by an adult. 
Park Participants & 
Vendors 
Concerts in the Park - music 
featuring "Prism" 
CFNR Radio - on location 
Downtown Lions - pancake 
breakfast, hamburgers, coffee, 
cold drinks 
Greene Flyer Kids Merry Go 
Round - merry-go-round 
BC Conservation - Bear Aware 
- bear awareness information 
Temporary Tattoos - painted 
tatoos 
Classic Hot Dogs - hot dogs, 
smokies, mini donuts, sno-cones & 
drinks 
Wedges - pizza, hot and cold 
drinks 
CNIB - Classic car raffle 
Anna's Kitchen - Fillipino food 
Cinaway - clothing and jewelery 
Shish Ka-Dave - pork and 
chicken ka-bobs, - chow mein, 
vegetable rolls, meat rolls, nachos 
Caledonia Club 8= Canadian 
Parents for French - candy, chips, 
ice cream, juice & pop 
Original Filipano Food -- 
noodles, meat rolls, vegetable 
rolls, chicken/beef/pork BBQ 
Haisla United Church 
- barbecued salmon 
Human Resources Canada 
- Hire-A-Student information 
Canadian Diabetes Association 
- Information & stress 
management "Diabeter" 
Mix 5901CJFW on location 
Northern Health Authority- 
health information 
L & M Fries - French fries, 
poutine, hot dogs, wanton soup 
Skeena Crystal - crystals, 
minerals, jewelery, tea, incense 
Terrace Tourism - Riverboat Days 
Information Centre - information 
and First Aid Station 
Business Development Bank 
- Banking information & 
balloons 
Sight & Sound 
- Sound system 




vmg & Storage 
18 Branches In B.C., Alberta & Seek. 
~ LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 
BY CONTAINER OR VAN 
To All Points in Canada & USA 
' WORLDWIDE-OVERSEAS MOVING 
635-2268 TERRACE, B.C. 
OVER 75 YEARS OF QUALITY  SERVICE  
4744 Lakelse Ave., OPEN UNTIL 1 AM Jl J 
I 
Terrace WEEKDAYS 




/ / ,,,,,,v.o..o 
YOUR ROAD AND BRIDGE MAINTENANCE CONTRACTOR 
office: 638-1881 Fax: 638-8409 
24 Hour Service: 1-800-665-5051 
TERRACE 









"THE STORE FOR YOUR FLOOR" 
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16 W, Terrace 
635-2976 1-800-665-1657 
  EMBROIDERYI 













Linda & Ella 
Hairbuetere would like ¢o thank all our clientelle 
for their support over the last 10 years 
and we hope to eerve them for many morel 
5keena Mall- Terrace 
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: 4620S Lakelse Avenue' Terrace (Coast Inn of the West) 
638-1892 
Open Week Nights Until 8:00 P.M. 
"No T ime " "----" THOUSANDS OF people gathered at the George Utile Park during last year's Riverboat E 0 ~ ~--,~.~'e~_ Days to enjoy a variety of music o~ the Saturday, ~hioh included CanaUia~ rook icons / . . . . . . .  
Trooper, and on Sunday. And more of the same is expected at this year's Concerts in the ....... :: 
. . . . . .  Hol iday?  ...... Parkonthe Saturday and Sundayof Riverboat Days. Special guests this year will be D~ Prism. another Canadian rock legend. . :~ '~ . ~ ~";~:: ': 
Con brig p ~ 9.~:~,~,~, ~,.%%.certs to hten  u ~;~: : ~ Pamper yourself with a... 
i ve r boat  Days  ag a i n : ~: • Body Scrub 
~~)i:~i:~ • Aromatherapy MasSage in George Little Park I.~ .~:~,,,~, • BodyWrap 
"' .... i 
:CONCERTS in the Park is on its way for River- which released hits like Spaceship Superstarl ~': 
From contemporary Christian blues, to coun- the band Aug. 3 are Lindsay Mitchell, alead ~ i 
try, classic rock and punk, the event promises guitarist and vocalist, as well as AI Harlow,:who ~ ~::+: ;~:~;~+~ 
two afternoons of free musical enjoyment, is also a vocalist and plays rhythm guitar and I i 'I: 
, I re basically a music festival," said organi- bass. !:~ ~: "; • ese :ser~ 
zer Tony Demelo from Sight and Sound Audio- Original vocalist Ran Tabak died in 1984 ~:j!~i!!: ~t~ii~i:~: 
tronic on Keith Ave, after colliding with a car while cycling, i . . . .  
The George Little Park audience can expect Other local bands playing are Deja Voodoo, a _ : ................... ~ . 
to see 15 acts. including local artists such as female fronted band playing Aug. 2, not to be II:~ ~ ~  
Kingfish, Semi Chronic and Solomon Way. confused with Deja Vu. a dance band from Ter- g ~ 
i',3 ~:: ~t~iists fronl outside Terrace such as Marcel race playing Aug..3..., . . . . .  :z;= , ,~,.,~-t, " 
Gagnon will also be playing as well as headliner ,,-Sp°ns°rs,,,'°fL~"tfie" 'ev i]~Liin~:J~Jde: ' S i g h t . , , ,  , . , , .  . . , ,  -,.,,.,.,:. and: 
band Prism. Sound Aud otronic, CFNR, Telus Mob,l,ty and ! 
: Prism is a Canadian group popular in the 70s Alcan. 
• RIVERBOAT DAYS PARADE 
WHEN, SATURDAE AUGUST 2ND, 2003 ~ ~ ~ !  i ~  
at l I:00 a.m. ..... 
WHERE: Along LAKELSE AVENUE, .............. :':~,,~ 
f rom Eby  Street to Atwood ........ . .............. . ...... 
NOTE: "NO PARKING" along the ~:~i 
:!:~i 
Parade Route  on  Saturday  morn ing ,  ~::'~ 




On the 4600 and  4700 b locks  of  ~, 
~ Park Avenue, which will be closed ~1i, 
between 9:00 a .m.  and  noon  
' EVERYONE ENJOY 
See the parade 
from the best spot in town... 
The Safeway Parking Lot! 
Loads of parking for you and your family. 
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THERE'LL BE A LOT of clowning around and other good times as this year's version of the 
Riverboat Days parade takes place Saturday, Aug. 2. It begins at 11 a.m., starting on Park 
Ave. just north of city hall and winding down Lakelse Ave. to the Legion. The parade is one 
of the more popular events of the Riverboat Days weekend. 
Parade to be the largest 
in Riverboat Days history 
THIS YEAR's Riverboat Days Parade, sponsored 
by Branch 13 the Royal Canadian Legion, is 
poised to be the largest in our history, organizers 
say. 
Joyce Bradley said the parade lineup is being 
boosted by a huge presence of Nisga'a dancers 
and musicians coming in from the Nass Valley. 
She said the opening this year of the new road 
to Kincolith has opened the floodgates for a tide 
of never-before-seen parade entries from the 
westernmost Nisga'a village. 
"I think the whole of the Nass valley is com- 
ing in," Bradley said. "It's going to be huge. It's 
going to be way bigger than last year." 
Kincolith alone is sending the Gingolx Cultur- 
al Dancers, the Chugalug Band, the Lisims 
Men's Choir, the Kincolith fire rescue team and 
the Kincolith concert majorettes and band. 
"They've got four buses to bring everybody 
down," Bradley said. "This is the first time for 
them because the road has been put in." 
She said other Nisga'a performers include the 
150-strong Nisga'a Nation Ceremonial Dancers 
from New Aiyansh and the 40-member Gitwink- 
lined up. 
The CUPE union local from Prince Rupert, 
which is bringing a giant octopus, and Northern 
Traffic Control are among the newcomers, she 
said. 
The Prince Rupert-Terrace Pacific Mist 
Sweet Adelines, a 12-member a capella singing 
group, is also coming. 
Upcoming music festivals have floats to 
promote their events - including the Rosswood 
Music Jamboree and the Riverside Music Festi- 
val. 
Kitimat entrants include Alcan, the Nechako 
Theatre and the aluminum city's 50th anniver- 
sary committee. 
The parade also features an array of vehicles 
from race cars to RCMP and fire vehiclesand 
horses from the Totem Saddle Club. 
A crowd favourite is the giant water fight bet- 
ween local firefighters that usually takes place 
near city hall. 
The Salvation Army~ will also be collecting 
food along the route during the parade. 
The parade is run by the Royal Canadian Le- 
s ihlkh-Nisga'a Lions.Club. ~. . . . . . .  : ~ . . . . .  uion and:.tae .g].on: " wards wi[I bei 
:: A nmcli?.largei~.!nismber of early~entrants'than-,*,hande0 0uR+a.fl thi~+{lSa p.m. sharp., ... ,, 
usual have signed up, Bradley added. Continued Page B7 There are also a large number of new entrants 
) ) .  r i i.11,t 11 l i t / l l -g  I 
it Would Be A Crime 
Miss This Year's 
-- i -- 
I i F AY, AUGUST 
2003 Noon- 3 pm 
(Corner of Lakelse Ave. & Ottawa St, ~ 
Safeway Parking Lot) ~1~ ~,,, 
f . . . .  .... _ . . . _  ~ "~-  
. JAIL & BAILOUT ENTRY FORM -~ 
J N O~C ame ompanyOrOrganizatlon: ,~ 
J Contact Pers°n:' q ~ "  / i 
J Telephone: ik. ~11 
I Person You Wish To HaVe Charged Or Ar res ted :~mi l~L~ ~ 
I ~hoChargel 'We have received an anonymous tip through Terrace I 
I Crime Stoppers that you... I j 
J (MINIMUM $20.00 BAIL) I 
FAX TO TERRI WILLIAMSON or CST. TOM KALIS @ 638-7448. I 
%._.----..._....._..__.--...._,~ 
Don", ~/fiss Terrace Crime Stoppers ~ 
7 thAnnual ~~!~i i~  ~~ ,:1~1] ~~:  
. . . .  : ~oN 
• ' CST. TOMKALIS 
I I I I  I I I I I I  I I1 [1111 I I I  I 
%~l le~ 
" r re~t t~e 
Monday, I~I 




i i .! i~:i~ii ' i i  
~!i:~' ::~:~ :;~: ii!i :~: ¸ •:: • :~il i:! ¸:* ~:~!:iiiiiiiii : fi~ 
:~5.00 per famdy or:' . . . . .  ! 
$2.00 per person. 
!•i!i~i!i;ii•i!izilil 
: . : . ,  
i: 
. i i i . i :~$:: : i i :  
i i i  
i ;21::i }:i :i[ 
CHECK THE NEW SHIPMENT OF WOOD 
KETS! : CARVINGS & SUMMER BAS '"""""" 
!:.! 
i 
k,~l~J  I Wbat Snou,mobiling} All About" f ~ ~ ~ . . ~ l  
.l-'lCKawasak' .Ionsered ~ 
Norlhwest's targesl Recreation Dealer! ~,, ~z~¢-~ : J  
We £arry It All! And ~erviee ~'hat We 8ell! 
We Are The Areas Largest ~anufaeturer Of Alummum Produds. 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS r,~- , ~ ___ 
FUEL TANKS, DRY B O X E S -  
::, = Mor,... 
j 
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Pound tour 
to make a splash 
TERRACE backyards are full of gems - ponds 
and water gardens that soothe the soul. 
r NOW it's your chance to tour these oases and 
get inspiration from some of the city's master 
gardeners. 
The K'san Society's annual Pond Tour runs 
during Riverboat Days on Monday, Aug. 4. 
You're invited to explore 10 local ponds on 
this self-directed tour. 
It runs from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Participants are 
given a map and a list of addresses, o they can 
plan their own route in. advance and take them- 
"selves on the tour. 
Organizers ay pond gardening has continued 
to explode in popularity in recent years here. 
The watery treasures run the gamut from foun- 
tains and falls to ponds in barrels and wash ba- 
sins. 
Visitors will see exotic lilies, unusual fish and 
tropical and bog plants. 
The tranquil sound of water falling provides 
an effective white noise barrier to the often harsh 
sounds in the urban and suburban environment. 
Pond creators will be on hand to talk about 
how they constructed their water features, pro- 
vide tips and tell of their triumphs and disasters. 
It's the perfect way to spend the B.C. Day ho- 
liday Monday. 
Tickets are $10. They're available at K'san 





This year's theme is "Past to Present- 75 
years." 
This theme is in celebration of Terrace's 75th 
anniversary happening throughout the year. 
The growing size of the parade is making the 
logistics trickier each year, Bradley said. 
Among other challenges, it's getting more and 
more difficult to organize the floats prior to the 
parade. 
Bradley said parade entrants can hand out 
candy but are instructed not to throw it or they'll 
be disqualified. • , :  . , • .. ; , .,::;, :,~ ...,, 
Organizers are trying to avoid having children 
dash onto the road in pursuit of candy as this 
would be dangerous. 
PONDS will be on display as the K'san Soc- 
iety's annual Pond Tour gets under way 
Monday, Aug.4th. Participants have the 
chance to check out 10 ponds on the self- 
directed tour. FILE PHOTO 
house behind McDonald's) and at Bloomers" In- 
door Gardens at 4418 Legion Ave., or from The 
Garden Shed at 5033 Graham Ave. 
J~NIYB~aJ~T 
2003 
:ii!:i ¸~I: :i 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 
Andy Burton 
Member of Parliament 
for Skeena 
Constituency Office 
4654 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $6 
Phone: (250) 635-1601 
Fax: (250) 635-4109 




Sale '9 99 
On Graham Ave;i:~;:~ i, ~'~:,~ . . . .  ,' Hedg ing  
WE HAVE A GREAT SeLECii~" , -,.~ ,,,,~ Cedars 
eoN~equemNr~ ........ ,~ ,~ 20% Off 
Fruit Trees 
2O% Off 
Check  Out  
Our Sale 
P lant  
Sect ion ' .  
i '2NOff:lll :Accessories, i~,i!!ii,~!!~i~,iii~ii!ii!,Par,ls,i&:,¢iothing  #111.471o Lazelle Ave., 635-5225 www.teammcbike .com 
8 HOURS Of or~ior~ Lake  
SUNDAY, AUG. 3RD 
. . . . .  " ' ~ . '~  • " ~:: ' ~: . . . . .  " ~¢: ,~( . : :  ~: :  ~ ':' '~i.~;:~:'~:. '"~'~'~'?~:"!'~~" . . . .  V ' . . . .  " ' ' '~ ' "  ~!~ . . . .  *~'~fi~'"! ~gt: /~ "~ '4~"  ~'';~'~I~ :~2~ ;~ 
~ $ ~  ,~ ~.~ ~'  • ' . . . . .  , . , . . . . . : .  ':.~.,, x .~  ~s¢~'~ # r~.  • ~ • • 
/ii, 
%i: :  i 
-j ] . 
; 4 
. . . . . .  ~ :~" in assoc ia t ion  with... " ' " ''~ 
~,-::~ ....... ~?, The Riverboat Days Celebration 
nd & 3rd Au st 2 , ' 
' :  Lower Little Park Terrace, B.C: ,,~ ~: ,  
12:noon to 7:00pm ....  
Live . . . . . .  '~ '  . . . .  





sponsored by: , 
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Around Town 
Indy flicks to come 
via Toronto Film Fest 
IT'S OFFICIAL: an extra eight independent 
films will come to Terrace in the months 
ahead. 
The new flicks will be part of the Toronto 
Film Circuit Series - a spinoff of the Toronto 
Film Festival. 
They'll be in addition to the regular Sep- 
tember to November Pacific Cinematheque 
film series that has delighted Terrace audi- 
ences in recent years years. 
It effectively doubles the indy movie 
screenings here over fall and winter. 
"We have completed our negotiations for 
the first four of eight films in the series," said 
Kim Beaupre, president of the Terrace and 
District Arts Council. 
"The other four will be announced in No- 
vember after the 2003 Toronto Film Festival is 
finished and has decided on the selections it 
wishes to distribute." 
First up in the Toronto series will be 
Winged Migration on Sept. 24. It's a documen- 
tary on the migratory patterns of birds on all 
seven continents. 
Whale Rider plays Oct. 22. Described as an 
emotional powerhouse, it's the story of a mod- 
ern Maori 
tr ibe in 





Nov. 26, an 
Eng l i sh  
woman 
marries a 
Canad ian  
soldier but 
then is sent 
to his ration 
in northern 
Alberta for KEISHA Castle-Hughes as ~ 
the duration "Pal" in Whale Rider. It's one 
of the Sec- of the films coming on the Tor- 
end World ontoFilm Cireuit.thi,s fa!l:.,:;,... ,,,~ ~. 
War. The 
film was the circuit's smash hit of last year - 
generating higher box office sales than Life is 
Beautiful and Elizabeth combined. 
The fourth confirmed film is Manna From 
Heaven, a comedy set in Buffalo scheduled to 
run Jan. 28. 
Screenings will take place the fourth Wed- 
nesday of each month from September through 
May -except December- on the early 7 p.m. 
showtime, Beaupre says. "' 
Tickets will be $8 at the door. Season} 
passes will be $50 and will be available at 
Misty River Books and the Terrace Art Gallery' 
by mid-August. 
More actors needed 
TERRACE LITTLE Theatre is looking for 
more actors to prepare for its 50th anniversary 
production of Cinderella, the pantonfime. 
The performance, which is slated for No- 
vember at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, is looking 
for an actor for the last remaining principal 
role of Buttons. 
"He gets to interact with the other charac- 
ters and to have fun with the audience," says 
director Chris Stone. "He specializes in comic 
relief and general hilarity." 
Also needed are two people to play one 
horse. 
"What a nice intro to theatre," laughs 
Stone. "You get to be on stage without show- 
ing your face." 
He welcomes teens to apply for the horse 
• part (you may specify preference for front or 
back end). 
: For more information please call Nancy at 
635-1329 or Chris at 635-3334. 
New location 
THEY'RE settled in. 
' The Canadian Cancer Society Resource 
Centre has moved to 207-4650 Lazelle Ave., 
'above the Terrace and District Credit Union. 
Internet access for cancer esearch is avail- 
able for anyone living with cancer or having a 
loved one living with cancer. Hours are noon 
to 2 p.m. weekdays. 
Jumpy schools 
AREA SCHOOLS helped contribute to the an- 
nual Jump Rope for Heart and Hoops program 
of the Heart and Stroke Foundation of B.C. and ; 
Yukon. 
The program raises money for foundation i 
work and research. ! 
Clarence Michiel, E,T. Kenney and Veritas. 
Catholic School in Terrace, Gitanyow Inde- 
pendent School in Gitanyow and Kitwanga 
Elementary Jr. Secondary School in Kitwanga 
were named. 
- i  
"We ha~'e njoyed a very successful year, 
allowing us to continue to fund vital cardio- 
vascular esearch as well as important health 
promotion, patient support and adv.oeaey 
programs," said foundation official Suzanne 
Anderson.  ' : 
A spectacle worthy of 75 
Anniversary year Riverboat Days celebrations promise to be massive 
By JEFF NAGEL 
TERRACE is gearing up 
for what will be by far 
the biggest, best, most 
exciting Riverboat Days 
lineup in the city's his- 
tory. 
A series of new events 
plus the city's 75th anni- 
versary are all converging 
to make it a weekend to 
remember, says coordina- 
tor Phyllis Hull. 
"It's going to be way 
bigger and better than 
before," she says. 
Early numbers put Satur- 
day's parade ntries far ahead 
of any previous year for regi- 
strations. 
"We've never had this 
many people," Hull said. "We 
might be concerned about our 
economy, but I tell you 
everybody loves a parade." 
And more performers, 
vendors and other partici- 
pants are also set for Con- 
certs in the Park than any TROOPER attracted legions of Iongterm fans last year when they headlined Concerts in the Park. This 
previous year. time a wide array of local bands and performers will be joined by Canadian classic rockers Prism. 
Even Saturday night's 
fireworks display will be 
the biggest ever - $7,500 
worth of aerial p~yrotech- 
nics, or 50 per cent more 
than last year's. 
"I think the thing that 
makes Riverboat Days the 
interesting weekend that it 
is is the diversity," Hull 
says. "There's loads of 
sports. There's arts. There's 
culture. There's history. 
There's garden pond 
tours." 




By JESSIE GIES 
THE SALVATION Army has a 
new community services direc- 
tor who says one of his im- 
mediate objectives is to clear 
up misconceptions about food 
donation services in Terrace. 
Prince Rupert native Ian Mc- 
Donough replaced Isobel Lippers 
who moved to Houston with her 
husband at the end of June. 
McDonough is now the man- 
ager of the Salvation Army Thrift 
Store in Terrace as well as the 
store in Kitimat. His other main 
duty is operating the Salvation 
Army food bank which not many 
people know exists. 
"That's my biggest concern," 
he said. 
McDonough said the Salvation 
Army food bank is open year- 
round, including the summer 
months when the Terrace chur- 
ches food bank is not operating. 
"I want people to know we are 
here during the summer," McDo- 
nough said, 
A pantry to the left of McDo- 
nough's thrift store office revealed 
dozens of soup cans and other dry 
goods. 
Aside from this, the Salvation 
Army picks up extra bread from 
businesses in town and delivers it 
to the thrift store. 
Over the last month, McDo- 
nough said he had appointments 
with 35 families who received 
food donations. 
IAN MCDONOUGH is the new community services director for the Salvation Army in Terrace. He 
wants to start by ensuring public awareness of the Army's food donation services. JESSIE GIES PHOTO 
"We won't turn anybody 
away," he said. 
McDonough previously worked 
as a pastor for the Salvation Army 
in small towns around Ontario and 
the prairies, as well as operating 
food banks for seven years. 
He said he 
jumped at the 
McDonough said his lob with 
the Salvation Army in Terrace is 
permanent. 
"This is home," he said. Mc- 
Donough's familiarity with the 
area helped him secure his new 
job. 
"The main reason I 
hired Idm is he 
chance to work at "1 wanted to do grew up here," 
the Salvat ion something for peop le  said Captain Dave 
Moulton of the 
Army,,i wantedinTerrace'to do and to be  c loser  to Salvation Army 
something for  my family." church in Terrace, 
people and to be 
closer to my fami- 
ly," McDonough said. 
McDonough as parents and si- 
blings living in Prince Rupert. His 
immediate family includes wife 
Lisa and daughters Deborah, 5, 
and Sarah, 3. 
McDonough said 
his immediate 
plans include a food drive during 
River Boat Days this August. 
"We're going to have a big 
parade for donation. 
"There is a need here," McDo- 
nough said, ,'There's a lot of lower 
income people." 
He added the poverty situation 
in Terrace is more severe than 
other areas he's worked in. 
Apart from maintaining his du- 
ties as the community services re- 
presentative, McDonough plans to 
help lead Bible studies in Sep- 
tember as well as teach Sunday 
school. 
He also plays the trumpet with 
the Salvation army worship team 
in Terrace. 
McDonough said people must 
make appointments with him if 
mobile canteen in the parade," he they are to receive food donations. 
said. He encourages people to To make appointments call 635: 
bring non-perishable items to the 3749. 
Call takes Salvation Army rep to Houston 
ISOBEL LIPPERS, the former community ser- 
vices representative for the Salvation Army in 
Terrace, says a calling from God has led her to 
Houston, B.C. 
Lippers lived in Terrace for 11 years, volun- 
teering for a number of social groups as well 
as working for the Salvation Army for a year 
and a half. 
Then her husband Bernard, a former bread 
delivery man, got a job at Salvation Army 
postings in Houston and Smithers as the family 
services coordinator. 
Lippers waited until her 16-year-old augh- 
ter Crystal was finished the school year and 
then joined her husband to make a family 
team out of the job he found, 
"We share it together," Lippcrs said, "It's a 
many the Salvation Army oper- 
ates in the summer and attracts 
children from Terrace, Prince 
Rupert, Dcase Lake and other 
northern areas. 
"This is my first year involved 
with the camp," Isobel Lippers 
said. 
The Lippers are the camp car- 
c-takers and daughter Crystal is a 
councillor. 
"We're extremely happy," 
Bernard Lippers said. "We feel 
this is God's leading and we're 
taking it." 
There are six camp sessions 
throughout the summer for child- 
big job." 
Right now the family is working atCamp 
Mountalnview in Houston, The camp is one of repelling and canoeing. 
Isobel Lippers 
"We probably have 50 kids here 
plus staff," Bernard Lippers said, 
Besides working at Camp Moun- 
tainview, the Lippers operate 
food banks in Houston and Smi- 
thers, and they hold a Saturday 
night soup kitchen in Houston. 
But the work doesn't end there. 
The Lippers also plan to take a 
trip to St. John's, Newfoundland 
as early as this September for a 
two-year ministry college course 
which will credit them as Salva- 
tion Army officers. 
"It's our Christian faith," Bernard 
Lippers said. "God's calling us." 
He said a shortage of officers 
ren ages seven to 16 with activi, 
ties including swimming archery, mountain 
across Canada could lead the fa- 
mily to a ministry outside of northern B IC ,  






GATOR'S PUB: Live enter 
nesday is Jam Night. Open u 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha 
1 and 2, Watch your favourite sports programs on a 
large screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: Live music with Moonlight and 
Rosie July 31 to Aug. 2. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club. 
No Cover. Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday, 
tainment Wed-Sat, Wed- 
, ntil 4 a,m, Sat. Aug, 2, 
will be back singing Aug. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays Meat 
draw starts at 4:30 p.m, All members welcome; bring 
a guest. Lounge opens at 3 p,m. 
MUSIC 
• Concerts in the Park run noon to 7 p.m. Saturday 
and Sunday Aug. 2-3 featuring the northwest's most 
talented bands, Classic rockers Prism perform at 5 
p.m. Saturday. 
• Legends of Karaoke featuring past karaoke con- 
test winners and Canadian Idol hopefuls Aug. 3 6 p.m. 
at Hanky Panky's. Presented by Friends of Karaoke, 
No cover charge. 
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the Homecoming Dance 
at the Terrace arena 
M 
Ljungh and Danny Sklapsky. A full day of great music 
from noon to midnight. This is a family event. We in- 
vite all the northwest to come out and have fun. 
TERRACE 75 
• Memory Lane Social at the Terrace Arena Fri- 
day, Aug, 1 from 7-10 p,m. The 75th Anniversary 
Homecoming. Join us for a walk down memory lane: 
photos, refreshments, entertainment. Renew past 
acquaintances or make new ones. $10 per person. 
Tickets at City Hall, Ev's Mens Wear, Misty River 
Books, Ages 19 and over. 
• Open MIc Night at Cafenara Friday, Aug. 1 from 
7-9 p,m, Presented by the Terrace Women's Centre, 
which celebrates its 25th year of service to the com- 
munity and to mark Terrace's 75th birthday. Start 
off Riverboat Days Weekend w th th s intimate and 
interactive vent. To register call Vicki at 638-0228. 
• Homecoming Dance Sat, Aug. 2 at the Terrace 
Arena, starting at 6 p,m, Presented by the Kinsmen 
and Kinettes. Music by Kingfish. Tickets $10 at Ev's 
Mens Wear, Misty River Books. Ages 19 and older. 
Check out our site or call 638.7283 for adve~lslng Information 
• Riverside Festival, a weekend of music featuring 
the region's best talent, Terrace's own Lisa Marie, 
singer-songwriter Mark Perry, Andy and Amy, Mil- 
burn Mountain, the Boudreaus and many more. Aug, 8, 
9, 10 at Har-Lee's Place north of Terrace on Kalum 
Lake Drive (follow the signs). Tickets at Wayside 
Grocery, Copperside Foods, Ev"s Men's Wear, Grace 
Fell Florists and Totem Ford. 
VISUAL ARTS 
• The Terrace Art Gallery presents its annual 
summer members' how, on exhibit o Aug, 30. Works 
in a variety of media by members of the Terrace Art 
Association, Call 638-8884. 
• Seventh Annual Rosswood Music Jamboree. 
Aug. 16, Headliners Mae Moore and Lester Quitzau. 
Local acts include Borderline, Nin One Two, Karen 
MOTOR INN """°""" 
I~OPEN 6AM-llPM.-7DAYS PATIOOPEHDAILi  i 
[HE COLD BEER ' ..... 
~ wn..n¢., ?. ,uj.. /Itry our &lkou, 2 for 1 s#o],l :1 
I: rnon t Drink & D ] 
I ii Ou, r FREE Co.urtesy Van i I 
I Lwi, take you home! " ii 
i : . i ,  . . . . . . .  . . .  : ........ . . . . . . .  " 




Due to lack of registration. 
We apologize for any inconvenience. : 
: fAl! prices donor i,,elude g.s.t.} 
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www.terraceautomal l .com 
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Your website/email address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
Sen,ors DinWEeDr?SDB~Y~]oJUjLuTy 300 from 6 8 Grade of 1993 Our 10 year reunion celebra 
p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Centre, 3313 tlon is scheduled for Aug, 1,2, and 3. Please 
Kalum St.Hosted by the Kermode Youth Council. contact Kezia at 615-8932 or Vicki at 635- 
Call Cinnamon at 635-4906. 0706 if you still need to RSVP, 
MONDAY, AUG. 4 ~ Summer programs for children at Terrace 
Pond Tour, presented by Ksan HOLiSe~S~lety~!~F~irl~s~ahd Recreation. Fun in the S"ff~day camp 
during Riverboat Days. Take a tour of local back (at Parkside school) for children 6-8 ears. 
yard ponds. Tickets at Ksan House Society, Young adventurers (9 to 12). Both run from 9 
Bloomers Indoor Gardens, the Garden Shed. Call 
635-2373 for more info. 
AUG. 5.8 
Summer Reading Club's =Just Clown Around" 
theme week at the Terrace Public Library for 
ages 2-12. No charge, but register by calling 
the library. 
SATURDAY, AUG. 9 
Celebrate Gay Pride at a potluck starting at 5 
p,m. Saturday, Aug. 9 at 4803 Walsh Ave. in 
Terrace. All gay, lesbian, bi, transgendered and 
two spirited people and all supporters of gay 
pride ere wlecome, Call Alisa at 635-0935 for 
more information. 
THURSDAY. AUG. 14 
Cancer SupportGroup meets at Canadian Can- 
cer Society Resource Centre at 207-4650 La- 
zelle at 7 p.m. For info call Craig at 635-0049, 
FRIDAY, AUG. 22 
Rekindling and Thanksgiving Feast, Aug. 22 
at 5 p.m. in Gingolx, B.C. Sganism Simo'ogit 
(Chief Mountain) would like to invite All Honor- 
able Matriarchs, and Simo'ogits, all family mem- 
bers, friends of the Nisga'e Nation, and all other 
First Nations matriarchs, simo'ogits, as all docu- 
mentation will be presented with respect to Sa- 
gaween. Call: Esther at 250-624-9577. 
a.m, to 3:30 p.m. There are also activities for 
youths aged 16 and under, All programs run on a 
week to week basis and registration can be 
taken for the whole summer. Call 615-3000 or 
for more information. 
Kermcde Family Day Camp is a parent-child 
participant camp for people with children aged 
8 and under. Free activities for parents and 
their children at the Kermode Friendship Socie- 
ty this summer: swimming, bowling, going to the 
lake, arts and crafts, field trips. To register, 
call Marsha at 635-4906, 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift. 
Shop is located at 4544 Lazelle Ave, Open 
Tuesday-Saturday from 10 a.rn.-4 p.m. A drop 
box is located in the parking lot for donations 
made after hours. 
The Greater Terrace Beautification Society 
needs volunteers and members, Meetings are the 
first Thursday of the month at 7 p.m. at City 
Hall in council chambers. Call Myma: 635-4224, 
The Terrace Resource Centre of the Cana- 
dian Cancer Society is staffed by a group of 
volunteers, tf you have two hours a week to 
spare, and would like to be part of this Canada- 
wide service, please call 635-8583. Speak to a 
volunteer Monday-Friday from noon to 2 p,m, 
MONDAY. AUG. 25 
Cancer SupportGroup meets at Canadian Can- 
cer Society Resource Centre at 207-4650 La- 
zelle at 7 p,m. For info call Craig at 635-0049. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Terrace & District Arts Council is seeking a 
variety of performers for their upcoming Cof- 
fee Houses. If you are a poel, writer, actor, mu- 
sician or singer looking for the opportunity to 
showcase your talent in a casual and supportive 
atmospherecell Kim at 638-0131, Open to all 
ages and styles of performance. 
Grads of 1983: Our 20-year reunion is sche- 
duled for August 1 & 2, For more information or 
to RSVP, contact Carol at 615-5508. 
Bring a non-perishable Item to the Riverboat 
Days parade Aug. 2 and support he Salvation 
Army. Volunteers will be walking behind the Sal- 
vation Army float collecting canned goods, 
Join us at the Terrace Public Library for the 
Summer Reading Club, The theme for the 
week of July 28-Aug. 1 is No Strings Attached 
(puppets). Programs and prizes for children 
ages 2-12, Free, but preregister by calling the 
library. 
Heritage Park Museum is now open for the 
season from 10 a,m. to 5 p,m. seven days a week, 
For more information call 635-4546, 
The Terrace Public Library Is offering com- 
puter classes for people of all ages.,These hour 
long one.on-one sessions will cover any topics or 
questions you may have regarding computers. 
Call the library at 638-8177 to sign up. 
Terrace Night's Alive has temporarily 
ceased programming until further notice. In 
the interim, the Kermode Friendship Society 
will be offering youth activities Friday evenings 
from 8-11 p,m. 
A new local CB radio club is starting up, The 
Night Owl Radio Club is looking for new mem- 
bers, All ages are welcome. You don't have to 
know how to operate a CB radio or even own one 
to join. For more information, call Jason at 615- 
6457, 
Sweet Adelines Choir meets every Thursday ' 
at 7 p.m. at Centennial Christian School in the 
music room (the portable at the back of the 
school), For lnfo, call Alfreda at 635-7602, 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary meetings are 
held on the third Monday in the month at 7 p,m. 
The venue is at the hospital in the training room. 
New members are very welcome, For informa- 
tion, call Cathy at 635-2230, 
Dad's Group meets Mondays from 5:30.7:30 
plm. at 4665 Park Ave. Sponsored by the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre. The focus is re- 
cognizing and supporting the valuable role fa- 
thers play In their child's life, Parenting sup- 
AUGUST SPECIALS 
For The Month Of August, Enjoy! ,, 
Breakfast 
B.C.I. Pizza Omlette 
served with hashbrowns, 
- ~ toast and coffee or tea 
Lunch 
Deluxe Beef Dip 
served with your choice of 
es or a,~up ,of~h0memade souP; 
I Pollock & Chips 
Dinner served with soup 
Mediterranean Filet of Halibut 
served with fresh seasoned vegetab les ,~ 
choice of potato, rice or pasta, 
and garlic pita bread. 
SlOP bY and chock out our gREAT RIVERBOAT DAY COSTUMESI 
C O ~ ~  1]~1~ N Wheregoodfoodbrings 
_ the family togethed 
4702 Lake lse  Avenue,  Ter race  635-6302 
Baby's Name: 
Shaye Emma Elizabeth 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 27, 2003 at 6:09 p.m. 
Weight: lO Ibs. l I oz, Sex: Female 




Date & Time of Birth: 
June 28, 2003 at 3:36 a.m. 
Weight: 81bs. 10 '/.,oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: 




Date & Time of Birth: 
June 17, 2003 
Weight: 4Ibs. 6 oz, ~x: Male 
Parents: 
Kevtn & Theresa Ilutchinson 
Baby's Name: 
Kael.~ May Pritch~d 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July Io, Z003 
Welgbt: 9 Ibs. I0 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Mike and Kim Pritchard 
4, 
Baby's Name: 
Leonard Newton Johnny 
Date & Time of llirlb: 
July IZ, Z003 m 4:16 p,m, 
~elght: 9 Ibs, Z oz. Sex: l~ale 
Parents: Sharon Carlick & I,eo Johnny 
4, 
Baby's Name: 
Roshen Darshan Singh 
Date & Time of Birtll: 
June 20, 2003 at 1o:46 a.m. 
~'el#d: 7 Ibs. 7 oz, Sex: Male 
ParenL~: 
J~s & llarpn] Basi 
Lt/lle brother for Deism & Amritn 
~ e r n  Drugs' Baby Club and 
 li-recelve their first 
I'f:Gund Teddy Bear 
I 
I stork report and t. ':~, ~ ' ~  
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Celebrating 75 
Wartime army presence hhelped 
shape Terrace's vibrant  story 
HELLO and welcome to 
the beautiful Skeena Val- 
ley -  home of Riverboat 
Days this weekend and a 
city rich in history. 
Terrace, 93 miles east 
of Prince Rupert, was in- 
corporated into a village 
municipality on Dec. 31, 
1927. 
Although the first set- 
tler, Henry Frank, arrived 
in 1878, the real founding 
father of Terrace was un- 
questionably George Little. 
His story began at a 
farm near Attwood, Ontar- 
io, where he was born in 
1878. 
In 1898 he joined the 
Gold Rush to the Yukon 
and went over the Klon- 
dike trail before he was 20. 
He was sometimes referred 
to as "the kid." 
The seven years he 
A 1920s era parade winds its way through downtown Terrace. The Riverboat Days parade coming up 
this Saturday will help mark 75 years of history since Terrace's founding as a municipality in 1927. 
spent in the Yukon were 
filled with adventure, 
challenge and hardship. 
He was on the mail run 
from Skagway to Dawson. 
At one time he was the 
sole traveler on the trail 
and delivered the mail 
when the government ther- 
mometer registered 72 de- 
grees below zero Fahren- 
heit. 
In 1905, George Little 
left the Yukon by boat and 
came south, passing by the 
busy communities of Port 
Essington, Port Simpson 
and then Kitimat, where 
, he disembarked. 
There he joined up with 
a timber cruising party and 
covered much of the sur- 
rounding country before he 
landed at the Little Ca- 
nyon. 
He came to what would 
be Terrace by walking on 
snowshoes over the old Ki- 
timat trail, cut by Henry 
Frank. 
Little was fascinated by 
the country as he stood 
there on one of the 
benches overlooking the 
beautiful Skeena and Kit- 
sumkalum valleys. 
The obvious fertility of 
the valley opened out onto 
tracts of untouched timber 
immediately appealed to 
him. 
WHen the government 
opened up the land in 
i905, George Little staked 
his claim on acres of hea- 
vily wooded timber land, 
including the site where , 
Terrace sits today. 
By incorporation in 
1927 it was a community 
of just under 300 people. 
In the 1930s, Terrace 
subsisted on logging and i 
some farming to weather 
out the Depression years. 
The community sur- 
vived an extensive forest 
fire that burnt through 
acres of the area. 
It wasn't he only natur- 
al disaster of the decade. 
A dramatic flood in 1936 
saw one Terrace home 
float down the wild waters 
of the Skeena. 
The Second World War 
brought more changes. 
The army had a sizable 
camp - and many build- 
ings ,.erected then are still 
used today. One of the 
most obvious is the old 
cellulose camp at the cor- 
ner of Apsley and Lakelse, 
at Twin River Estates. 
The army's arrival was 
not all bad and the town 
benefitted from what it left 
behind, 
Skeenaview Lodge se- 
niors home was first built 
as a 300-bed military hos- 
pital. 
When the War Assets 
Corporation sold off the 
Terrace army buildings, 
the Red Cross took over a " 
building that in 1948 be- 
came the old Red Cross 
Outpost Hospital. 
In 1943 the Terrace air- 
port was constructed for 
the Department of Natio- 
nal Defence. 
And on Aug. 19, 1943, 
George Williamson was 
the pilot to land the first 
aircraft at the airport. 
Upon the exodus of the 
army, Terrace became heir 
to the water system. 
The war also brought 
the completion of the Ter- 
race-Prince Rupert high- 
YVONNE MOEN 
way, which opened Sept. 
4, 1944 to great celebra- 
tions. 
The army stay was not 
always a happy affair. It 
provided excitement, oo, 
in the way of the Terrace 
mutiny - the largest in the 
history of the Canadian 
Armed Forces. 
After the war the eco- 
nomic pulse of Terrace 
also quickened, with the 
location of the woods divi- 
sion of Columbia Cellu- 
lose here in 1948. 
In the 1950s Terrace 
took on new importance 
with Alcan's decision to 
locate an aluminum smel- 
ter at Kitimat. 
1. KH'AMAAT VILLAGE ROAD, NORTH SECTION 
l)avemeot verlay to address poor conditions and safety concerns, improving road for 
basic access and timber resource extraction. 
2, I~I JM LAKE ROAD, NORTH OF I IR~CE 
Recnnstrucl mad 30 kilomeires north of Terrace, to eliminate a geotechnical h zard 
effecfing basic access for rural residential frame. 
3.35 MILE, ~.ST OF TERRACE 
Sun'ey, design and construction of avalanche mitigation'w0rks and n:xk removal for 
road widening and snow storage 56 Idlonretres west of terrace. 
4. CHAIN UP AIIFA DEVELOPMENT AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS 
Evaluation, site selection, survey, design and construction f chain-up areas to 
improve ~fety for transport t affic. . 
5. KALUM LAKE ROAD - lUGH~AY 16 1"O END OF ROAD 
Gentechnical evaluatkm of mad base and retaining wall failures, to provide options 
for future repair. 
6, OLD SKEENA BRIDGE TERRACE 
Long-term anal~is and planning study to provide a rehabilitation strategy or
replacement options. 
7. HIGHWAY 37S - CABLE CAR TAILWA'I'ER, SOLrI'lt OF IT.RRACE 
Repair corroded multiplate 52 kilometres south of Terrace, to extend life and to 
mitigate fish passage i~ue. 
8. FIIIST AVENUE, EAST SiDE OF IAKEI.SE LAKE 
Design study for overcoming eovironruental and road base Lssues in preparation for 




The Happy Gang of 
Terrace is as usual 
a very busy place. 
The June meeting 
saw the installation 
of a new air condi- 
tioning system in 
the kitchen. Many 
ladies and gentle- 




out the year. Even 
in the summer we 
have weekly crib, 
bridge, whist and 
Bingo. These games 
are only open to 
members of the 
Happy Gang but 
membership is 
open to all seniors 
and is quite reason- 
able. Games like 
carpet bowling and 
floor curling take 
place downstairs 
and really only get 
organized during 
the colder months. 
On a very regular 
basis Otto 
Lindstrom, a num- 
ber of ladies and a 
few men take 
By 1955 the railway 
was completed to Kitimat. 
And in 1957 a road link 
. between the two commu- 
nities was opened, bring- 
ing many of the families to 
live in Terrace and com- 
mute to work in Kitimat. 
And of coursea eve, the 
years they have contribu- 
ted to Terrace's growth. 
We who live by the 
Skeena have been blessed 
with a rugged and beauti- 
ful landscape - mountains, 
trees, streams and rivers - 
that nature has provided on 
a grand scale. 
We hold the world's re- 
cord on many counts. 
We are proud to be liv- 
ing here and we take pride 
in serving those who come 
to visit. 
On December 31, 2002, 
Terrace held its official 
opening ceremonies of the 
75th anniversary celebra- 
tion. 
We encourage veryone 
to come out and join in on 
all the wonderful celebra- 
tions on Riverboat Days 
weekend. See you all 
there, have a great time. 
'. L 
Smithers i llk Ilml 
:°;",  I rsll..tiijill_t 
August 22-23-24, 2003 
. 
',Children: 
'~ 'etch- 'l'lt$,/"~lllt~^ - I, ommmiai%-~# 1 
UP 
1t i  
Tm~p 
: .~Oai 
Keenleyside Insurance Services 
Methanex Corp .. 
Dr. J. Fourie 
The Medical Center 
Petro Canada 
The Terrace & District Arts Counci l  
The Skeena Zone o f  Theatre BC 
Pendragon Computers Inc. 
The K insmen Club o f  Terrace 
Mary  Ann & Paul Lawrence 
The Downtown Lions 
The Northwest  Academic  
Workers Union 
The east and crew of Terrace Little Theatre's 
"Speaking in Tongues" would like to thank these 
businesses and individuals for their support of our 
fundraising efforts to send our production to compete 
in the Malnstage Festival in Pentieton in early July. 
To you and to those who bought ickets to 
our benefit performances 
Thank you! 
~ Q Our offldal ticket outlet Is 
~ Courtesy Travel 
; L -~~'% r ~ 4718A Laz-el[e Ave 
advantage of the 
Snooker table. There is 
an annual Bazzar, 
monthly dinners which 
usually include some 
home grown entertain- 
ment. Some of these 
are catered but many 
are pot luck testing the 
skills of our many good 
cooks and we always 
eat too much. 
Fellowship and conver- 
sation make the center 
an excellent place to 
meet friends over a cup 
of coffee. Our center 
maintains itself finan- 
cially with no on going 
help f rom outside 
sources. The current 
President of the center 
is Cliff Best, Leona 
Smith is vice president, 
May McFarland is sec- 
retary and Margaret 
Ramage is treasurer. 
Befly 
Campbell 
Betty is a long 
time resident of 
Terrace. She 
worked for many 
years as the head 
nurse in the 
operating room at 
Mills Memorial 
Hospital. She is 
now, among other 
things, a very 
active member of 
the Senior Advisory Committee and is now 
instrumental in setting up the Senior's Walk to• help 
celebrate the 75th Anniversary of Terrace. This walk 
is to be held on August 4th starting at 10:00 a.m. 
and going from Safeway parking lot to the lower • 
George Little Park. There will bewelcoming 
speeches and entertainment as well as vendors in 
the park. Chairs will be provided at the park for all 
seniors and we encourage every one of you to come 
out and enjoy a day of fun and happy memories of 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
DispIny~ Word  ¢ lnss l f led  and  Cl-,ssif led D isp luy  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday. Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terraca Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Slandard & Advertiser) ~ 4,4~*(i~..~S GS'q 
(Slandard & Alve,tiser) ~26,~5~(in¢.1.75 GeT) 
*Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GS~ 
CLASSIFIED OISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$13.30 per column inch Pickup $5,00 Maifout $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obliuarles ................. _~8.68 col.in 
OBITUARIES rN'rE~NrT Pos'nNG (Sin.00)* ................................... $8 68 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $15.54 per column Inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GeT ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Adwrtiser. 
Class i f i ca t ions!  
ANNOUNCFJHENTS 0.49 304 Appliances REAL EMArE ~599 
3 Anno~ncementt 306 AulOmOllve ~ Acreages/tots 
6 Annivm~ar~es 308 Buddmg Se~icel 512 cabins/Co,ages 
9 Births 31O Ca~dng Sl 8 Commercial Busln,=sses 
12 Birthdays 312 Carpentry .524 Commercial property 
15 Church 314 (herd Care S30 C0m~os 
IB Coming Events 316 Cleaning 536 Duplex/F0urpl= 
21 Con~,afulatlons 310 Concruction .~42 Forms/Ranches 
24 En~x~ement/Weddingl 320 Drl~mll s4a F¢~ Sale oi Rent 
30 In Memoriam 322 Ed~¢otlo~/Tulming S54 
33 Obiluailes 324 Ele¢lrk: 560 Lake,ham 
36 Than1~ 326 Excavation .566/ltrililel 
328 Finance/Modgage 572 Modular Homes 
PERSONAL 50-99 330 Hond./man S78 Open Houte 
5S ~sil~si Pirso~loll 332 Home Improvement 584 Oul of Town 
60 Heoll/beaufy 334 |~ne ~Jppod 590 RV sltl. 
65 Lost & Found 336 Hout~ ei.lng S96 Tovmhout~ 
70 Personals 33e Inveslmenl 
7S Psychics 340 Janitmial firStS~FARM 600-~99 
80 Singles 342 tandKaping/C-ordening 606 Boarding 
65 Tiavel/rours/Va~olion 344 Machine/welding 612 Form EqulFrmml 
346 Mis¢, Ser~.m 618 Feed &Seed 
WANTED 100.149 348 Music lille.s 624 Fruil/Pio~:e/M~at 
125 Wanted 350 Pointing 630 Horses 
3S2 Pcwing 636 Liv=dock 
flERCHAND~SE 150-249 354 Photography 642 Pitt 
55 Anii,~ues 356 Plumblng 648 Tmiler~ 
60 Aloplmnc~s 358 "Pooll/Spal 
65 Arts & Crafts 360 Rocking INDUSTRY65G699 
170 Auctions 362 Srlow'p~ing 660 Equipment 
175 Jildlng Materioh 364 1ravel , 670 Lngglng,~lmber 
180 ompu~s 366 Trucking 680 Mochir~ry 
185 ondgnmean 368 Yord & Gardlm 690 Mlnlng 
190 rearm~ 
95 Firewood RENTAL 400-499 RECREATIONAL 700-749 
200 Free Give Away 404 Ap~ltments 705 AircraJ~ 
205 Fumlture 408 Bach.Jar Suite 710 AIV's 
210 Garqge Solel 412 Basement Suite 715 Boats/Marine 
21 5 C-alden Equll~nenl 416 Cabins/Cotlages 720 Houselxx~ 
220 Mi=celkmeoul 420 Commerckd 72S Molor¢Tde, 
22S Music 424 Condos 730 RV's 
230 Sporting Goods 428 Duplex/Fouq~lex 735 Renlals 
23S Taoh 432 For Rent Or,Sa t- 740 Snowmobiles 
240 Trade Or Swap 436 HaUi/Audltoduml 745 TiadelSwap 
440 Houses 
EMFLOyIdENT 2~0.299 444 Mls(ellaneous AUTOMO/IV'E 7.$0-799 
254 Business Oppodunlties 448 Mobile Hom~" 7.56 Canaples 
2S8 Careers 4S2 ModuJor Homes . 762 Cars 
262 Oaycare 456 Rooms 768 Clol~icl 
266 Education 460 Room & Board 774 ports 
270 Help Wanh~d 464 Seniors/Retirement 780 SUV's & 4x4'$ 
274 pr otessionol Accornmodoliom, 786 Trucks 
278 Skilled Tr~les 468 Shaled Accommodalions 792 Vans/Bu~ 
282 Tutming 472 Sloroge 
286 Vcdunleers 476 Suites " NOI~ES/I'ENDERS 800-849 
290 WoI~. Wanled 480 Tour ht Accommodations 815 t~ l  NoBces 
484 Townhouses e3o TerKJert 
SERVICES 300.3~9 488 Wanted To Renl 
302 Accounlin~ 492 Walehoule$ 
The Terrace S andard reserves the nght o classily ads under appropriate headings and to set roles therefore and to delermine page location, 
The Terraca Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis el children, madtal status and 
employment when placing 'For Rent:" ads. Landlords can slate a no,smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit classily or reJec any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
SoMce, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental, 
Box replies on'Hold" Instmclens not picked up within tO days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing nstmclons are received, 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odglnal documents Io avoid loss, 
All claims of errors in edvedisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publicalon, 
It Is agreed by the advertiser equoslirig space that he liability of the T~rrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insedion for the portion o! Ihe advertlslng space Occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that Ihere shall be no liability In any evenl greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Stad Date # at Insertions Terrace Standard # Week,no Advedlser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. Expiry D a t e  
El VISA Q MASTERCARD 














27.29  27.5s  
16.32 16 .59  












26 .75  
15 .78  
28 ,09  
17.12 
29 ,43  
For lender ad. please use a soparale 8heel "z~ 
C,p & aa, l"hls Form To: ~ N~ TA====ARD ,-,,,,-, .~,,~ n,~Ph°ne ,~,.,,.,, ,~,~,.~Fax Terrace Standard 
3';/10 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 OOO' / '~OO OOO'Oq 'O~ 
.~  People of 
1: " Terrace, 
Capta in  
L loyd 
Hold, 
Don~'~ who originally 
• ~ ' . .  ~ . l  ~ ~ gineered Skee 
River Towing, 
Shirley  ed awiy aage  of 83. 
50 th Wedding Anniversary 
(August 1, 1953 - 2003) 
Love from your family and friends ~ 
en  na 
NOTICE= PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and " " passed away  at the 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week Chr is t  " 
and pay only $14.45, 3'weeks "October 4, 1920 - 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- Lutheran  July 16, 2003 
tional words over 20 - .25/word • Church 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 Survived by his wife 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to WelCOIlleS Yell  Annie & family. 
advertising @terracestan- Former lifelong 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c .SERVICES EVERY friend. 
or cash. SUNDAY Sincerely Pe te 
Every 2nd & 4th  by " " . . . . . . . . . . . .  ne,m.P,e.~, 
Pastor-stephen, jj 
Communion on IJ 
4th Sunday II 
.-OO,.m: II 
 or.er o..arks II 
& Park, II s 
Terrace, B.C F 
HOURS  :iRE4,scover 
Mon-F~-8pm ,~:: '!ti'; . 
Sat 7am:8pm [ :~[ . r | " f ' lS lq  
WELCOME i 
~r~Jk .lany .... 
SO C0~lmunl'ties 
Your Welcome ~cr0ss t~.c. an,~ I~f 
Wagon Hostess for i-he locals ~kleyo~ 
Terrace, B.C. is: a<, the t~sf places 
C thy " 
615 9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
t~P,,s and informatio~ 
Robert  Bruce 
]udd 
]u/te 18, 1946- 
August 5, 1998 
God took him 
home, it was his 
will 
~ut in our hearts 
we love him still 
His memor~ is as 
dear today 
As In the hour he 
passed away. 
The memories qf 
the good times 
shared 
HIs laugh, his 
smile and how he 
cared 
Are God's rentinder 
day by day 
He is not gone, but 
jUSt away 




d 51 Morn, Ran 
Nan, I.aurte a//m, 
Andy, Beck, y, Rob 
and Hl [ar f f  , 
T.C'S SHROOM SHACKI T.C's 
Shroom Shack is now 
open.We're now buying all var- 
ieties of mushrooms. Why sell 
for lessl Located on River Drive 
in Thornhill. Call 250.635-0117 
, Bring in this , 
coupon between . 
I I 
' July 31"-Aug. 4 '~ , 
i and receive ' 
OO oil', $5 , | • 
I with minimum $30purchase. I 
HOURS I • l 
I l . Mon-Fri 8am-8pm , 
Sat 7am-8pm , 
| S 
I Sun 9am-dpm s 
• ANDERSON WOODWORKING LTD. 
iii ~!~;i~ i~i)l::!.!7~:):i::7:~, i i:ii::7~;i;::: ~i ili~ caekete 
'~i{ii'ii.>.::;i::~!;?;i' :~;i:b~i:i~!i.?;17;ii:~;., Flret; Nat;lone 
: i ~ ' ~ " " ~ ~ ' "  ~ua~om deelg.e 
Call for Information and pricing 
Terrace 638-8411 Toll Free 1-8~8-208-8324 I~ 
www, andoreon.woocl-c, aekete.com 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- 
ICE Located in the downtown 
Hampton Inn & Suites Hotel. 
Concerts & sports. D.M.B., Mar- 
ilyn Man,on, Elves Costello, 
Seattle Mariners, Thorogood, 
Manchester United. WWE 
RAW. 1-800-920-0887. 
LOST LADLES gold watch, 
close to Happy Gang Center, 
July 22, 2003. Call 250-635- 
6925.(31 p2) 
LOST SILVER Native carved 
bracelet. Lost at either Northern 
Motor Inn or Terrace Hotel. July 
!9th. Sentimental value. Re- 
ward ofle red,~ ~ ,Cat!,,, 250,-.6;~5- 
4491 
m 
~ ~ - ~ ,  
~ Born March 6,1969 . _ _ ~ ~  ll I e~#~SOEVDI  '~  
~;;) Janice was predeceased by her mother Colleen Wihna II I 
'::i~i Da~'idson' siblings Alice' Richard' Perley' Jerry and Jeannie" il[ ~ Wlll+:a6?i~ffOi~;OU .l l ~ .  Fax: (250)615.0136 1 i danice is sunived by her father Blair Davidson ST., ii I 
I husband Dale, son Matthew and daughter Nikita, brothers III ~ADVAHCED BOOKING DISCOUNT I I " - - "  ' - - -  '~ . . . .  , ~___ -____L  __ ,  I 
I Blair, Oharlie (Veronica), Jeff (Pat), Henl3 (Lucy), and Iil ~ ,£ i !6 i5 ,0002 ~i17!63!.;6969l I ~ =~g~"°"=~"'"= I 
I ~oher~, sisters Bell (Jim), Maggie (Jim), Alvin. (Jim), U,Yll I . # ' ~ i i i ~  I (Gary), Jennifer (Earl) and many aunties, uncles, nieces, III 
II nephewsand friends; Ill 
II We all miss you ,anny I I I  I R JENOVA11!_O~ Ns  I 
i & LANDSCAPING J Ill You are in our hearts and in I l l  
I " ~=~ "~ ~ ~_"<~et '' ~ 1  III our thoughts always. I I I  Ill Thank you to everTone: ,ill I ~ Build S ae0aUFer=s ~ I  
I ~ ~ n  ~n~ ~ I III There is so n,~any people to thank; numerous friends andlJ I i ~g~t '¢~g * Build&Rtl~l!.D~s . . . .  ~ I 
I FREE E_ST!_MA!.E.S I /11 relatives for sour generous support and help during our, Ill t.O0d~=l _ -~=~''°d"=~'7 OA~'=- - _ -~--'i~"~'-- t A  ,~,  _ _ 
Ill time of sorrow. For e~eryone s nding flowers, cards, food II I 
Ill and donations in Janny's memory. Your kindness Mll not l l  I ~, LOW LOW LOW RATESL J  
/11 be forgotten and forever emembered. I l l  CLEAN ffl ill Thank You to Dr. Fourie and nurses at Mills Memorial II I I~  ~= ~ 
Ill Hospital for Jannys care during her passing. I l l  ~ '=; r~" ;~'.~'=:~2"" - ~l~M~-~lrg~ 
:,y, .r[ ,: I:;~<.,,..=~..o,oo "/ Love your fa a. ~.t..~, w,,~,,,,,. 
~ o~,  . . .yp.~._ : .wy "..._ . , . . .  
Call Suki @ (250) 635-1636 
Cell (250) 615-6439 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
J ~ o  nts in between. Pick: 
Terrace, C.O.D. and 
| ~  courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Dry  ~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• ,AIR DUCTS SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS ,CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES .REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL ,ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS ,FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS .VACUUM EXCAVATION 
R L Asphalt Sealing 
Specializing In residential driveways & parking 10ts. 
Protect your pavement and keep It looking like nowl 
WE SEAL WITH HEAVY DUTY SEALER 
Sweeping Parking Lotsl J l~ l~ l l~  
FREE EST IMATES!  
Roland Lagace 
(250)  635-3516 
3661 Hawthorn Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5E1 
Mobi le  Serv ices  
aPowerwoshing - High & Low Pressure aFully Insured 
J Residential & Commerdal Kentained Water Supply 
JRemoval & Control o! Moulds, Mildew & Mystery Dirt 
Ph: 635"8863 
Fax: (250)  638-0054 ~.""rm~toz~ 
FATIICI( WA/SON /U.RON WAISOtJ 
o,.., TERRACE t B.C. cl-~,i c~i., ,  
~ ! '  Hanging 15aeket, e 
~<~'< * Pat, to Baskets 
~ :  • Bedding Plan1;, 
- Topso i l  * 
Sand  
- Grave l  
Qua l i ty  - 
(250)  
615-5544 
"We de l iver ! "  
B 12- The Terrace Standard, 
FOUND: LARGE dip net on 
Hwy 37S, July 20/03. Owner 
may claim by description. Call 
250-638-1347 
LOST: AUDIO Vox's 8300 cell 
phone at picnic site at Lakelsa 
Lake. Reward offered. Call 250- 
638-0402 
SUMMER SPECIAL to Aug 
31st. Deluxe cabin on Bridge 
Lake. Stary 2 nights, receive a 
free 1/2 day paddleboat or ca- 
noe rental, www.moondance- 
bay.corn (250)593-2244. 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. 250-635- 
3772 
30" FRIGIDAIRE self-cleaning 
range. White. New $700.00, 
asking $450.00. Call 250-638- 
8904 
Wednesday, July 30, 2003 
GROW RICH In Real Estate 
ASk me how? 1-866-228-0158 
FAMILY BUSINESS for sale 
Keefe's Landing Cafe in South- 
bank, B.C. Restaurant, small 
store, bakery. Good location at 
ferry landing. Opportunity to ex- 
pand. 1.4 acres (deeded) Post 
office located in building. 9 
years established clientele, 
Good tourist destination. Call 
250-694-3375. Serious inquiries 
only pleasel 
TAYLOR PROFESSIONAL 
DRIVING. Now Offering Class 
1 - 3 & 4 Super B, Driver train- 
ing in Prince George & Kelow- 
na. Funding information and= 
possible job placement avail- 
able. www. taylorprodnving.com 
PG: 250-564-7624 1 Toll Free: 
1-877-860-7627. : : 
CLASS 1 Driver Training 
$1498.00. Mountain and City 
training Air Brake Course, Pos- 
sible Job Placement and Fund- 
ing. Call Taylor Pro. Driving 
Services at 1-877-860-7627 
www.taylorprodrivin.q.com 
399 CONCRETE retaining wall 
blocks. Size, 1 foot x 1 foot xl0" 
high. Sloped top. 701bs. each. 
$3.50 ea. or $1300 for all. Call 
250-635-8266. 
Flooring Distributors Direct 
Laminate - $.49 sq/ft, Cork- 
$1.99 sq/ft, lx6" Fir - $.80 sq/ft, 
Cork - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" oak 
prefinished $3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" 
maple prefinished- $3.99 sq/ft, 
Shaw realwood glueless 
floating, oak, maple, cherry - 
$3.25 sq/ff, Oak, maple, Marbal; 
Heaves floating floor • $2.50 
sq/ft. 1-800-631-3342. 
6X8' MAPLF_/WALNUT book- 
case S1000. 7' reclining couch 
$400. 38" square teak coffee 
table $75. Armoire dresser $50. 
Walnut end table $40. 16" oak 
lamp table $40. Call 250-635- 
3412 
OAK DRESSER set $650. 
Kitchen island, maple, tile top, 
complete with wine rack $175. 
White pedestal table with 4 
chairs, $650. Call 250-615- 
5568.(31p3) 
SOLID MAHOGANY and Ma- 
10 ROOM HOTEL/LODGE is 
looking for a reliable and experi- 
enced CHAMBERMAID/FRONT 
DESK CLERK. Approximately 
30-40 hours per week. Must 
have transportation and can 
work with or without super- 
vision. Mail resume to Box 982, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R2 or fax to 
250-638-0021 
ATTN: WORK at Home. Real 
People, Real Success. We're 
ordinary people, we just follow 
an extraordinary system. We 
earn $2500-$5000+. 
www.SimplvChoose.com 
SHEET METAL JOURNEY- 
MAN. Busy company looking 
for a required Sheet Metal indi- 
v/dual that is experienced in 
both residential and commercial 
sheet metal and shop layout. A 
~Vas ticket would be an asset. 
e offer competitive wages 
along with a benefit package. 
COME AND JOIN OUR TEAM! 
Please forward resumes to: 
KAMLOOPS SERVICE EX- 
PERTS - A'l-r: Paul Foster, Fax 
250:372-0667. Emaih paulfoster 
@telus.net Or drop off At #101- 
805 Notre Dame Dr. Kamloops. 
THE NAZKO BAND GOVERN- 
MENT is seeking a .62 Com- 
munity Health Nurse to provide 
services on the Nazko Reserve. 
This will include Communicable 
hogeny veneer Queen Anne 
style dining room set. Oval 
drop-leaf table, four chairs, 
sideboard. Fair condition. $600. 
Light coloured chesterfield and 
matching Ioveseat, approx 10 
years oid. $150. Kirby heavy 
duty upright vacuum cleaner 
and rug shampooer. Very good 
condition. $400 obo. Call 250- 
638-0798 
AUGUST 2, 8AM to 1PM. Table 
saw, building supplies, furniture, 
household items. 4822 Loen 
Ave.(31 pl ) 
ATM CASH machine. Triton. 
Excellent cond. Asking 
$7500.00. Pressure washer 
3000psi. Complete with all hos- 
es. Asking S1000.00. Solid 
birch door $100.00. Two baby 
cribs $35.00ea. Call 250-635. 
9171. after 5pm. Ask for Bill. 
GOALIE PADS. 27" Koho. 
Leather Ice Pads. Matching 
Blocker and Trapper. n excel- 
lent condition. Top of the line. 
Ideal for nine to elevenyear old. 
$500. Set. Call 250.639-2919 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDflt 
Assembling Products • Mail- 
ing/Processing Our Circulars - 
Copy/Mailing PC Disk Program. 
No Experience Needed! FREE 
into @ www.gifls-plus-online.com or 
send S.A.S.E. to: CRAFTS, 8- 
7777 Keele St.. Dept 113, Ref # 
7-702. Concord, Ontario L4K 
1Y7. Call 705.726-6795 
WOODWORKING BUSINESS. 
Custom Lattice Panel 
system makes odd 
shapes and sizes or 
regular square panels. 
Strong steady market. Original 
investment Sl0,O00. Asking 
$4,500, 250-547-9833. 
EARN OVER $100.000 plus In 
two months with successful 
Charterboat Business, Luxury 
Coast Guard Approve(~ 38 foot 
Bayliner and all equipment. 
Over 700 name clientele list in- 
cluded. Please call 250-632- 
6530. 
VINYL DECKING and alumi- 
num railing dealerships avail- 
able in this area. Sales end in- 
stallation training provided. Full 
or part-time business, Top qual- 
ity products and a huge market, 
make this a great business op- 
portunity to beyour own boss. 
Call 1-800-804-6288 
AN EXCELLENT BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITYI Work from 
home. live your dreams, set 
your hours. Earn $1000 to 
S5000 P/T F/I'. For Iree infer- 
mat/on call 1-866-528.8798 
www.workoptionsnow,ccm 
LOOKING TO market your 
business to 195,000 outdoor 
enthusiasts In a Provincial Mag- 
azine with guaranteed dislribu. 
t/on? Call Annemarle Rindt at 
1-800-661.6335 for more Infor- 
mation. 
BUSINESS FOR sale. Vans 
News - Terrace, Excellent fami- 
ly business with growth poten- 
tiaL Serious inquiries only, Gary 
or Sharon 250-847.2412 
Disease Control, Maternal Child 
Health, Health Promotion, Elder 
and Chronic Disease support 
and Environmental Health 
Programs. Health Canada 
provides Professional nursing 
support and consultation. Naz- 
ko is a small rural community 
60 miles west of Quesnel. 
Qualifications Required: BSN 
from a Canadian University or 
recognized equivalent, current 
RNABC practicing membership, 
DCD/Immunization certification 
or willingness to become certi- 
fied, current valid drivers 
licence, current cdminal records 
check. 
Additional Skills: knowledge of 
First Nations culture, tradition 
and history; excellent interper- 
sonal, communications and 
teaching skills; computer skills; 
ability to work independently. 
Salary: to be equivalent with the 
First Nation Inuit Health Branch 
Health Canada wage scale plus 
benefit package. Application: 
resume with covering letter. 
Credentials and three referenc- 
es to: Nazko Band Government, 
469B Anderson Drive, Quesnel, 
BC V2J 5J4. Ph: (250)992- 
9085. For more information on 
the position please contact Jen- 
nifer Oester (250)992-9085 ext. 
203. Application Deadline: Au- 
oust 13. 2003. 
[or Usborne Books at home is 
needed in fhe Terrace area. 
These Award Winning 
Children's Educational Books are 
sold through School Literacy 
Fairs, Fundraisers, Home Shows, 
Direct Sales and more. Work 
your own hours. I will be in your 
area kom Aug. 7 - 11. Please 
contact Krystol Oleson iF 





8 Hours Per Day 
Location: 
School District No. 54 
Maintenance Department 
Qualif ications: 
Must be a certified 
Journeyman Painter 
Able to perl'onu all 
duties of the trade 
Assist other maintenance 
staff as needed 
Other duties as may be 
assigned 
Afternoon shift during 
school year required 
• Experience is required 
Startint~ Date: 
As soon as possible 
Closine Date: 
August 8, 2003 
Interested persons should 
submit their applications to:
Mrs. Ealaine Sabo 
Secretary Treasurer 
School District #54 
(Bulkley Valley) 
P.O. Box 758. 
Smithers, B.C, V0J 2N0 
Fax: (25) 877-6835 
Gators Night Club 
is currently accepting applications and 
resumes for the following positions: Bartender 
and Servers. A strong commitment o servin.q the public is 
essential. Applicants must have learning ability and be 
sell-motivated. Please fax your resume to (250) 635-0092 
or apply in person to Dullss Kleamyk at 4553 Greig 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Career Opportunity 
SALES REPRESENTATWE 
at the Northwest's busiest dealer. 
Please fax your resume to: (250)  845-2524 
@ Denny's is looking for 
2 hard working experienced 
Managers to fill openings in 
Prince George and Quesnel. 
A minimum of 2 years experience in a management 
capacity or a University/Col lege degree in the 
Hospifality/Reslaurant Management field is an asset. You 
must have the ability to lead and motivate your team, have 
an excellent knowledge of cost controls, and be able to 
work all shifts including Late Night. 
If you said yes to all of the above, please send your 
resume to: 
Denny's Regional Director 
326 Moran Crescent Fax: 250.564-4605 
Prince George, B.C. V2M 6N3 
Emaih jsharun@dennys.ca 
DID YOU MISS THE PREVIOUS 
OLDER WORKER PROGRAM? 
Here's an opportunity to: 
• Gain comp.uter knowledge 
• Access information al~out he labour market 
• Learn how to access employment opportunities 
Network with employers 
: Develop an employment strategy 
Prepare an effective resume 
: Learn how to succeed in an interview 
Free! whenyou meet the requirements: 
• Looking ['or work or to stay employed cBRITISH OLUMBIA 
Start Date: August 1, 2003 Canad  
Do you live in Houston, Smithers or Hazehon? 
Call: InterConnect 1-877-635-7995 
(InterConnect is a program of Terrace & District 
~.C~.mmunity,S:er.vic.es S~iety) ~.~ . . . .  ~i ..... ~,_,~ ............. ~ ....... 
'We gratefully acknowledqe the financial 
support o[ the Province orBritish Columbia TDCSS 
through the Ministry o[ Advanced Education 
& Human Resources Development o[Canada 
COSMETICIAN 
Northern Drugs: celebrating it's 34th year in retail pharmacy 
in Northwestern B.C., has an immediate opening for a 
Cosmetician atit's Terrace location. The successful applicant 
will Ix responsible for im:entory control, merchandising, and 
retailing ofheahh and beaut3.' products. A conmaitment to 
customer service hy the applicant is essential. 
Interested candidates will have the following qualifications: 
ability to deal effectively with the public 
iabilit~" work in independent m'ironrnent to an 
creativitT and flair for merchandising 
neat in appearance 
abil ty to work evenings, weekends and Ilolidays 
Cosmetic or retail experience onbehalf of the applicant is a 
requirement forthis position. 
Salary will be commensurate with experience. 
Please lanyard resume inconfidence by August 4th, 2003 to: 
Northern Drugs Ltd. 
=230-,i741 Lakelse Ave.. 
Terrace. B.C. 
VSG 4R9 
Atm: Roy Scherrer 
Fax: (25{3) 635-6389 
Ema*il: ndt@northemdmgs,com 
KERMODE FR IENDSHIP  sac  IETY 
Applications are currently being 
accepted for the posit ion of: 
Parent Support Worker 
The Parent Support Worker will provide on-going out- 
reach, education, informatto~ and support o pregnant 
and parenting families affiliated with the Early 
Childhood Development Program at Kermode 
Friendship Center. The Parent Support Worker will be 
responsible for the development and facilitation of a 
Parent Support Group, as well as act as a liaison 
between parents and appropriate community services 
and resources. 
Qualifications 
The preferred al~plicant will have: 
• An educatiohM background in the social or health 
science field; or at least 3 years work experience in 
an environment directly related to early childhood 
development and/or family counseling 
• Working knowledge of FASIE and how it affects chil- 
dren and families 
• Working knowledge of Aboriginal culture, issues and 
support services 
• Ability to foster strong working relationships with 
families. Program staff and community professionals 
Demonstrated abil ty to work independently, as well 
ins  of effective team with other Program staff part an 
Excellent organizational, time and self-management 
skills 
Please apply in writing with resume to 
Rosaline Tambour, Executive Director 
Kermode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum Street 
Terrace, BC V8G 2N7 
^roan Primary Hera - British Columbia, Located in gitimat, BE, has grown for 
almost 50 years into one of the world's leading aluminum sme[Ung operations. 
We produce aluminum ingot for the Pacific Rim market, which is then used in 
eye,thing from beverage cans to automobiles. Our parent company, A[can Inc., 
based in Hontreat, oversees operations in 37 countries. 
Kitimat is a f~endIy cosmopolitan community of11,500 situated on BC's scenic 
northwest coast with modern FaciUties that surpass many of those found in larger 
centres./'he city and surround ng area fford allfestyte hat wit[ appea[to outdoor 
enthusiasts interested incamping, hunting, salt and fieshwater fishing, gaffing 
and skiing. In addition, two large community ~d[tttes incorporate ice rinks, 
cuffing, indoor swimming, ymnasiums and racquet courts. 
Air Conditioning/ 
Refrigeration Hechan ic  
(Temporary Position) 
To qualify for this position, you must possess an Interprovinclal Trade 
Qualification, with B.C. certification i  CFC handling. 
The hourly wage rate for Air Conditioning Mechanic s$30.798. ALcan offers an 
attractive benefits package and relocation assistance. Emp[oyees are represented 
by the Canadian Auto Workers Local #230L 
If this position matches your qualifications and ambitidns, please submft your 
resume and trade certification "in confidence' to: 
Alcan Coordinator 
Kit/mat Community Skills Centre 
560 Hountalnvlew Square 
Kit/mat, BC V8C 2N2 
Phone= (250) 632-6529 
Fax: (250) 632-5334 
Emai[: naudette@kscs.bc.ca 
For more information, please visit our website at 
www, sno.net/kitirnat II Ihh, 
We thank all applicants and advise that onty those ~LCAN • 
setected for interviews iff be contacted, 
i l l  i i  i i l l  i i i 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY 
ABORIGINAL HEAD START 
COORDINATOR 
Job Description 
Reporting to the Programs Director, the Aboriginal 
-lead Start Program Coordinator works collaboratively 
at a planning and management level with the Pre-school 
Supervisor, Parent Advisory Committee, and a number 
of health care, social service, and education specialists 
who deliver the AHS program to pre-school children. 
More specifically this position shall be responsible for: 
l .The annual review, evaluation, and planning of 
Aboriginal Head Start Program content with full par- 
ticipation from the Parent Advisory Committee and 
Pre-school staff; 
2. The execution of financial management responsibili- 
ties through the formulation, justification and control 
over the KFS AHS Pre-School annual operating 
budget; 
3. Liaises with the Pre-school Supervisor to ensure the 
AHS Pre-School operates within all licensing 
requirements, and established policies and 
procedures; 
4. The execution of delegated personnel management 
responsibilities in accordance with established KFS 
personnel policies and procedures; 
5. The Performance of other related duties as, and 
when, directed by the Programs Director; 
Statement of Qualifications 
Education / Experience 
• Possess a valid Early Childhood Educator Certificate, 
and be willing to undertake sponsored Special Needs 
Certification training; 
• Possess a valid Child Safe First Aid Certificate, or 
equivalent; 
• Minimum 2 years ECE work experience in a private 
...... or .com. m. u nity~ pre.-.S..c..h.9 ol setting. • ? '  
• Minimum 2 years management experience in a day-" 
care or pre-school setting. 
Knowledge, Skills & Abilities 
• Familiar with the: Community Care Facilities Act, 
Provincial Child Care Regulations and Health 
Canada's Aboriginal Head Start Program 
Requirements 
• Possess basic computer skills, including Microsoft: 
Word, Excel, Outlook Express; 
• Possess excellent verbal and written communication 
skills; 
• Able to work in a team setting with co-workers and a 
variety of child specialists. 
Mandatory Requirements 
• TB test, and up-to-date immunizations record; 
• Successful completion of a criminal records check; 
• Sign a code of ethics and confidentiality agreement; 
• Possess a valid class 5 drivers license and reliable 
transportation. 
Please apply in writing with resume to 
~ Rosaline Tambour, Executive Director 
Kermode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum Street 
Terrace, BC V8G 2N7 
THI~ SHUSWAP Association for 
Community Living Is now ac- 
cepting resumes for a perma. 
nent part time position in the 
Woodshop program. The suc. 
cessful candidate must have a 
Community Supp.ort Worker or 
equivalent certificate, formal 
woodworking experience, class 
4 driver's license, current first 
aid, CPR, NVCI, clear driver's 
abstract and criminal records 
search. All applications wel- 
come, however we are only 
able to reply to those who are 
selected for the interview pro- 
cess. Please submit your re. 
sume to 4590 - 10th Ave,, SW., 
Salmon Arm, BC, V1E 3B5 or 
fax 832-1076 or 
emaih sacladmln @sunwave.net 
2 LABOURORS & 1 Chainsaw 
operator for a 3 month duration. 
Horizon Tree 250-558-0013. 
$37.95/MONTH FOR a phone 
line. Reconnection with no cred- 
it check. No deposit. No one re- 
fused. Call Need-A-Phone 1- 
866-444-3815 
Emaih ta anqer@telus.net 
CASUALS REQUIRED - Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable Individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide Certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. 
There is also weekend employ- 
ment available. Vehicle re- 
quired. Apply at Terrace Home 
Support Services, 4720 Hau- 
gland, Terrace, B.C. 250-636- 
4013.(31c3) 
EXPERIENCED TELEPHONE 
sales people and light delivery 
drivers required for annual 
Cystic Fibrosis fund raising 
campaign. Please call 250-615- 
2850.(31pl) 
IMMEDIATE OPENING for 
STORE MANAGER with 2 
years retail experience. Join the 
management team of this gift 
retailer by taxing resume to 
250-542-8383. 
JAMES WESTERN Star Sterl- 
ing Ltd requires commercial 
transport mechanics for our 
Prince George facility. We re- 
quire certified technicians, en- 
gine and gear experience an 
asset. Shift work is required. 
Competitive wage and benefit 
package offered. References 
required. Please fax resume to: 
Attn: Service Manager 250-562- 
3260 (No phone calls please) 
LICENCED AUTOMOTIVE me- 
chanic required for busy shop. 
Must have experience in all as- 
pects of repair. Send resume to 
Box 859, Vanderhoof, BC, V0J 
3A0. 
MATURE RELIABLE person to 
work pad-time, 10-20 hours per 
week. Retail experience an as- 
set. Apply in person #104, 3302 
Kalum St, Terrace, B.C. 
OWN A PC? Put it to work. pit. 
Earn from $100 - $700. Com- 
plete free into at: www.free- 
dom88.com/145 
SKI-DOO DEALERSHIP in 
Northeast. BC iS... lq0,~ipg foria 
; small :en~]rne (ATV-/snowmo- 
bile, saws, and mowers) techni- 
cian, with a minimum three 
years experience working in a 
sled/ATV shop. Experience in 
Bombardier and Yamaha is an 
asset. We offer a great wage 
and benefit package tailored to 
your ability and experience. Fax 
resume to 1.250.785-1572or 
emall them to tnp@solar- 
winds.com 
PERMANENT PART time OF- 
FICE CLERK required for pro. 
fessional office, approximately 
13 hours per week. The suc- 
cessful candidate will be a 
friendly, confidential person 
seeking part time work only. Ex- 
perience dealing with the public 
and good telephone skills are 
required. Please drop off re- 
sume at Suite 100, 4619 Park 
Ave. Park Ave Dental Building 
on Tuesdays or Fridays only. 
Resumes can also be taxed to 
250-632-7102 
Electrical Supervisor 
To oversee the continuous improvement of electrical & process control 
systems while maintaining the highest priority for employee safety 
Committed to the highest standards of environmental stewardship, safety and 
community service, Cantor is one of Canada's largest Integrated forest ;woducts 
companies with operations primarily In BC and Alberta. This is a key role within our 
Rustad sawmill, located in Prince George. 
You will provide motivational leadership In safety and workmanship for the electrical 
crew. Your day-to-day duties will Involve: • ensuring the safety/well-being of staff 
• maintaining effective cost control programs and optimum conditions of the mill, 
Experience In the maintenance of electrical equipment including substation (69KV 
10MVA)I 14.4KV distribution systems along with COE, Porter and CAE Newnes 
sawmill scanning equipment is essential. Additional requirements Include', 
• Journeyman Electrician status = a BC Electrical Worker unrestricted ticket 
• experience with large Allen Bradley PLC5 installations with Integrated motor and 
process control and electronic instrumentation • proficiency wllh AutoCAD, MS 
Office as well as RSView MMI on Windows NT workstations In a networked 
environment • working knowledge of WCB regulations • excellent analytical, 
problem.solving, team-player and leadership skills. 
We wish to thank everyone for their Interest in Cantor; however, only those selected 
for an interview will be contacted, No phone calls please. Forward your r~sum~ by 
August 8, 2003 to: 
Canad ian  Forest  Products Ltd. 
Rustad 
Employee Relations Coordinator 
PC Box 9000 
Prince George, BC V2L 4W2 
Fax; 250.612.5599 
Email: duncansmlth @ mall.cantor.ca 
W W W O a n f o r . c O m • 
, 1 , 
oP kl;;g r I;;ItO ,,/l l 
is now accepting applications for a 
PART-TIME / FULL-TIME SALES PERSON 
This individual should be energetic, motivated, have 
general CPU skills and a valid class 5 drivers license. 
Please drop off resumes in person to: 
Indy or Darren 
4434 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
KERMODE ABORIGINAL 
HEAD START PRE-SCHOOL 
COOK (FULL-TIME) 
Job Description 
Reporting to the Kermode Aboriginal Head Start Pre- 
school Supervisor, the Cook shall be responsible for 
menu planning, preparing nutritious nacks and lunches, 
cleaning the kitchen area, and maintaining a weekly 
inventory of food and cooking supplies. More specifi- 
cally, this position shall be responsible for: 
l.The development of nutritional menu plans, for 
Aboriginal Head Start Program children; 
2.The preparation of nutritious lunches and snacks 
using Food Safe procedures; 
3. The sanitation of kitchen area, appliances, cooking 
implements, dishes and eating utensils using Food 
Safe procedures; 
4. The weekly maintenance of food and cooking sup- 
plies inventory within approved maximum and mini- 
mum levels; 
5. The performance of other elated uties as, and when 
directed by the Pre-school Supervisor; 
Statement ofQualifications 
Education / Experience 
• Must possess aGrade 12 diploma, prefer Certificate 
in Culinary Arts 
• Must be Food Safe certified 
• Possess Child Safe First Aid equivalent, or be willing 
to undertake sponsored training 
• Minimum 2 years cookery experience 
Knowledge, Skills & Abilities 
• Knowledge of Health Canada's Aboriginal Food 
Guide, or willingness to learn 
• Applied knowledge in menu planning 
• Possess uperior culinary skills 
• Possess ound food inventory management skills 
• Ability to be meticulous in following sanitation 
procedures 
• Ability to work in a team setting and be child friendly 
Mandatory Requirements 
• Current T.B. screening, including a recent chest x-ray 
• Up-to-date immunization record 
• Successful completion of a criminal records earch 
• Sign a code of ethics and confidentiality agreement 
Please apply in writing with resume to
~ Rosaline Tambour, Executive Director 
Kermode Friendship Society 
' 3313 Kalum Sfreet 
Terrace, BC V8G 2N7 
KERMODE ABORIGINAL HEAD 
START PRE-SCHOOL 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATOR 
(2 Positions) 
Job Description 
Reporting to the Kermode Aboriginal Head Start Pre- 
School Supervisor, the Early Childhood Educator shall 
be responsible for the assisted planning, implementation 
and evaluation of developmentally appropriate child 
)re-school activities and experiences within Health 
Canada's Aboriginal Head Start (AHS) Program, and in 
accordance with Provincial Family Child Care Program 
Standards. More specifically, this position shall be 
responsible for: 
I. The assisted annual planning and adjusted elivery of 
Kermode Aboriginal Head 
Start Program pro-school curriculum and services; 
2. The delivery of Aboriginal Head Start program cur- 
riculum lesson plans to children in support of their 
spiritual, emotional, intellectual nd physical growth; 
3. The adjusted elivery of Kermode Aboriginal Head 
Start Pro-school curriculum in accordance with the 
special development eeds of each child; 
4. The guidance of child behaviors in support of posi- 
tive social interaction and self- concept; 
5. The assurance of a safe and healthy play and learning 
environment for the children; 
6. The foster of positive and constructive communica- 
tion with parents; 
7.The contribution to the on-going operations of 
Kermode Aboriginal Head Start Pro-school through 
the performance of other elated uties; 
Statement of Qualifications 
Education / Experience 
• Possess a valid Early Childhood Educator Certificate, 
and be willing to undertake sponsored Special Needs 
Certification training; 
• Possess a valid Child Safe First Aid Certificate, or 
equivalent; 
• Have at least 2 years ECE work experience in a pri- 
vate or community pro-school setting. 
Knowledge, Skills & Abilities 
• Familiar with Provincial Child Care Regulations and 
Aboriginal Head Start Program requirements; 
• Possess basic computer skills, including the use of 
Microsoft: Word, Excel, Outlook Express; 
• Skilled in the use of a variety of child teaching and 
reinforcement techniques; 
• Possess keen child observation skills; 
• Possess excellent verbal and written communication 
skills; 
• Able to work in a team setting with co-workers and a 
variety of child specialists. 
Mandatory Requirements 
• TB test, and up-to-date immunizations record; 
• Successful completion of a criminal records check; 
Sign a code of ethics and confidentiality agreement; 
: Possess a valid class 5 drivers license and reliable 
transportation '.; 
Please aptCly in writing with resume to
Rosaline Tambour, Executive Director 
Kermode Frieddship Society 
3313 Kalum Street 
Terrace, BC V8G 2N7 
I 
AGON 
III Welcome Wagon has openings in the Terrace area. Ill 
Ill This is a part-time/commission position and ll I 
Ill requires a car, and computer/typewriter. Must be Ill 
Ill self motivated, a team player and sales experience is Ill 
Ill an asset. Please fax resume to (250) 851-2674 or Ill 
Ill email: tillyml@telus.net A tention:welcome Wagon. Ill 
• WAGO 
KERMODE ABORIGINAL 
HEAD START PRE-SCHOOL 
BUS DRIVER 
Job Description 
Reporting to Aboriginal Head Start (AHS) Pre-Schooi 
Supervisor, the bus driver will operate a20 passenger 
bus over designated routes to transport pre-schooi chil- 
dren, including children with special needs, to and from 
the pre-school and on related fieldtrips. More specifi- 
cally this position will be responsible for: 
l.The performance of daily pre-trip inspections, and 
arrangement of scheduled maintenance for the 
Kermode AHS pre-school bus; 
2. The annual organization of bus routes, incorporating 
child pick-up and drop-off times; 
3. Liaises with the Parent Advisory Committee and Pre- 
school Supervisor to ensure an approved and trained 
child escort is scheduled, and present on each trip; 
4. The safe bus operation and transport of children in 
accordance with professional class 2 drivers training 
and relevant B.C. Motor Vehicle Act Regulations; 
5. The routine management of child passenger behav- 
iour with assistance from ride along child escorts; 
6. Performs other elated uties, when so requested by 
the Pre-school Supervisor, or Programs Director; 
Statement ofQualifications 
Education / Experience 
• Minimum grade 12 education; 
• Possess Class 2 drivers licence, with a high quality 
drivers abstract; 
• Possess Child Sate first aid equivalent, or be willing 
to undertake sponsored training; 
• Minimum 3 years school or community bus driving 
experience. 
Knowledge, Skills & Abilities 
• Knowledge of Motor Vehicle Act Regulations as it 
relates to motor carriers & school buses; 
• Possess uperior bus operation and defensive driving 
skills; 
• Applied ability in planning and organizing bus 
routes; 
• Possess child passenger management skills; 
• Must enjoy working with children, and working in a 
team setting. 
Mandatory Requirements 
• TB test, and up-to-date immunizations record; 
• Annual doctors verification for fitness to work; 
• Successful completion of a criminal records check; 
• Sign a code of ethics and confidentiality agreement. 
~ Please apply in writing with resume to
Rosaline Tambour, Executive Director 
Kermode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum Street 
Terrace, BC VgG 2N7 
I 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY 
JANITOR/MAINTENANCE WORKER 
Job Description 
Reporting to the Office Manager, the Janitor / 
Maintenance Worker shall be responsible for janitorial 
and maintenance s rvice to the Kermode Friendship 
Society main office building and the Society's 
Aboriginal Head Start pro-school facility (currently 
under construction). More specifically, this position 
shall be responsible for: 
Janitorial Services 
1.The effective management of supplies, tools and 
equipment inventory used in the delivery of janitorial 
services to the Society's main office and AHS pre- 
school facility. 
2. The delivery of janitor services through regularly 
scheduled aily cleaning activities; 
3. The delivery of janitor services through scheduled 
major annual and semi-annual c eaning activities; 
4. The operation and use of all janitorial tools, equip- 
ment and cleaning products in a safe and practical 
manner, in accordance with equipment operations 
manuals and product instructions; 
5. Performs other janitorial related duties, as requested 
by the KFS Office Manager; 
Maintenance 
I. The development of a plan for regular and preventa- 
tive maintenance for Kermode Friendship Society 
facilities; 
2. The execution of a regular and preventative mainte- 
nance schedule. This will include, but not be limited 
to: 
3. The routine safety inspections and maintenance of the 
KFS Aboriginal Head Start's pro-school play ground, 
play equipment and general KFS grounds; 
4. Performs other maintenance r lated duties as, and 
when assigned, by the KFS Office Manager; 
Statement of Qualifications 
Education / Experience 
• Must possess aGrade 12 diploma; 
• Must be WHIMS certified, or be willing to undertake 
provided training; 
• Possess Child Safe first aid equivalent, or be willing 
to undertake sponsored training; 
• Minimum 2 years janitorial experience, with some 
experience in building trades and/or property 
management. 
Knowledge, SMlls & Abilities 
• Knowledge of the safe and effective use of a variety 
of janitorial tools, equipment, supplies and cleaning 
agents; 
• Ability to adhere to meticulous cleaning standards; 
• Basic knowledge of methods, techniques, materials, 
tools and equipment used in maintenance, repair and 
construction work; 
• Ability to perform moderately heavy labour tasks; 
• Demonstrate safe work methods and procedures 
within WCB Occupational Health & Safety 
Regulations; 
• Possess Carpentry / Maintenance skills. 
Mandatory Requirements 
• Class 5 drivers license and access to a reliable 
vehicle; 
• Successful completion of a criminal records earch; 
• Sign a code of ethics and confidentiality agreement. 
~ Please apply in writing with resume to
Rosaline Tambour, Executive Director 
Kermode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum Street 
Terrace, BC VSG 2N7 
PART-'I:IME BABYSITr'ER ear- 
ly morning til early evening, 
References required. 250-615. 
4715 
WE ARE accepting resumes for 
the position of waitress. Please 
send your resume to Shah Yan 
Restaurant at 4606 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace BC, No phone calls 
)lease.(31p3) 
MECHANIC REQUIRED 
In~dor Roads lid, 
A progressive Road & Bridge 
Maintenance Contractor, isseeking 
a Journeyman Heavy Duty 
Mechanic for our Blue River Shop. 
Competitive wage and benefit 
package as per BCGEU agreement. 
For additional information, please 
contacl us at our web site 
v,~nv.interiorroads.corn or call 
Mike Riswold, Mechanical 
Superintendent at 250-566-4474 
TERRITORY SALES POSITION 
available for person who enjoys 
flexibility and prelect manage- 
mont. Ideal substantial second 
income or full time. Send re- 
sume to topdog@Junction.net or 
call 250-545-8859 (Vernon). 
COMMERCIAL ROOFING Co. 
seeking self motivated Estima- 
tor. Successful candidate musl 
have good communication 
skills, ability to read and inter- 
~t plans and specs. Building 
.ch degree or equivalent an 
set. Fax resume to Transwest 
Roofln.a 604-596-1430 
JAMES WESTERN STAR 
Sterling Ltd. requires commer- 
cial transport mechanics for our 
Pdnce George Facility. We re- 
uire Cedified Technicians, en- 
~e and gear experience an 
~et. Shift work is required. 
( ,repetitive wage and benefit 
I: ckage offered. References 
r lulred. Please fax resume to: 
l n: Service Manager 250-562- 
3260 (NO PHONE CALLS) 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
p.~irs or new construction. 25 
years experience. Call Richard 
@250-636-8526 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
FELTSTORIESI WANT to 
make storytime fun? Try a felt 
story. Great for daycams, pre- 
schools, schools and at home. 
Call Sandra 250-635-3191 
evenin.qs. 
f Looking for -' 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing Child care, 
nrop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a p~ram of the Terrace 
Woman's Resource Society 
and is funded by the MinlsW of Communlt'/, 
~,, Ab0dg[nalandWomen'sSe~ices j 
GET BACK ON TRACKI Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need money? We lendH If you 
own you own home - you 
qualify. 1-877-987-1420. 
www.pioneerwest.com 
Member of the Better Business 
Bureau. 
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
• Consolidate debts 
• One Low Monthly Payment 
• Eliminate or Reduce Interest 
• Rebuild Your Credit Rating 
Credit Counselling Society of BC 
NON PROFIT SERVICE 
1-888-527-8999 
TOWS FLOORS Flooring Sales 
250-638-7074 Laminate, hard- 
wood, and cork. PALLET SALE: 
tactory second laminate 
1125sqft $1200.00 underlay in- 
cluded, www.torsfloors,com 
15 YEARS Experience. Quality 
workmanship. Reasonable 
rates. References. Free esti- 
mates. Call Dan at 250-635- 
7555, 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint,Spring and Summer interi- 
or, exterior, residential and 
commercial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier, Seniors 
15% labor discount. Profession- 
al quality work, Reasonable 
rates, Free estimates. Refer- 
ences available. Call Karl. 250- 
615-0199 
ECONOMY TWO bedroom on 
Breuns Island, $350/mo. Pets 
welcome. Call 250-635.9102, 
NEW ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT, close to town, 
four appliances, Non-smokers, 
no pets. $550/m0 Damage de- 
posit required. Available Imme- 
diately. Call 250-635.1622 or  
250-635-2250 . . . . .  
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Northern Hearing & Safely Training 
Industrial Audiometric Testing - Fixed & Mobile 
Retail First Aid Kits & Supllies 
T.D.G. - WHMIS via Computer 
St. John Ambulance 
COURSE SCHEDULE 2003 
July 30 OFA LEVEL ONE $90.00 
July 31 TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $90.00 
Aug. 7 OFA LEVEL ONE $90.00 
Aug. 8 TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $90.00 
Aug. 16 &17 STANDARD ENHANCEMENT (Course includes CPR-C) $160.00 
Aug. 18&19 STANDARD ENHANCEMENT (Course lndUdes CPR.C) $160,00 
Sept. 8-19 OFA LEVEL THREE $749.00 
Ocl. 6-17 OFA LEVEL THREE $749.00 
If Ihese dates do not suit your needs, just cl II, r laybe we con help. There are a wide 
I variely of courses now available, indudin!l Ix hysilter, wilderness and marine first I 
lald to name a few. Please call 250-635.5500 or fax 635.5524 , ,J 
COMPUTER CAMP FOR KIDS 
PeeWee Publishers (Ages 6-7) $19 
Aug l l  * Man. 9:30am-3:OOpm 
Super Sleulhs (Ages 8-9) $19 
Aug 13 * Wed. 9:30om-3:00pm 
Net Newscasters (Ages 10-12) i $19 
Aug 15 * Frl. 9:30am-3:OOpm.  : 
: ;i. :!:$89 OFA Level I 
Aug ts. Fr=. 
Adult Care Component  i i'ii:!i~i!;i?!:,, $25:: 
Aug 15• Fri. 
Bulldlng Sen/Ice Worker Level I i: 
Aug 15-17. Frl/Sat/Sun. I 
,ro.,o,a,o.,.,o.om.n, ' ::/;i i8'i ;I 
Aug 16• Sot• 8:30am-.5'.30pm :: :: :i: i:1 
Cashier "rra n ng . . . . .  ' ,$~i !  
Aug 23 Sat 9:OOam-4:OOpm i :: 
NORTHWEST 
Take a c loser  look, :,' : i 
A NEW 2 bedroom apartment 
suite, 2 floors, very clean & 
quiet area. Has covered park- 
ing. Comes with f/s, w/d. No 
pets #easel Available imme- 
diately. Call 250-635- 
4571.(31p3) 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
quiet,clean two bedroom apart- 
ment. Close to town, security 
entrance, on-site management. 
No pets. $475/mo + damage 
deposit. Call 250-638-0404 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Roomy, two bedroom apart- 
ment in triplex. Fridge, stove 
and garbage pickup. Located in 
Thornhill. $375/mo. Call 250- 
638-8607 
ONE & TWO bedroom apart- 
ments available Immediately. 
Call 250-635-5136 or 250-635- 
6428 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet,new paint,laundry 
facilities.Available Immediately. 
Call Tom at 250-615-5441 
PARK MANOR 
I APTS. 
1 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts., 
i ~i~,Close toswimmi'ng ~1 
I :i:& do.nio , i :, 
| :i:': Re[erences:~uiredi: ,i
I Phone 635-3475 
ONE BEDROOM suites, se- 
cured building right downtown. 
We pay heat. Laundry facilities 
available. Perfect for working, 
older couple. $400 to $510 per 
month. Call 250-635-7585 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Uni ts  
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
0 Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
, Security Entrance 
. On site Building Manager 
* Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CfflZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca ~arner 
Call: 635 4478 
II Illl 
. . . .  b .  • , 
ONE BEDROOM unit in Thorn- 
hill for rent. Rent $325 per 
month plus utilities. Phone 250- 
638-0438. Available immediate- 
Iv. 
ONE, TWO & Three bedroom 
apartments available. Heat, hot 
water Included. Live in manag- 
or, on site security. 250-635- 
3409 or 250-638-0015 
ONE, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available Imme- 
diately, On-site management. 
References required. 250-635. 
6428 or 250-638-0015 or 250- 
615-0345 
QUIET LARGE two bedroom 
apartment. Four appliances, 
security system, storage. Non- 
smokers, no pets. Half block 
from town. Available August 
1/03 Call 250-638-0046 or 250- 
635-4852 evenlnqs. 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedroom &ors| 
$475 per month I 
• Free hot water/recreation I 
• Close to school and hospital I 
• Security entrance • Starcholce I
Call collect (250) 877.6773 I 
TWO BEDROOM, upgraded, 
nice and clean. Secudty en- 
trance, manager on-slte. Satel- 
lite "IV. No pets. Hot water in- 
cluded. Security deposit and 






far 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking ,' 
• Laundry facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To v iew call i 
638' 1748 
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SMALL APARTMENT in 
fourplex in Thomhill. Ideal for 
single person or couple. To 
view 250-635-8288 
TWO BEDROOM + den. Very 
quiet, fenced yard with fruit and 
shade trees. Close to Uplands 
School. Full basement partially 
finished. Washer, dryer. Pets 
negotiable. $600/mo, CalM-800- 
463-3265 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, 
quiet, new carpets and paint. 
Has storage room and laundry 
facilities available, $425/mo. 
Call 250-615.9772. 480Tour i s t . . ,  
Accommodat ion  
. . . ,  . . . .  ,~  
TWO BEDROOM quiet apart- 
ment. Balcony, laundry in build- 
ing, new carpet + tile floors. No 
smokers or pets. $425/month. 
Call 250-635-0662. 
: 554 Houses  
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1st. 
Three bedroom basement suite 
close to downtown. Four ap- 
pliances, cable and utilities in- 
cluded, No pets. No parties. 
$750/mo. $375 damage depos- 
it. Serious inquiries only. Call 
250-635-4642 
FRESHLY PAINTED one bed- 
room suite, bright, lots of room. 
incl., heat, hydro & cable. 
$475/mo.. Call 250-638-8639. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to downtown, suitable 
for single person. Utilities and 
cable included $450/mo. Dam- 
age deposit and references re- 
quired. Call after 6pro 250-638- 
8010 
THREE BEDROOM basement 
suite. $500/mo. Located close 
to hospital. Available Aug 1/03. 
Call 250-766-3809 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, hardwood floors, fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer, large 
yard. $550/month includes n/g 
and cable. Call 250-635-2556. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, newly renovated. Lots of 
light, washer, dryer included. 
Close to downtown. Available 
immediately. Call 250-635-3616 
THREE BEDROOM bungalow 
in Kleanza Creek subdivision. 
Suitable to, family. References 
required. Available August 1/03. 
$700/mo. Call 250-647-8707. 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
RETAIL SPACE for rent in 
Gobind Mall. Call 250-635-5981 
or 250-635-3409 
TWO bedroom duplex in upper 
Thomhill. Large shop and yard. 
$550/mo. Call 250-638-1553 
eveninqs. 
FOUR BEDROOM duplex in 
Terrace. N/g heat, washer/dryer 
included. No parties, no smok- 
ing. Written references and de- 
posit required. Phone 250-798- 
9554 
JUST RENOVATED, two bed- 
rooms, upstairs suite of duplex. 
Private entrance. Yard with fruit 
trees, downtown. Fridge/stove 
included,Electric heat. $550/mo. 
No pets. Available immediately. 
Call 250-638-0790 for appoint- 
ment to view. 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, high quality four plex. 
Near hospital and bus routes. 
Onsite caretakers, five ap- 
pllances, ng fireplace, mini stor- 
age. No pets please, $685/mo. 
Call Allison at 250.635-6580 
ONE BEDROOM duplex near 
curling dnk available for mature 
adult. Small pet allowed. Call 
250-635-3042 
ONE BEDROOM in side-by- 
side duplex. Private entrance, 
five minutes to mall. Fridge, 
stove included. No pets. Avail- 
able immediately. $395/mo. Call 
250-638-0790 
SMALL TWO bedroom duplex, 
in Thornhill. Fridge, stove 
included. No pets, Security de- 
posit and references required. 
$375/month. Call 250.638-7727 
THREE BEDROOM duplex for 
rent. Located in upper Thornhill 
on very large lot. 1 1/2 baths, 
storage room, carport. Includes 
fridge, stove and hook-ups for 
washeddryer. $700/mo (negoti- 
able for long term lease) Call 
250-635-6905 
THREE BEDROOM duplex, 
large, clean, well cared for, 
3507 B Old Lakelse Lake Dr, 
f/s, w/d, blinds, fenced yard. 
Pets negotiable. Non-smokers 
ONLY. $675/mo. plus dam. 
dep. Avail. immediately. Call 
250-635-4368. 
THREE BEDROOM duplex. 1 
112 baths, washer, dryer hook- 
ups. Carport, fenced yard. Lo- 
cated in Upper Thornhill on bus 
route. $600/m0 plus damage 
deposit. Please call 250-635- 
5022 
THREE BEDROOM town- 
house. $550/mo, half damage 
deposit. Fridge/stove included. 
No pets. Call 250-638-1094 
TWO BEDROOM duplex. Utili- 
ties included. Full cable, fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer, dishwash- 
er. Carpert and shed. Clean, 
well maintained in upper Thorn- 
hill. Call 250-635-3756 
WELL KEPT Two bedroom, 
two bath, side by side duplex at 
3316 Sparks. Five appliances, 
hardwood on main floor. QUIET 
people with good rental refer- 
ences and no dogs. $600/mo. 
Call 250-638-8639 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tending Services available. 
4 BEDROOM family home for 
rent. Upscale neighborhood 
good quality home. 
$900/month, references re. 
quired ideal for long term ten- 
ant. 4944 Cooper Ddve. Call 
250-747-8634.(31 p3) 
4 BEDROOM house in Terrace, 
close to schools, 2 baths, 2 liv- 
ing rooms, 2 cherry •trees, car-. 
port, inside shows well, fresh 
paint. Owner will finance a 
working couple, 5.93% 
$750/mo. $2000 down, 250- 
635-9593 meg., Direct 250-639- 
3800.(31 pl ) 
FIVE/SIX BEDROOM house 
with office, n/g, five appliances, 
hardwood floors, basketball 
court on two acres, in Gossen 
Creek Subdivision. Hydro Incl. 
$900/mo. plus drag. dep. Call 
250-635-2298. 
FOUR BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath 
house at 4633 Scott. Fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Gas and 
cable included. $850/mo. Call 
250-638-8639 
LARGE 5 bedroom, 4 bath 
house with garage, 3274 Cres- 
cent, n/s, appliances included, 
$800/mo. Call 250-638- 
7606.(31 p3) 
LARGE FOUR/FIVE bedroom 
house. Two baths, fenced yard, 
six appliances. Located on Mu- 
nthe Ave. Pets negotiable, non- 
smoker. Available Sept 1. 
$850/mo. Call 250-635-7010 
LARGE HOUSE in Usk. 6+ 
more bedrooms, 2 baths. 
Horses and pets allowed. 
$600/month, rent negotiable. 
Call 250-638-7608.(31 p3) 
LARGE WELL maintained 
three bedroom house, also 
small two bedroom house avail- 
able. Close to schools and 
town. Non-smokers, no pets. 
Call 250-635-5893 
LIKE NEW three bedroom 
townhouse on Kenney St. 1 1/2 
bath, carport, fridge, stove, 
blinds, natural gas heat. Avail- 
able Aug. 15: Call 250-635- 
7855. 
NICE FIVE bedroom, 2 1/2 
baths house in Thornheights. 
Landscaped yard, fenced back- 
yard. Five appliances: Available 
August 1, $800/mo. Call 250- 
638-8639 
ONE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill. Electric heat, new 
bathroom. $375/mo. Available 
immediately: Call 250-638-8052 
or 250-635-2319 
SMALL ONE bedroom house at 
4637 Soucie. References re- 
quired. $350/mo. Call 250-638- 
'8639.(31p3) 
THREE BEDROOM cedar pan- 
abode. One block from Uplands 
School. $750/mo includes utili- 
ties. Call 250-638-1713. 
F(.,UR BEDROOM upper suite 
on southside. $800/mo includes 
utilities. Near schools. Phone 
Rob at 250-638-7290 
ONE BEDROOM suite with dy- 
er view for rent on Queensway, 
Deck over backyard. $375/mo. 
Call 250-635-2837 
PERFECT FOR STUDENT 
large new furnished bedroom 
w/mtni kitchen on ground level. 
Private bath, utilities included. 
Washer, dryer available. Close 
to bus mute to College or town. 
Call 250-635-4294 after 6:00pro 
THREE BEDROOM house in 
ThornhiII. Large yard, storage 
shed, $600/m0. Available Au- 
gust 20th. Call 250-635-5506 
THREE BEDROOM house next 
to the Farmers Market, natural 
gas fireplace, washer, dryer, 
fddge, stove, garage, No smok- 
ing, no pets, References re- 
quired. $675/mo. Available Au- 
gust 1st. Call 250-635-3004 
leave messaqe. 
THREE BEDROOM house. C/w 
fridge, stove, fenced yard and 
carport. References required. 
Call 250-635-3796 
THREE BEDROOM very clean 
main floor suite in Thornhill. No 
pets, no parties. On bus route. 
$600/mo Available August 1/03. 
References and deposit re- 
Quired. Call 250-635-6128 
TWO BEDROOM very clean 
home in Thornhill, Small work- 
shop. No cats or large dogs. 
On bus route, available imme- 
diately. $600/mo. References 
and deposit required. Call 250- 
635-6128 
STARRESORT.INT. 




Close to schools and hospital. 
Newly renovated, $600/mo. 
Quiet location, dead end of 
Pear St. Available now. 250- 
635-9467 or 250-635-4220 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
close to town and schools. 
Fridge, stove included. Washer, 
dryer hook-ups. 4700 Da- 
vis.Available immediately.Call 
250-615-7665 
LAKELSE LAKE house. Pro- 
fessional couple wanting to rent 
or possibly rent to own: house 
on Lakelse Lake. Please call 
250-635-0852 
FOR SALE 10X60' Atco bunk 
house. Must be moved. $500 
refundable if moved within ten 
days. Call 250-635-9638 
14X70 MOBILE on 2.2 acres 
two bedroom, all appliances in- 
cluding washer/dryer, 12x16 
heated shed. Pets negotiable. 
$650 month. Call 250-635- 
8131. 
ONE BEDROOM mobile home. 
Includes w/s, Us, recent up- 
dates. Ref. required, $300/mo. 
plus d/d. Avail. Aug 1/03. Call 
Randy 250-638-0008.(31 p3) 
THREE BEDROOM trailer in 
ThornhiII. Living morn with ex- 
pand= and wood fireplace, four 
peice bathroom. Central va- 
cuum, kitchen with island and 
four appliances. Call 250-635- 
9040 
THREE BEDROOM trailer with 
addition. Large shop, Copper 
Mountain subdivision. No pets. 
$550/mo. References required. 
Call 250-635-3064 
THREE BEDROOM trailer with 
full addition, 26X24' shop. 
Close to schools. Five applianc- 
• es included..$700/mo Damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired. Please call 250-635- 
9093. No inside pets. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fridge, stove. 
$500/mo. Call 250-635-8772. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile. 
Washer, dryer, fridge, stove In- 
cluded. Located in Thornhill. 
Carport. Available August 1/03. 
Rent $500/m0 plus $200 dam- 
age deposit. Call 250-635-6662 
or 250-615-9162 
TWO BEDROOM trailer (large 
trailer 12X68) for rent in Sunny- 
hill Trailer Court. Available im- 
mediately. Rent $400 per month 
plus utilities. Fridge, stove, 
washer and dryer Included. Ref- 
erences required. Phone 250- 
638-0438 
TWO BEDROOM with addition. 
Ftve minutes to downtown 
Bright interior, wooded setting. 
Natural gas/wood heat. Fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Referenc- 
es required. $500/mo. Call 250- 
635-2839 
2/3ACRE LOT for sale located 
on quiet street on the Bench. 
For more information call 250- 
635-2764 
FIVE ACRES of very pdvale 
North West Francios Lake prop- 
erty on a point with over 1200ft 
of sand and pebble beach fron- 
tage, old log house and cabin. 
Cost of property $160,000.00 
Mileage from Burns Lake to 
Francios Lake property 37 miles 
or 60 kms. For more information 
call 1-250-692-7242 
HIGHLY VISIBLE 78 acres 
=veda=king Terrace; Copper 
and Skeena Rivers. A natural 
for hunting/fishing lodge. RV 
site, placer mining or gravel 
sales. $750,000 Can. firm. (Part 
E 1/2 District Lot 3994, Coast 
Range 5 Land District. Call 1- 
250-992-2195 after 5pm. 
RUXTON ISLAND (Gulf Island) 
Furnished 3 bedroom cabin. 
Over 1 acre waterfront. No 
services, Good moorage, 10 
minutes east of Vancouver Is- 
land $139,000 email:" rdboyle 
@shaw.ca (250) 755-9216. 
FOR SALE 2 bdrm cabin on 
Crystal Lake 45 mine. North of 
Prince George. Propane fridge, 
stove, two wood stoves, gen- 
erator. $33,000 OBO. Phone 
250-563-9389 or 250-962-9466 
SUNNY LAKE OSOYOOS. 
Spacious lakefront adult condo, 
3 bdrm, 2 baths, large laundry 
room, huge closets, gas f/p, 
pool, elevator secured under- 
ground parking. $239,900. Call 
250-495-4581, cell 202-285- 
0413 
40 BEAUTIFUL acres. Well 
maintained 3 bdrm house. No 
basement. Horse orientated. 
Log onto 
www.bchomesforsale.com 
On Yellowhead. Location Fort 
Fraser, B.C. Hwy 16. 250-690- 
7470 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 - .25/word plus GST, Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250-538- 
8432 or email to advedising 
@terracestandard.com. We ac- 
cept Visa/m/c or cash, 
ROOM FOR RENT, Utilities In- 
cluded $250/m0+. Furnished 
or unfurnished. 250-635.1128 
or 250-815-9100 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
a three bedroom full basement 
house. Share rest of home. 
$260.00 per month includes util- 
ities. Call 250-635-3126 
IN THORNHILL looking for one 
non - smoking room mate, to 
share full house wlth large yard, 
$300/month includes utilities 
Call 250-635-5506 
MATURE, CHRISTIAN woman 
to share large house in Thorn- 
hill with middle aged woman, 
References required, $300/mo, 
Call 250.635-8266, 
ONE BEDROOM shared ac. 
4 BEDROOM house in Terrace, 
close to schools, 2 baths, 2 liv- 
ing rooms, 2 cherry trees, car- 
port, inside shows well, fresh 
paint, owner will finance a work- 
ing couple. 5.93% $750/mo. 
$2000 down. Call 250-635-9593 
meg. Direct 250-639- 
3800.(31 pl ) 
FOUR BEDROOM family home 
on a large view lot in Terrace. 
Kitchen island, wall oven, Gas 
fireplace, den, jet tub. Has a 
daylight basement, fenced yard, 
two car garage and lots of ex- 
tras. Would consider trading for 
home of lesser value, Asking 
$255,000.00, Call 250-635- 
3876 
GREAT LOCATION well main- 
tained two bedroom house on 
quiet no-through street one 
block from downtown. Great 
starter or retirement home. 
$79,900.00. 4816 Park Ave. 
Call to view 250-635-3730 
GREAT WORKSHOP in the 
Horseshoe only minutes from 
Christy Park and schools, Four 
bedrooms, two baths and a 
family/games room. Upstairs is 
newly renovated with ceramic 
tile floors and a bright sunny 
kitchen with a deck off the din- 
ing  area, Very private fenced 
back yard with a gravelled pic. 
nic area. 20X24 wired and insu- 
lated shop for all your toys. 
Please call 250.638-0968. 
Reduced $130,000.00 Courtesy 
to Realtors. 
MOVE HOUSE to your location. 
Reduced to $27,500.00. Two 
bedrooms, 16X40 house with 
cedar siding. 17 years old. In- 
terior and exterior is in good 
condition, Price includes: fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer, freezer, 
microwave and hide.a.bed. For 
appointment o view call 250. 
commodatlon, Available for sin. 635-4670 
~le man. Call 250-635-5893 
~l  = I ~ 
i: ~ ~ ~<i. :!. 
I 
LAKELSE LAKE PROPERTY 
2493 First Avenue Highway side 
Quaint [umished Io 9 house, one bedroom, washer, dryer, guest 
house and carport on .55 acres wilh 76 foot lake frontage with 
dock and 17 foot boat. 
Asking $250,000 
Phone 250"798-2075 
SALMON ARM. Spacious 
2300 sq, ft. home, 4 bdrms, 2 
baths w/ lakeview on private 
0.56 flat acre. Mature landscap- 
ing, fruit trees, close to ameni- 
ties. $195,000. Phone 250-832- 
9981 
NEAT, ATTRACTIVE older 
home, 4722 Halliwell. 3 bed- 
rooms, 1 1/2 baths, 6 ft fence, 
family room, small shop, living 
room, dining room, finished 
basement, covered back porch 
& Ig.. patio, alarm system, 
wood/elec heat, gas fireplace. 
Nice yard, flowers, swings, 
closed in car port, wood & gar- 
den sheds. Good location, pri- 
vate yard, garden spot, lots of 
trees in front and back. Call 
250-635-0195 except 
Sat.(31p1) 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 -.25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7263 
Fax 250.638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
• or cash. 
QUALITY FAMILY home 2403 
South Kalum. Three bedrooms, 
two full baths, living room with 
vaulted ceiling, European cabi- 
nets and ceramic tile floors. 
Family room with gas fireplace 
unique multi-level design. Home 
office or 4th bedroom, separate 
laundry room. Sundeck, land- 
scaped and fenced backyard 
with garden shed. Gas furnace 
and hot water, wired for AC. 
Ample closets and storage 
space. Close to schools, hospi- 
tal, shopping. Reduced to 
$139,000 call 250-638- 
8837.(31 p3) 
QUALITY FAMILY HOME 2403 
Soulh Kolum 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, living room with vaulted 
ceiling, European cabinets anti 
ceramic tile floors, family room 
with gas fireplace, unique multi- 
level ;:Jesign, home office or 4fh 
bedroom, separate'laundry 
room, sundeck, landscaped & 
fenced backyard with garden 
shed, gas furnace and hotwoter, 
wired [or AC, ample closets and 
storage space, close to schools, 
hospital, shopping s145,000 call 
638-8837 or 849-5463 
REDUCED FOR SALE. Well 
kept and very private four 
bedroom 2,100 sqft country 
style home. Natural gas, wood 
and electdc heat, two baths. 
Located at beautiful Lakelse 
Lake on private fenced-in park- 
like setting. Beautifully 
landscaped on 75'X200' lot. 
Upstairs: two bedrooms, bath, 
and family room. Downstairs: 
two bedrooms, kitchen living 
room, laundry and bathroom. 
Includes all appliances. 20'X40 
tradesman/handyman's delight 
workshop, fully wired and 
plumbed with wood heat. Large 
greenhouse and gazebo. For 
more information call 250-798- 
2456 AskinCl $144,900.00 
THREE BEDROOM, 1,5 bath- 
rooms in 1350sqft house on two 
acres in Gossen Creek Sub. 
Call Flemming or Valerie @ 
250-635.9532. 
TOWNHOUSFJDUPLEX with a 
difference. For sale or rent. In 
new subdivision near College. 
For more information call 250- 
638-7074 or www.tors- 
• floors.corn 
TWO BEDROOM house and 
26'X28' shop. Fenced dog and 
garden area. 3955 Old Lakelse 
Lake Drive, $98,000.00. Call 
250-636-1530 
VERY COMFORTABLE 
1600sqfl six bedroom, full base- 
ment house on 1 1/8 acres, 
Double carport, attached glass 
green house, 17 fruit trees. On 
the Bench, between college and 
new school, $210,000.00. 
Phone 250-635-3289 
WELL MAINTAINED house on 
1.175 acres in town. Large 
shop, lots of curb appeal. Ask- 
ing $90,000. Available imme- 
diately. Call 250-635.7394 for 
appointment to view. 
waterfront ' country properties 
Ranches • outdoor ~usinesses 
International Marketing 




MOVING TRAILER? Call Yello- 
whead Trailer Towing for es- 
timate. Mobile homes, addi- 
tions, and buildings. Competi- 
live rates. Good reputation. 1- 
250-847.8986 leave messaqe. 
10 MOBILE homes for sale at 
Pine Ridge Sales In Burns 
Lake. Prices starting at $8000. 
Call Leon at 250.692-3375 
12X68 TRAILER with 12X28 
addition. Oil and wood heat. 
Must be moved. $9,000•00. 
=hone 250-635-4202 after 6pro. 
MUST SELL 
REDUCES PRICE! 
1972 Embassy Mobile 
Home, 12x58, inc: 
washer, dryer, range, 
fridge, shed, Joe X shack, 
hardwood floors. Nice 
and cozy. Paid 26k. 
Asking $12,900. Privarte 
sale. Call Candace 
(250) 635-2232 
: : .  , . .  . . , ~ . . . .  . 
MARINE 




Force 125hp " 
Long Shaft " 
Sl,999.00 
1996 Yamaha 
Virago 1100c¢ Cruiser Bike 
Js5,995.00 














In Stock Only 
Hew Merc 
60hp Long Shaft 
s5,995.00 
r o" F " 1977- 14X70 mobile home with 
built-in playhouse in addition, 
N/g heat, located in Terrace 
Trailer court, assessed at 
$23,000 will sacrifice for 
$11,000. Call 250,635-7933 or 
1980 GOLDWING interstate 
1100cc touring motorcycle. Like 
new condition with new tires 
front and back. $4700.00. Also 
Motorcycle trailer, great compa- 
nion for motorcycle camping. 
638-8829 
1998 14X70 MODULAR home 
on pad in Pine Park. Available 
immediately. Two bedrooms, 
six appliances, skylight and ja- 
cuzzi tub in bathroom. Asking 
$45,000.00 Willtake newermo- $350.00 Call Greg 250-638- 
del 24-26' 5th wheel as down 8189 . 
payment. Available immei::la e, RARE 1976-1-:ion'd'E~B"~50 Su-
Iv. Call 250-638-8438 per Sport. All original except 
FOUR BEDROOM mobile with lower bars, $2750.00 =be. 1992 
two additions: 14X70'. Located Honda V45 Magna with four 
in Pine Park. Gas heat. into one pipe. $2450.00. Call 
250-635-8266. Covered sun deck. In Very good 
condition. Asking $29,500.00. 
Call 250-635,1454 
MUST SELL Great starter or re- 
tirement home on  private lot. 
Unique two bedroom mobile 
home. Completely redone in- 
side, lots at windows. Cute'n 
cozy. Has workshop. Needs ex- 
terior finishing: Worth a closer 
look. Asking $56,000.00 obo. 
Call 250-635-4378 
WHY RENT? Buy a mobile 
home in Smithers for $12,000. 
Phone 403-887-3884 
1985 - 26' MOTORHOME, Dual 
Fuel, A/C, Generator, Awning, 
rear bedroom, sleeps 6, BIt 
Vac, very clean unit. Come try 
your offer, $16,500. 250,579- 
5163. Kamloops. 
OVER 200 new, used RV's. 20 
new brands. Diesel pushers to 
tent trailers. Call for the best se- 
lection and price in B.C. toll-free 
1-800-668-1447 or 
www.voyagerrv.ca 
B.C. Interior's Largest Rv Deal- 
er. Voyager RV Centre Hwy. 
97, Winfield, 8.C. 
FOR SALE or trade for house. 
14X70 SRI manufactured 
home. Two bedroom, two bath- 
room, n/g fireplace, f/s, w/d, 
built in dishwasher, microwave, 
and china cabinets, skylight. 
Master bedroom has full ensuite 
CANOPIES FOR SALE, black 
fiberglass, tinted glass , sliding 
window. Step side, made for 
1997 Ford Ranger (Canopy 
West Brand). Excellent condi- 
tion. New was $1324, Vander- 
hoof, located 60 miles West of 
with jacuzzi tub. Two large Prince George. Call 567-9846 
decks, back deck has six per- eves. Accepting Reasonable 
son hot tub. Also Includes 8X10 Offers. Must sell. 
sided shed. Fenced yard in a 
quiet park. Can be moved, will 
assist with move if necessary. 
Asking $59,900 (or assume 
mortgage of $380/month plus 
pad rent) For more information 
call 250-635-6477 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Delivery 
available. Dave Crossan 250- 
567-2607. 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof.BC FCC financing. 
OAC 
TWO MINIATURE pinchers. 7 
weeks old, one male, one fe- 
male. Dewormed, 1st shots• 
Tails docked, Ready to go. 
$350. Call 250-635-7895 
17' VIKING Cuddy Cabin 1997. 
Fully enclosed stand-up can- 
vas, plus moorage tarp. 115 
Mercury, 110 Ihours. EZ trailer. 
$13,500Cdn. Call 250-638-7280 
30' FARRELL fibreglass diesel 
cruiser. Radar, colour sounder, 
chart plotter, VHF. Extensive re- 
fil completed Recent survey. 
$38.000.00 Firm. Call 250-638- 
8345 
1986 NISSAN 300ZX with 
spare parts too many to list. 
$4000.00 Call 250-635-8270 
1993 GEO Storm, 4cyl, CD 
player, 2" lowering kit, new 
tires. Excellent condition, 
$5900.00 =be. Phone 250-635- 
1199 
1998 VOLKSWAGEN Passal 
GLS, 1.8T, 5speed. 
129,000kms. Alloy wheels. 
$13,500. For more information 
call 250-635-1578 
OPEN FOR PUBLIC Sell your 
vehicles! Only $9.95/month 
with pictures. Cars, trucks, 
Vans, SUV's, Boats, Motor- 
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, The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 30,  2003-  B15 
Canadia~ Community Newspapers A sociation 
newspapers 
tell the local story 
~ C~ NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION OF (~ 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT "~'~ YES! You CAN have the car you wanU PJTLSH EN2004TSKHA-412 ~o,~. 
Call our 24 Hr, Credit Hotline at LUMBIA NANGEESE 600 FOREST SERVICE ROAD ,~i !] ~c.-.=e~ s.le.;~ ufh.~.~; . . . .  ~ - ~! ~ "' 
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Financing for cars, Timber Sales Manager, Terrace Timber Sales Office, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, - . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I rucks ,  vans  so V8G 1L1. i l l  × !iii l  All makes & models ~ ~::: L:~t3C 
Speak In confidence 19 .... ~:::~;;~ c.~:::,,.~;~.. 
!;~!~;i:.~:~: ...................... our friendly experts NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION OF ~,~y¢ ,~:.~i;o~,! ,~t=!,:t ~...'; 
Call Toll Free ~ • ROAD CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT E03-15-9694 ~, . .  '.'.'::,.'!~'~';';;~i~"~;',';~:~c~:;.'.,,~. 
' HARPER BRANCH H-35 FOREST SERVICE ROAD ~:::~ ~;~:~'~,;;~:;.'~."(~'."',,'i~,.',;~:,.'~; 1-866-792-7667 ~ ,: ~t '  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~- "  
In accordance with the Conlract deled Octobar 22, 2002 ~)th;~= =r~ ~,~= .: ~,h .).; .. ~i¢i:i:i:]:i::: ..:  ; 
- ' " /bU L;I S , cs"as"  BETWBENO~BB: MlnlslryofFoceals WEBEXTRA: Flash fire 
and ~ ~ ~ S y  Tuesday night ¢~)nlainin9 agrass fireon the ....., i 
. . . .  ' " ' CONTRACTOR: Dave Lavole Contm¢ifng Ltd. "='~rr,~,:~: Liiff.~ ;'t',e.~!;~. grounds of Mills MeI'norial He, spiral. Firetighters from Terrace and Thorn hill wer9 : : 
1969 FIREBIRD 400. 400 Tur- This is to corlify that Ihe work described therein has been SUBSTANTIALLY ~'~.,~a,:~ ~.<..~o~= :. c~..~.~ .  ;;:..~.,..:.;. ~~.-:;.~3.~; -= .;.~.;   there, alongwithambulanceserv~epersonRelandB.C.Forest$erv~estafl, det~ be, CD, etc. $15,900 obo or PERFORMED on Road Construction Conlract E03-15-9694, For all purposes under i ......................................... Poot~ on 05704f2002 
W.H.Y. Call 250-638-7690 the contract, wberefn the rights, duties and obligations of all parties concerned are 
deecdbed, and for all purposes under Ihe Lien Legislation applicable to the place of ! ~:.,. ,. . . . . .  , = ~ . . . . .  ' 
work, Substantial Pedormance shall be regarded as equivalent Io "Compleled" as 
described thereunder. 
Timber Sales Manager, Terrace "limber Sales Office, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, 
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully Terrace, BC V8G 1L1. 
loaded, no leather, 73,000kin. =1 
$19,900.00 obo. Call 250-638- ! 
1831 ~ BRI:rBH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR ~,,,swv~ 
COLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A72523 Fc~ 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, a Timber Sale Licence Is being offered for sale. 
1992 FORD pick-up 250XLT Clo$1ngDate:August7,2OO3at8:3Oa.m. at the Terrace l"imber Sales Office 
Geographic Location: 6.8 km on the 12009 Helen FSR Term: One (1) year 
3/4 ton, extended cab, long box, Volume: 1114 cubic maims, more or less 
auto. Excellent condition. Upset Stumpege Rate: $0.25 per cubic metre 
Ready for camper. 93000km. The upset stumpage rate was determined using the District Value Index, and is appli- 
Nc, runningboards. 4 new tires, cable onlytooonifemus green sawicg grades. 
Must seel $11,500 obo. Call Species: Homleck 67%, Balsam 30%, Spruce 3%, more or less 
250-635-7970. Tendars will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small ; 
Bus[noes Forest Enterprise, Category one (1) and/or two (2). 
2000 ONE ton diesel truck, LogglngSyatem: Right of Way Decks :7:: 
crew cab 4X4. 84,000kms, ram- Restrictions: HeeI-Boomlype equipment :i~!I 
eta control, cruise control, NC, Applications witlbe accepted by the BC Timber Sales Maneger, Terrace Timber Sales !~' =e rr ces an-ar-,c0m a l d d captain seats (front and back) Office. Skeena Business Area, 200- 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columb/a ' i L~ 
Extra warranty including GM. VeGILluntile:30a.m. onAugust T, 2003. 
$23,000. Call 250.635-2768 There Is additional material which the applicant must consider in their application. 
This material, applicetion forms, and other tnformalion about BC Timber Sales, can be 
obtained from the above Terrace Timber Sales Office on or after July 31, 2003. " ......... I t  IB  I I  I 
Specify Timber Sale LIcence A72523, 
~BPJ:rLSH CALLING FOR TENDERS F ~ ¢ ¢  =-__..=__.um¢1. Check out our site or cal1638-7283 for advertising i n fo rmat ion  
~!~ L..OLUMBIA For Visual Impact Assessments 
Sealed Tenders for the Visual Impact Assessment Contract No. SD2004TSKTE-214 b3~[8~l i~ Vg~=l  I lg l  .. 
located in the Terrace Field Team area, will be received by the "llmber Sales Manager, . 
Terrace 13tuber Sates Office, Skeena Business Area, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, . .. 
British Columbia V8G ILl, until g:00 a,m. on August 20, 2003, at which time all tenders 
will be opened In public, This contract will require the assessment of ten blocks. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " I . . . . . .  
Tenders must be submitted on the form and In the envelope provided which, with particu- 
lars may be obtained from the Terrace Timber Sales Office as Indicated. Tcndem will not 
10e considered having any qualitytng clauses whatsoever and the lowest or any tender C ~ , ~  3 ~ p ~ U l ~ ~ l  
will not necessarily be accepted. To place your 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the . Commun ty (2 assified "~ 
Conditions of Tender. 
All inquiries should be directed to Christopher 9. Lind Operations TechnicianConlrect ' call this newspaper or  
Coordinator, atthaabeveeddress. ¢ ")] Classifieds P~eI2BOl=5-st~. . toll free 1-866-669-9222 
Contract award Is subject to funding being available at the time. dassifieds@bccomrnunitynews.com 
t .~  BRfTISH NOTICE ~ wvwv.communityclassifieds.ca " 
• ~COLUMBIA ROAD CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT rt~'~ ¢ . .... .~:: 
EN-2004-Ts'rPR-O01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  REACH 2.3 MILLION BE &YUKON READERSFOR $309 ORl l"MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,443 
Sealed Tenders for the construction of approximately'2,667 metres of atabllleed sub- 
grade and reactivation of 6,104 meters of saasonally maintained road at Cheenls 
Creek will be received by IheTimber Sales Manager. Tenders are to be addressed to 
BC Timber Sales, Port McNeill Timber Sales Office, Seaward Business Area, 2217 
Mine Road, Post Office Box 7000, Port McNeill, B.C. V0N 2R0 and will be received 
until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on Thursday, August 28th 2003 and opened In public at AUTOMOTIVE BUSINESS SERVICES EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE MISC,  RECREATIONAL 
Ihattime. Tondarsarelnvitedlromqualifiedcontractomonly. Aqualifledcontract°rts 2003 FORD F350 4X4 N E W S P A P E R OPPORTUNITIES WHAT ARE YOU VEHICLES 
one who has successfully completed work of similar size and nature within the past 
five (5) years end is In good standing with the registrar of companies and tha Crewcab loaded Lariat PUBLISHERS, lower your MEAT MANAGER. WAITING FOR? Gateway OVER 200. NEW and 
Worker's Compensation Board. Please ncta bid pending ls mandatory, shod or long box. 15,000 production costs. Konica Manning Foods Limited, PCs ONLY $999 or used motorhomes, 5th 
Tenders witl be available at the Seaward Business Area Office (250) 956-5119. A fee 
of$25.00, payabTe by check or money order, will be eharged fer each tender pack" km, $45,900. Call 604- Newsline imagesettlng located in Northern $1/dayl 'You have to see wheels, trailers, van- 
age. The lea wl[I be relmbarsed to all bldders who submtt a quali|ied bid, Tendarmust 538-9778 or toll-free film available in all sizes Alberta, invites applicants theml No money Downl conversions, truck 
be submitted on lhe forms and in lhe envelope supplied. No Tenders hall be considerad if they hava any qualifying olauses whats°ever end 1"877-538-9778. D8367 atgreat prices, eg. 12" X for the position of Meat WindowsXP-FREE! 6 campers. Total RV Centre 
Iheiowastoranytenderwitinotnecassadlybeaccapted. "200' $124.00, 18"X 200' Manager. Duties will Months AOL-FRI~EI 1 RV Listing Service. Free 
Bidders are advised that the viewing is mandatory. The viewing will be held Tuesday, AUTO FINANCING 
August 19th 2003, 08:30AM commencing at Inland Air Charters Lid,, Seal Cove Graphics 905-625-8833. pricing, packaging, qual i ty FREE! 1-866-259-1171 Voyager RV, Hwy 97, Seaplane Base in Prinoe Bupert. lnterestedapplioanlswhohavapurchasedatender SECOND CHANCE $186.00. Marathon include product cutting, "' Yearon site tech support- pick-up Western Canada. 
package must register prior Io the viewing date. Only one registrant per prospective ! FINANCE. We Say Yes to ddelorme@ marathongral~ control, Inventory control, www'd°llaraday.:c°m ' Winfield, B.C. 1-800-668- 
bidder Is permitted to register, Subcontractors, supptiers or log buyers are not permit" Poor Credit and hics.com budgeting, staff LOANS • 1447. www.voyagerRV.ca 
led to register. . ' 
The award of the Contracl is subject to fundlng avaitabllity. ,Bankrupts. Select from supervision and BUSINESS I_'OANS. 
The Solicital]on ls suhject o Chepler 5 of the Agreement on lntemal Trade Over 450 Cars - Trucks, CAREER TRAINING STEEL BUILDINGS 
For further information or to register for the site viewing conlact Robert Donald et housekeeping. Applicants $50,000-$5 mil l ion .  B,C. BUILDING 
(250)624.7460botween8:3Oa,m. and4:30p, m. Monday to Fdday. 4x4's - Vans. Call Marty BE AN INTERIOR must have several years Private money available. SALE.. .Go Canadian 
,604-46~4-3941. DECORATOR with our of retail , meat Have you been rejected Manufacturer Direct and 
BUILDING SUPPLIES course, uniqu  home-study Call for management experience, by your bank? Business Save, Many Shapes and 
sound knowledge of meat plan and cash flow Sizes, Example: 30 X 40 
C ITY  OF  TERRACE A MAJOR FLOORING your free brochure, department operations, analysis services. 1-866- $8,890.00. Pioneer 1-800- 
WHOLESALER needs 1-800-267-1829. Sheffield and possess good 402-6464. 24 hrs. 
668-5422. Visit our gallery NOTICE OF PUBUCHEARING cash flow. Save up to School of Interior Design communication and PAYDAY LOANSI Bad at pioneersteel.com. 
50% on laminate, cork, 1608-38 McArthur Ave, interpersonal skills. The credit? No credit? No Since 1980. ROAD ABANDONMENT AND REVESTING OFTITLE real wood floating, Ottawa ON K1L6R2 
Brazilian walnut or cherry, Co-operative Retailing problem. Borrow up to 
TAKE NOT CE THAT, pursuant to Sedion 527 of the Local VACATION RENTALS 
Government Act, the Council of the Cty of Terrace intends to stop bamboo, oak or maple CARS System offers a $1000 until payday. Have 
upond,closetotroffc~not+/'515.5s.q.m, po_rfionofKolumStreet pre-finished. Tons more. NEED A CAR? Bad competitive salary and a a job? Get a loan BEAUTIFUL GULF 
dedicated as road by Plans 972 andPRP41812, District Lot 361 1-800-631-3342: credit? No credit? We can comprehensive benefits guaranteedl 1 hour ISLANDS waterfront farm. 
and District Lot 36,9, Range 5, Ceast District and shown in heavy outline on the ottached map. BUSINESS FORSALE helpl Act hOWl Financing package, along with , approval. 1-866-3- Rooms and cabins, 
AND pursuant to Section 525 of the. Local Government Act, the REDUCED- health forces your future, not your excellent training and .PAYDAY 24 hrs/7 days. simple cooking facilities: 
Count of the City of Terrace intends to petition the Minister ot quick sale. Taxi company past. Good Cents opportunities for www.prldirect.ca Single rooms from $65, 
Community, AborqinaJandWomen's Services to abandon the said in BC interior. All- Discount Auto Phone advancement. Please cabins and deluxe 
rood and vest tilTe ~nereto in the name of the C ly of Terrace. inclusive. Good income. 2 5 0 - 7 1 7 • 3 0 0 0 .  send a delailed resume, PERSONALS accommodation also 
Only $89,900,00. Joyce kevIn@goDdcentsauto.com, along w i thsa la ry  EXPERT PSYCHICS..~Try available. B.C. Ferry 
• expectations to: Human Us FIrstl Your Future service. Clam Bay Farm, 
Geering - Sutton Group. EDUCATION Resources Manager, Revealed by Your 1 -2  5 0 -  62 9 -  63  1 3. 
"="=-- 1-877-536-9590. A NEW. CAREER? Train Federated Co-operatives Personal Psychic. Sincere www.clambay.com 
• BUSINESS to be an Apartment/ Ltd., Box 2260, & Genuine Readings. Call 
OPPORTUNITIES Condominium Manager. Edmonton,T5J 2P5. Fax 24 hours, 1-900-561-2100 TRAVEL 
Many jobsl Job placement 780-452-3997, Email: $2.95/min. 18+ , TIMESHARE RESALES - 
STREET CLASSIFIED ADS WORK assistance, All-Areas. k, power@fcl.ca. We DIVORCE SURVIVAL Rii® Stroman - Since 
• you're reading them Government Registered thank all applicants for STRATEGIES.. ,BefDre 1979. Buy-Seli-Rent- 
nowl Place a 25-word Program. Information/ their Interest, however spending large sums on Exchange, World Wide 
. . . .  , I ' " - 'T - ' -7" -~ ~ classified In 99 B.C. & i I ~ I I ~ Yukon newspapers for brochure 604-681-5456, only those selected for an legal fees, call THE" ~.Selection. CALLNOWl  
i t only $309, Call 1 800  665-8339 nterview will be FAMILY LAW CENTRE to 1800-201-0864. 
this newspaper for www.rmti.ca, contacted, understand your rights & TRADES 
, obligations. Our lawyers 
I • details, or phone EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE MISC. will present you with your. A U T O M O T, I V E 
1-866-669-9222 ext. 3. OPPORTUNITIES SAWMILL $4995.00 All options & offer smart & MACHINIST. 3rd-4th year 
www.communltyclassifleds.ca WANTED: Heavy duty new Super Lumbermate proven strategies to help apprentice to journeyman 
IE~I~E.EI..~..E~ EXISTING LOCATIONS mechanics. Competitive 2000, larger capacities, reduce your legal fees, machin!st, Work at one of 
THE PROPOSED ROAD ABANDoNMENT AND REVESTING OF AVAILABLE - TrueValue wages and benefits, more options. Norwood safeguard your assets & B.C.'s most progressive 
TITLE BYLAW AND RELEVANT BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY Hardware, V&S Options, Progressive shop with Industries, maniJfacturer defend your child custody machine shops. Norm, 
Country Depot. No service trucks. Please of sawmills, edgers and 1.604-795.9739. Fax: BE INSPECTED in Ihe reception area at the City of Terrace Public & access rights. Don't be 
Works Building at 5003 GrohamAvenue, Terrace, B.C,, Ioetween Franchise Fees contact Ivan Mitchell, skidders. Free a vlctiml "Separate 1-604-795-6050. Fortins, 
the hours of 8:30 o.m. to 4:30 p.m. each d.ay from Wednesday, July 23rd, 2003 to Mender, August.251fi, 2003, excluding Members receive Yearly Mitchell Industrial, Brooks, Inforrnatlon. 1-800-566- S m a r t" .. T o I I - F r e e ChJllJwack 
Salurdays, Sundays, and B.C. ~:~/, Monday, august 4th, 2003. Dividends. On-going field Alberta. Phone 403-362- 6899, ext, 400.OT 1-866-879-3529. TRUCKS 
support. Call TruServ 8326. Fax403-362-8045. CORAL CALCIUM PSYCHIC SERVICES A1 TRUCK LOANS. 
pUbLIC HEARING DETAII~; Canada today and bepart COOKS (DELl "EXTRA" 100 capsules, GREAT CANADIAN Trucks, cars, vans, SUVs, 
Any permns wishing Iovoice thelropinions regordingthisappJi- of our team. Toll-free EXPERIENCE'an asset) 530 rags 100% pure Psychic Networkl Need 4x46, crewcabs, diesels, 
cation may do so in writing, an I/or in person, AT THE PUBUC 1-800-665-5085. 
HEARING To BE HELD IN THE M INICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, and cleaners, 4.season marine, corral calcium advice? Get names, Credit issues? We have .• 
ATT:OOP.M. ON/~ONDAYrAUGUST25TH, 2003. ACCESS TO A wildernes's tourism ranch, frbm Okinawa, Japan dates,, times, and placesl the money. 0 down, 0-6% 
THIS NOTICE IS.GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ~ COMPUTER? Put it Willing to train, Fax as endorsed and Helping Canadlans'since Interest. Feel free 
R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 'to workl $500+ resume (250) 238.2241. recommended by Robert 1995,,.we're #1. to call anytlr~. 
THERETO. .- ~ .... . . PiT - $5000+. FIT. Room and board Barefoot on T.V,  Confidential, accurate, Appllcations/Invetltory @ 
TAKE NOTICE and be govemed accordingly' www.wlnnlngfolks.c0m or available on-site. 1-866-319.0708, Calgary; meaningful advicelOall 1- www.oredlt-klng.com. 
RON POOLE, Chief Admlnlstrolive Officer 1-888-376-9347 www.ohllcotlnholidays.com www.curecanada.com, 900-451-4915 ($3.99/M) 24/7 1-800-650,4829, 
T 
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From B8 
New events, Homecoming 
highlight Riverboat Da ,s 
"That diversity - that's 
what makes it as strong as 
it i s . "  
Here's a run-down of 
some of the new events: 
Homecoming 
social and dance 
Past residents of Ter- 
race are converging on the 
city for a big reunion in 
connection with the 75th 
anniversary. 
Friday night's Memory 
Lane Social is expected to 
be the reunion focus for 
out-of-towners returning 
home. 
"It's a way to bring the 
community together and 
celebrate with each 
other," Hull says. 
Saturday night's Home- 
coming dance features 
local band Kingfish and 
will include a casino. 
Open Mic night 
A variety coffee house 
at Cafenara Friday night 
from 7 to 10 p.m, will host 
poets musicians and other 
performers. 
game to watch and we're 
very excited to have it on 
the calendar," she said, 
It will also fit in well 
with the Beach Volleyball 
event next door at Mr. 
Mike's. 
On the rails 
A window to the past 
will be opened wide when 
the Skeena Valley Model 
Railway Club holds an 
open house at the rail car 
in the Grand Trunk Path- 
way. 
They'l l  display their 
model trail landscape pat- 
terned from a portion of 
the tracks between Terrace 
and Prince Rupert, • 
That's on Monday from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m, 
Monday will also see 
more activity continue in 
the park than in past years, 
Hull says some vendors 
and entertainment will 
continue there. The park is 
also the destination for the 
Seniors Walk on Monday. 
Walking tour 
The idea has been in 
the works for a long time, 
but it's finally come toge- 
ther. 
The Terrace Tourism 
Society has created a sou- 
venir booklet that takes 
people on a self-directed 
walking tour of the city. 
To officially unveil the 
booklet, an inaugural tour 
- complete with a guide -- 
will start at 10 a.m. Sun- 
day from Don Diego's and 
end up at Heritage Park. 
"It will be .very worth- 
while taking it," says Hull, 
The booklet is entitled 
"My Town - A Walk with 
the Founder of Terrace" 
and will serve as an on- 
going self-guided attrac- 
tion for visitors to Terrace, 
Three-on-three 
hoops 
A first-ever three-on- 
three basketball tourna- 
ment will provide new on- 
court excitement in the 
McDonald's parking lot. 
Hull says a three-on- 
three tournament in Prince 
Rupert during Seafest 
there has proved massively 
popular. 
"It's a very exciting 
THE POND TOUR, organized by the K'san House 
Society, runs from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday. It's a 
blissful self-guided journey into the backyard magic 
created by some of the city's foremost water garde- 
ners. Tickets are $10 at Ksan House Society, Bloo- 
mers and the Garden Shed. 
For many children 
and seniors .... 
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Northwest Smile 
I ign Center 
~P.k~rni,~ 
. Serving the Northwest for lOyean 
, Full Face Orthod~dc Corn 
, Invlsnflgn. ~o invis~ble brms 
. TJAJ. Tramtmnl 
) Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
. Teeth Whitening (Bleaching) 
ta~x Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200.4619 Park Avehue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 
~it//ra o#hodo~¢ tng  b~e age 7~ 
.... > 
• !i 18 cu. ft. Fridge 4 Split Spillproof Glass Shelves 
Gallon Size Adjustable Door Bins 
Extremely Energy Efficient 
Sale priced at... 
s797 
Fridges On Sale Now! 
Not sure what we're talking about here? Then tune in weekday mornings to - " -~ or ~ and listen 
to this summers adio theatre program "At Home & Restless" - where if you LISTEN AND SOLVE THE 
MYSTERY QUESTION EACH WEEK. YOU COULD WIN ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS OF THE 
BEST CUT QUALITY MEATS FROM THE COPPERSIDE IV MEAT MARKET_in Tbomhill, 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY! So what about "Agent HTA You Say" anyways? Listen to the~ every 
morning between 7:30 am to 8:30 am to determine your answer and fill out the entry form below for your 
chance to win $100.of quality fresh cut meats from the ~ Coppcrside IV Meat Market, If you need further 
clues, Io0k for the Simmons Bedding Flyer in this weeks Terrace Standard or drop by inst0re. 
I 
: At Home & Restless Hystery Theatre Contest NO PURCHASE REQUIRED!: 
Week~ WIN $100 OF FRESH ' I
i Agent HTA is really: Answer: 
A.) The private detective Sanchez 
hired to watch Danville? Name: 
B.) A new cleaning delergent 
invented by sanchez? 
i C.) A Hotpoint Fridge on sale at Ph: 
Totem Furniture & Appliances 
MEATS FROM COPPERSIDE IV o 
TOTEH FURNITURE :: 
& APPLIAHCES ," 
I 
Nopurchoseneces~o~y.Mustbemlnirnuml9yeo.dogeloe~ler.On~en~w~n 4501 Lake seAve,tTerrace,B C. , 
', -per weekly cc~fesL P". ~ as d~ri[:~-~i - no sd:~filvfo~, orcash surrmder ~be. 638-1158 o 1-800-813-1158 ' 
I ============================================== 
?i' 
Ter race  & D is t r i c t  • The Northwest Community College, Terrac~ ~'& 
C~-A I~BER District Chamber of Commerce and several 
Chamber Of Commerce chamber members are bringing it to the community 
on October 1, 2003...there will be two, 3 hour 
Well June is gone, the kids are out of school and the sessions.., lpm - ]4pm and 6p~ - 9pm at the 
visitors are in full swing. They are coming to our Northwest Community College• The cost will be 
area from all over the world• One morning last week $30 per person, or $25 each for 2 or more 
we had 3 different groups from Austria...they didn't registrants from the same business. If you want to 
know each other..:each signed the visitors register early to get the time you want, please 
book...and each was going on the,ferry...2 to Port contact Roxanne Riddler a t  the Northwest 
Hardy and 1 to Alaska. Community College. 
We've had many sightings of Kermode Bears and The chamber was asked to speak at an Economic 
three visitors were even fortunate to get a video of Development Workshop in New Ayiansh on July 22, 
them. Two of our Australian visitors were fortunate 2003. Sheila Love, President and Linda Bell, 
to see the female grizzly and her four cubs...yes, I Manager attended. Sheila talked to the workshop 
did say four...at the Fish Creek bear viewing participants about what a chamber is, what we do 
platform in Hyder. The staff at our center sent the and how we ,work with other organizations a they 
)- visitors up to the Nass Valley and to Prince Rupert are looking at starting achamber. 
for day trips and when they returned they gave us a 
disk with the bear pictures on it...we are very Coming this September...Minister Owen, of 
fortunate. If you haven't been there recently, you Western Diversification, Start Hagen Minister of 
should put it on your list of things to do this summer Sustainable Resource Development and the Bank of 
with the kids off. It is just a little early now as the Canada will be guest speakers at our 
fish aren't running yet but they should be soon. luncheons...more information to follow in August 
Remember you are crossing the border into 
Alaska.•.remember to bring proper identification for - -TH(  l.~ 
you and your family members. 
Well it is official now, all the arrangements have been 
finalized...The FISH SEMINAR is coming! Those 
of you who attended the Roy Prevost workshops will 
recall him mentioning the impact he fish seminars ,/,~"~'~ ~',,~,~,,'__" ~ , ,~  ~ '~,  
have on community businesses. It started at Pike 
Place Fish Market in Seattle...ever wondered why 
you know about his world renowned N o R'r ~ c o A s'Jr D i v I s x o N 
business in Seattle•••it's about doing something Forestry, Logging, Engineering and M~lllng 
different, brand your business, to bring them in and #206-4716 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC, V8G 2V9 
back again..it is great! Several of our community Phone: (2503 635-O6~5 - Fax: (250) 655-0656 
• www,interfor.cor~ 
. . . .  ,, : businesses went to it last year in Prince Rupert...all 
returned very excited about hey heard. Growtng with Northwest Comxnurtltles 
I ~ ~ . ~ ! < ,  < i I I~-~ ,~- ~. - -  
I ~ - ~ ~ -  ~ ~ "  . 
~ BEDROOM FURNITURE 
